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" Relay" Apparatus. 
'The appar<-ttus

. 
used in the "l.(e)ay ., Sy:-,te1n con:-.ish of relay� of a 

lype well known in mannal practice, 1JJodified to make the roils ancl 
spring banks removable, thu.i minimising the slock of spare parts 
necessary for 1nain1enance purposes. Th" coil tab.s are of novel con
stru ction, ver_\· robn:-.t anrl cannot lwcome 100.-;e due to h eating \\·hiht 
bl'ing soldered. 

All fibre }1as been eli111inated, 1nica being generally u.-;ed for in:--.ula
Lion the'' l\elay ., �ystc111 being thus e111incntly suited for trying climatic 
con Jitiono .. 

Although the cu rrent values u.-;ed in the "Relay'' S�·stern CHL' 
r>nturallv much l ess than those used in Switch S\»ten1s and tlwrefo1·e 
s1Jarking at the contacts is also less, yet each relay

.
is wonnd so that the 

excitation is sufficient to permit of contacts-whether m aking or break
ing-having a pressnre of at leost r} ozs. !:1s gramn"''). 

Attention ha'i been paid to tlie circuit nrrangements so that the 
opF;ations are cvclic and function with certainty and rapidity. 

All opcrntions eqnivalent to hunting, impulse stt'pping, etc .. are 
pt3rformed much more quickly than is possible with mechnnicnl ,11·i1rh
ing gear, as relavs have no perceptible rnech;inical inerlia. 

Send for Booklet No. r r. 

\Ve shall he pleased to arrange appointments for Telephone 
Engineers tn inspect the "Relay" System in operalion at 
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Duplex Telephone 

Cables. 
�ACHIEVEMENT 

NO. 1. 

-=LOADED CABLES. 

�ACHIEVEMENT 

NO. 2. 
LOADED AND 
REPEATER ED 

CABLES. 

The \Vestern Electric Company have for many years been 
foremost in the l\lanufacture 0f Duplex Telephone Cables. 
Research and ser\'ice experif'nce have both contributed to 
successful commercial de\elopment, and to -day the use of 
Loading Coils to impro,·e thP pffieiency and range of 
circuits, and the use of Phantom connections to increase 
the numlwr nf circuits a\·ailable from a givc>n line plant, 
havP become world wide practicP. 

,\ft er many years of collaboration between expe.-ts of many 
Branches of Science and Engineering in the evolution of 
the three electrode amplifier, and the a pplication of this to 
telephone circuits, \Vestern Electric Repeater Equipment 
is now regarded as standard telephone plant. 

The introduction of the telephone repeater to the sphere of 
practical telephony means an appreciable improvement in 
transmission for a gi\-en line plant, or alternati1•ely. a 

cheaper line plant for a given overall efficiency. A con
siderable increase in the commercial telephone range has, 
therefore, become practicable. 

Western Elt'ctric Repeater Equipment in conjunction with 
loaded duplex cables represents the highest development 
in long distance telephony. It means 

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY 
at 

MINIMUM OF EXPENSE. 

Our staff oj Tcleplio11c Engineers are always al 
)'our disposal to gi<-'e absolutely impartiai judgmrnl 

011 all telef>hont' matters. 

SEND US YOUR PROBLEMS. 

>tlshrn £/1t1'1t t>111p#111f Jli11ilid 
WORKS: N. WOOLWICH, E. 16. 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

By J. H. BELL, 

\\'estern Electric Company (at l'ne time Secretary l.P.O.E.E.) 

A BRIEF description of the " composite " method of operating 
telegraph and telephone circuits as used on open wires and large 
gauge cables in the United States may be of interest to readers of 
the " Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal." 

Two telegraph circuits and one telephone circuit are obtained 
over one pair of wires by the use of a " composite set " at each end 
of the pair, which separates the comparatively low frequencies of 
the telegraph from the higher frequencies of the telephone. Such 
a circuit is termed a " composite circuit." 

Composite Set. 

A " composite set " is in effect two frequency filters and com
prises inductance coils and condensers as shown in Fig. 1. 

The inductance coils A and B act as choke coils to the telephone 
frequencies and prevent the telegraph sets and condensers C and D 

from becoming shunt circuits across the telephone circuit. These 
inductances A and B together with their associated condensers C 

and D act as filter circuits for the outgoing telegraph signals, per
mitting frequencies from zero to about So cycles per second to pass 
to line, and suppressing higher frequencies. With the simple type 
of network forming the " composite set " it is of course impossible 
to effect a very sharp cut-off. If a curve were plotted to show the 
relation between frequency and attenuation it would be found that 
the knee of the curve occurs at about So cycle frequency. 

The condensers E and F act as high impedances to the low 
frequency telegraph impulses. Enfeebled telegraph impulses 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

which pass through these condensers are drained off to ground 
through condensers G and H and inductances J and K. Conse
quently, the "composite set" protects the telephone from interfer-
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FIG. 1. 
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TO TELEGRAPH SET N91 

To TELEGRAPH SET N'2 

ence by the telegraph impulses, first by shutting out practically all 
the telegraph impulses, second, by providing a drainage path for 
that portion of the telegraph impulses not so suppressed. 

Telegraph Signals. 

The ideal wave shape for telegraph signals is that shown in 
Fig. 2, in which an initial surge is provided to actuate the relay, 

FIG. 2. 

followed by a steady current of sufficient value to hold the relay 
armature in position after it has been moved. Under certain circuit 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

conditions means can be provided at the receiving end of a circuit 
to modify the wave shape of the signals to simulate this formation. 

vVithout the initial surge, this formation is termed a '' square 
\vave." A square wave is built up of a sine wave and its third, 

fifth, seventh, ninth, eleventh, etc., harmonics. Fig. 3 shows a 
fundamental sine wave, its third, fifth, seventh, and ninth har -
monies; also a sine wave plus third and fifth harmonics and 
a sine wave plus third, fifth, seventh, and ninth harmonics. 
As the number of harmonics of a wave is increased the more 
nearly does its shape approach square formation. If trans
mission takes place at the rate of 15 cycles per second, which is the 
frequency of fast hand sending by the Morse system, and coils and 
condensers are inserted in thf' circuit to suppress frequencies above 
80 cycles per second, the shape of the wave will be that of a sine 

'� 

FIG. 3. 

wave plus its third and fifth harmonics (45 cycles and 75 cycles), 
assuming it is not modified by factors of the circuit other than the 
composite set. 

If the speed of working be increased to 25 cycles per second 
the wave shape at the receiving station will be that of a sine .vave 
plus its third harmonic only. If the speed of transmission be 
reduced to ro cycles per second the third, fifth and seventh 
harmonics will pass to the line and the wave shape at the receiving 
relay will be improved. 

Types of Telegraph Systems. 

Either the " closed circuit " or the " double current " svstem ma v 

be used on "composite" telegraph circuits. " Ope� circuit;
, 

working is not practicable because of the condenser discharrre 
b 

which takes place at both sending and receiving ends when the kev 
is raised and the line is connected to ground. 

· 

In "closed circuit" working with 120 volt battery the neutral 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

relay used is one having a resistance of not less than 100 ohms, 
and two such relays or their equivalent are required to modify 
the wave shape by suppressing the higher harmonics, before the 
signals reach the composite set, Fig. 4. 

KEY 

CLOl!leO Cl 12C. U!T 111 
MOl<SE 1 

T 

BRIDGE DUPLEX 

�F 
FIG. 4. 

LINE B 

CURRENT R.E<.i 

A. L. 

300"' 
E--vvwl'j 
IMI' -!-

In bridge duplex working, modification of the wave shape is 
effected by a special coil (5-U) used as the bridge arms, Fig. 4. 

The magnetic leakage between the two arms of the coil introduces 
a small inductance to outgoing signals. In the differential duplex 
system the relay winding impedance is so small that a coil, and a 
condenser tapped to ground are inserted between the transmitter 
and the apex as shown in Fig. 5. 

To obtain a duplex balance on a composited telegraph circuit 
it is necessary to place ahead of the artificial line a coil and two 
condensers tapped to the ground, one on either side of the coil to 
balance the coil and condensers in the " composite set." If pro
vision be made for switching this coil and condensers into and 
out of the circuit, as shown' in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the set is made 
more flexible because it can be used on a composited or a non
composited line. 

Telegraph Line Currents. 
For satisfactory operation of open wires the line current ts 

4 



COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

limited to 70 milliamperes for duplex and 60 milliamperes for closed 
circuit Morse when the batteries at the terminal stations are aiding. 
Line current not to exceed so or SS milliamperes is recommended 
for land line cable circuits. For loaded lines it is particularly 
desirable that these current values be not exceeded and that a 
specific type of loading coil be used, otherwise " Morse flutter " is 
produced in the telephone circuit. " Morse flutter " is the term 
applied to a condition in which the volume and quality of the 
telephonic transmission varies at each impulse of the telegraph, 
and it is produced by variations in the effective resistance of the 
loading coils resulting from the flow of current from the tele
graph. 

� SAAC.:JL LINE A <>----� mi 1--------------, 

_J 
:j�l �·�:. 

A
'Q<l0GOIL.i'--i �MF 

TELrPHON& � 
� 

L_____3 
R COIL 

2MF 

LINE. B 
1 MF :!: J"AACOIL. TEL�'l;:A.?°H 

� t 6.-�-;--1 

ARl<!ANGEMENT FOR COMPOSITE WORKING 

l 

DlfffRENTIAL DUPLEX CIRCUIT 2MF 1 
� 

FIG. 5. 

To prevent permanent injury to the best type of loading coils 
provision should be made to limit the line currents under all con
ditions to a maximum of 200 milliamperes. 

At offices where storage batteries are used as a source of supply 
for line current, and only two or three voltages are available, the 
strength of the line current may be kept within the limits specified 
above by inserting adjustable resistances of equal value in the 
line and artificial line circuits, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 

Possible Speed of Transmission over Composited Telegraph Circu£ts. 
\Vith a " composite " set designed to suppress all frequencies 

above So cycles an operating speed of about 40 cycles per second 
could probably be obtained with polar simplex apparatus on a 
comparatively short line, provided the line is not subject to heayy 
leakage or inductive interference. This method of operation, 
however, is not used in America. Under duplex conditions the 
rounded shape of the received signals introduces a brief interval 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

at the moment of current reversal when little or no incoming current 
is passing through the line relay, leaving it free to be influenced 

by inductive disturbances or by any inequality existing between 
the current passing out to the line and current passing to the 
artificial line, that is, to a condition of duplex unbalance. 

Fig. 6 shows how this interval varies with the wave formation. 
Assume the lines X and Y represent the values of positive and 

negative current required to actuate a polar relay. Obviously 

FUNDAMENTAL+ 3Ro5TH7™ 9"'[" 11.,.,. ETC • .  

FUNDAMENTAL+ 31>.o &STH HARt10N ICS 

FUNDAMENTAL SINE WAVE 

�
TIME 

x ��������������--++--+--+������������� 

+ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Q...,.I 
I 

FIG. 6. 

whilst the current is passing from X to Y or Y to X, only a slight 
increase or reduction in its strength, due to inductive interference 
or to duplex unbalance, will change the point where the current 
waw� crosses lines X or Y. Consequently, actuation of the relay 
\\ill take place ahead of time or will be delayed, with the result 
that the space impulse is made longer and the marking impulse is 
made shorter, or vice versa. The figure shows that with impulses 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHO)IY. 

approaching sine wave formation the time during which such dis
tortion can take place, as at a, is much greater than when the 
wave approximates square formation, as at b and c. It has been 
shown that, as the speed of transmission is reduced, the number of 
harmonics is increased and the wave front becomes more abrupt, 
so that the relay is susceptible to inductive interference for a 
shorter interval. Further, a reduction in speed means that each 
dot impulse occupies more time, with the result that the distortion 
which has already been reduced by improved wave formation 
becomes a still smaller percentage of a dot impulse. 

Although a satisfactory duplex balance may be obtained at 
the start of a day's work, it must be recognised that aerial lines 
are subject to variations in ohmic resistance due to temperatun� 
and insulation changes, and in a less degree to variations in 
electro-static capacity due to insulation changes. Consequently, 
it is inadvisable to spend much time in obtaining an accurate 
balance which may be upset by a change in weather conditions 
within an hour or two. With the approximate balances used in 
every day service, speeds of about 20 cycles per second in each 
direction can be maintained over duplex composited telegraph 
circuits. 

Telephone Signalling over Composited Circuits. 

When a telephone circuit is equipped with '' composite sets '' 
the usual 16! cycles ringing current must be substituted by ringing 
current of a higher frequency, which will not interfere with the 
telegraph signals. A frequency of 135 cycles has been chosen. 

\Vhere only one or two telephone circuits in an office are com
posited some form of " howler " may be used, but if a number of 
circuits are to be composited it is preferable to use composite 
ringer sets. These sets are adapted to connect with the 16! cycles 
ringing current circuit without change at the telephone switch
board. 

Howler Signalling. Fig. 7. 

The " howler " consists of a high resistance telephone receiver 
equipped with a horn which gives audible signalling. For trans
mitting a # 5 induction coil with interrupter is used with an 8 rnlt 
battery. This combination sets up signals at a frequency of about 
150 cycles per second when the special #92-A key is depressed. 
At the same time the circuit to the " howler" and the telephone 
at the home station is disconnected. The signals pass through 
two windings of the #47-A repeating coil which acts as a trans
former, the other two \vindings being connected to the line. 

At the other end of the line the howler impulses pass through 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

the line windings of the #47-A coil, which repeats them to the 
" howler." 

Composite Ringer Signalling. 

A composite ringer set comprises a # 100-B interrupter which 
sets up reversals at a frequency of l 35 cycles per second, a # l 50-B 
relay which is tuned to this frequency, and a group of switching 
relays, as shown in Fig 8. 

The composite ringer is connected to terminals 2 and 5 of the 
#47-A repeating coil. \Vhen the plug is inserted in the jack at 
the telephone switchboard and the l6i cycle ringing key is actuated 
a path is provided for this ringing current as follows: -Tip of jack 
at switchboard, upper armature and back contact of # 178-R relay, 
winding l-2 of # 68-C retard coil, # 33-C condenser, relay # l l 8 
B.F. (specially designed for l6i cycles), winding 3-4 of #68-C 

111•5 INDUCTION COIL 
WITH INTERRUPTER ATTACHED 

FIG. 7. 

JACI<.. 
AT 

TfL�PHONE 

SWITCHBOARD 

retard coil, back contact and lo-wer armature of # 178-R relay, to 
sleeve spring of jack at switchboard. Actuation of the # l 18 B.F. 
relay puts a ground connection on one side of relays # 178-S and 
# 178-T, both of which are energised. The left armature of the 
# I 78-T relay puts ground on one side of the input circuit of the 
# IOO-B interrupter, which sends out 135 cycles. The two arma
tures of the #I 78-S relay connect two terminals of the output side 
of the interrupter to the #47-A repeating coil, which repeats the 
135 cycle ringing current over the line. 

Relay # 149-T is normally energised, the circuit through its 
winding being completed by the ground connection on the armature 
of the #150-B relay. Although the circuit through the#150-B 
is tuned to 135 cycles there is a possibility of this relay opening 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

the ground connection of the relay # 149-T by being momentarily 
actuated by the 16� cycle current. As safeguard against this 
ground connection being broken, and relay #419-T becoming de
energised, the right armature of the # 178-T relay, when actuated, 
provides an alternative ground path. 

The incoming 135 cycles current is repeated by the #47-A 
repeating coil, and it finds a path from terminal 5 via the upper 
armature and back contact of the # l 78-S relay, winding I-2 of the 
# 68-C retard coil, the # l 50-B relay, causing it to be actuated, 

� 

#f.8� RET. 

l?t.5--. 

.___-=--- "·!-
1008 i t.ITERIWPTER. 

FIG. 8. 

winding 3-4 of the #68-C retard coil, back contact and lower 
armature of the # 178-S relay, to terminal 2 of the #47-A repeat
ing coil. Actuation of # 150-B relay removes the ground from 
the circuit through relay # 149-T which becomes de-energised. 
\\Then the armature of this relay falls back it connects a ground 
to the circuit of relay # l 78-R, which becomes energised. When 
the armatures of this relay are pulled up they connect ground to 
one side of the telephone circuit, and 16* cycle to the other, so that 
the usual 16� cycle signalling apparatus is actuated. 

Losses in Telep7zon1i Transmission Efficiency due to "Compositing." 

The addition of " composite " sets results in a slight loss m 
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the transmission efficiency of a telephone circuit, the exact amount 
of the loss being dependent upon the type of circuit. On a non
loaded pair the loss resulting from the addition of terminal com
posite sets of the type described should be about one mile of 
standard # 19 B and S gauge cable. 

If the two non-loaded telephone pairs used to provide a phantom 
telephone circuit are composited the loss in the phantom circuit due 
to the "composite " sets will be about I.5 miles of standard cable 
and on the physical pairs about one mile on each. On loaded cir
cuits the transmission efficiency loss is considerably less than in 
non-loaded circuits and may be as low as one-tenth of one mile of 
standard cable. 

The use of composite ringers and howlers also results in loss in 
the transmission efficiency of the telephone circuit. The composite 
ringer set causes a loss of approximately one-tenth of one mile of 
standard cable, and the howler about one half to one mile of standard 
cable. 

LINE IA 

T••··�· l � 
INTERMEDIATE "coNPOSiTE SETS. PROVI DIN& FOR. 
"THRU" TELEGRAPH CH2CUlTS BY MEANS OF TWO 
SEPARATE TELEPHONE CIRCUIT�. 

FIG. 9. 

Intermediate Composite Sets. 

LINE 2A 

� �'''"""' 

LINE 2 B 

It is possible to provide telegraph circuits by linking together 
two or more telephone circuits through the low frequency filters of 
intermediate composite sets, as shown in Fig. 9. The intermediate 
composite set is identical with the terminal composite set except that 
I mf. condensers instead of 6 mf. condensers are used as taps to 
ground on the telegraph branches. 

To maintain an electrical balance between the A and B wires of 
a composited telephone pair it is essential that the condensers teed 
to ground on the telegraph branches shall be of the same value. 
Consequently, both telegraph circuits connected to the intermediate 
composite set must be '' through '' circuits. 

IO 
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The inductive resistances in the telegraph branches effectively 
separate the telephone circuits so that there is no mutual interference 
between them. 

Phantom Telephone Circuits. 

Composite sets do not interfere with the operation of phantom 
telephone circuits. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 10. To 
prevent an unbalanced condition of the phantom circuit it is 
necessary to equip both the physical circuits with composite sets 
although only one circuit may be required for telegraph purposes. 
Further, to maintain a balance between the two physical circuits, the 

TO PH .... NTOM 
TELEPHONE! 
Cl�CUIT 

LINe 2A 

T•<'''''' � 
LINE 18 

""' 

TO TELEGRAPH 

SET 

N!2. 

TO T e IZAPlt 
.5ET 

TO TE'LfGRAPH 

5ET 

N2 4 

TO TELEGRAPH 
SET 

COMBINED COMP051TE & PHANTOM CIRCUITS 

FIG. 10. 

condensers in the telephone branches are specially selected to avoid 
wide variations in their capacity, and the two windings of each 
5-AA coil are distributed about the core so as to provide as nearly 
as practicable an electrically balanced coil. The possible tendency 
to unbalance the circuit by differences in impedance between the 
telegraph circuits which may be connected to the telegraph branches 
is overcome by the grounded condensers connected to these 
branches. These condensers serve to maintain the impedance of 
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COMPOSITE TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

the telegraph branches to the telephone currents at practically a 
constant value, regardless of differences in the condition of the 
telegraph circuits which may be connected to the two branches. 

ivlethods of Mounting Composite Sets and Composite Ringers. 

lo offices where a number of circuits are composited the most 
economical arrangement is to mount the various condensers, coil 
and relays forming composite sets and composite ringers on racks, 
connections being made by means of suitable cabling through a 
distributing frame to the switchboard. Composite sets and com
posite ringers can then be readily transferred at the distributing 
frame from one circuit to another. For small or temporary instal
lations portable sets are provided. Each portable set is equipped 
with marked terminals so that it may be connected in a circuit in 
little time. 

It will be seen that '' compositing '' is a method of utilizing 
the lower frequencies for telegraph purposes and the higher 
frequencies for telephone signalling and telephone speech over 
the same pair of wires, and that by changing the electrical 
characteristics of the" composite set," so as to change the frequency 
range allotted to each system, transmission by telegraph can be 
improved at the cost of greater loss in the telephone or telephone 
transmission can be improved at the cost of reduced speed of tele
graph transmission. The present " composite set " has been found 
to provide the most satisfactory compromise between the two 
systems. 

Number and Mileage of Composited Circuits. 

There are at the present time about 700,000 miles of telegraph 
circuits in use by the Bell Telephone System. Approximately 90 
per cent. of these circuits are derived from telephone circuits by the 
composite method described. The remaining ro per cent. are 
derived from telephone circuits by superimposed and special com
posite methods. .Most telegraph circuits have a number of offices 
or stations in circuit. c\ltogether there are about IOOO circuits and 
4500 stations, giving an average of 4.5 stations per circuit. The 
average length per circuit is 700 miles. l\fany circuits, particularly 
those used for " ne\vs " distribution service extend over a wide 
territory, the various sections being interlinked by means of straight 
and forkecl repeaters. The greatest mileage in one circuit is 4rno. 
There are 17 repeaters in this 1ircuit. The largest number of 
repeaters in one circuit 1s 22 ThP mileage of this circuit is 3440. 
The greatest geographical distance between the terminals of anv 
one circuit is approximately 3200 miles. 
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BAUDOT DISTRIBUTOR. 

BAUDOT DISTRIBUTOR. 

Correction of Speed by Control of Vibrating Reed. 

A. E. STONE, A.R .C.Sc. AND E. A. LAKEY, A.M.l.E.E. 

A METHOD of maintaining unison between two multiplex dis
tributors is referred to in an article entitled, " Automatic signalling 
over superposed, relayed, and long distance cables," by Messrs. 
King and Barnes, in Vol. 14, Part I. (April, 1921) of this Journal. 

The arrangement described therein has been modified to meet 
the requirements for 8audot working. The system has been in 
service for some months on several Duplex Baudot circmts in the 
Central Telegraph Office; and, as the results have proved satisfac
tory, its use is being extended. 

The distributor used is of the phonic wheel type, in which the 
brush arms are caused to rotate by the magnetic action of currents 
passed alternate! y through two electro-magnets so placed that their 
pole-pieces act on the teeth of a mild steel wheel fitted on the axle 
carrying the brush arms. The circuits of these currents are alter
nately completed by means of a vibrating reed, see Fig. 1, which 
shows the Standard connections for the Phonic \Vheel Distributor 
and Vibrator adopted by the Post Office. 

The speed of the phonic wheel depends solely on the rate of 
vibration of the reed; and if the latter be constant, the phonic 
wheel will rotate uniformly, the construction of the wheel being 
such as to damp out any tendency towards small fluctuations of 

speed. The rate of vibration of the reed is adjusted by altering 

the position of \veights fixed on the reed by clamping screws. 
Fig. 2 shows the method of correction by control of the driv ing 

reed at the corrected station. A small electro-magnet is placed 
near the free end of the reed of the vibrator in such a positior. that 
when the electro-magnet is energised by current the effect of the 
magnetic field set up causes a slight increase in the rate of vibration 
of the reed. 

The correction as applied simply consists in the making and 
breaking of the circuit of the current through this controlling 
electro-magnet, with the result that when current is passing through 
the electro-magnet the speed of rotation of the brush arms is slightly 
increased. 

The correcting contact on the receiving ring consists of two 
segments, and the connections from these to the Correcting Relay 



BAUDOT DISTRIBUTOR. 

are so arranged that the correcting currents from the line relay will 
pass through the Correcting Relay, either in a "spacing" or a 
'' marking '' direction, depending on the segment of the correcting 

EtECTRIC �t<J.Hr MAllV.5 

+ ��������� 

For Vibr-.afo!" Ctf..c:.uil-
110 !' SUf?R./y. ·

IL.i!1n1p.sC,low8C.P tosr £.5 
ore ·· ·· !6C.P 100"£.S. 
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::?LatnpsC,l"'w 8C.P, 105.vE.5. 

FIG. 1. 

contact over which the receiving brush is passing at the moment. 
The Correcting Relay is adjusted with the contacts fairly wide, so 
that the tongue will remain firmly on either the " spacing " or the 
'' marking '' contact according to the direction of the current 
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actuating the relay. The speed at the correcting station is first 
adjusted so that when no current is passing through the controlling 

'To Une 

Relay 
Jtandard 'fJ 

(Line Relay) 5 

,--.----h 5endmg Ring 
Of Distributor 

CIJntad {orreclmg 
8audot A.8 

Rei<'!/, -
51andarrfl3'. 

(Correctin9 Relay). 

FIG. 2. 

electro-magnet the speed is " slow " compared with that of the 
correcting station, but when the controlling electro-magnet is 
energised the relative speed is " fast." 
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As long as the phase of the brushes at the corrected station is 
behind that of the brushes of the correcting station the correction 
currents will pass in a spacing direction through the Correcting 
Relay, with the result that the path of the current through the 
controlling electro-magnet is completed, and the speed of rotation 
of the brush arms is therefore increased. The position of the 
correcting contact is such that, immediately the correcting current 
is picked up by the receiving brush in advance of the " point de 
repere," the correcting current passes through the Correcting Relay 
in a marking direction, the tongue of which therefore passes to the 
marking contact. The circuit through the controlling electro
magnet is disconnected immediately the tongue leaves the spacing 
contact, and the cessation of the accelerating force on the reed 
results in a slight reduction of the speed of rotation of the brush 
arms. A phase relationship suitable for working purposes is thus 
secured between the brushes of the two distributors. Indication of 
correction is given by the movements of the pointer of a milliam
meter which is placed in the circuit of the controlling electro-magnet. 

This method of control simplifies the construction of the dis
tributor as the epicyclic gearing required for the original Baudot 
method of correction is dispensed with. 

Other methods of correction have been tried with a ci�rtain 
measure of success; as, for instance, the introduction of resistance 
as a shunt on the driving coil of the vibrator by means of the 
correcting relay; in that case, however, it becomes necessary to 
use buffers to act on the reed in order to obtain a definite change 
of speed. 
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DIALLING-IN OVER LONG SUPERPOSED 

CABLES. 

WITHIN the past few years the task of the engineer responsible 
for signalling facilities on long-distance telephone circuits has been 
growing a difficult one, and bids fair before long to enter the region 
of still greater difficulty, assuming no change in existing methods. 

The reasons for this will be well known to all concerned with the 
art. The conducting channel is, in fact, becoming impassable to 
continuous battery currents, owing to decrease in copper weight, 
superposing, the necessity for avoiding earth connections on finely 
balanced multiple core cables, and probably also, in the immediate 
future, to the virtual discontinuity in the circuit brought about by 
the introduction of the speech repeater. lt would therefore appear 
that new methods of signalling will have to be devised, and it has 
been the opinion of the writer for some time past that the employ
ment of alternating currents lying somewhere within the speech 
frequency range may ultimately be a solution to the problem. Such 
currents can obviously be transmitted over the same channels as 
speech, and will obey the same laws. If therefore their magnitude 
can be kept within the transmission capabilities of the circuit, and 
suitable sources of A. C. supply, and receiving apparatus found, 
the difficulties inherent to battery signalling over phantomed and 
repeatered cables should disappear. 

The present article deals with some laboratory experiments made 
with the special object in view of enabling dial signals to be trans
mitted over a circuit of the character indicated above to a distant 
automatic exchange. Similar methods are of course applicable to 
ordinary manual signalling, and a system of this kind has already 
been developed by the Bell Company of America in connection with 
transmitting ringing generator currents. The requirements for 
dialling are, however, more exacting. 

VOL. XV. B I7 



DIALLING-IN OVER LONG SUPERPOSED CABLES. 

Cho ice of Frequency. 

In selecting an A.C. frequency for signalling purposes it is 
clear that the important speech range of say soo-1600"' should be 
avoided, both from the point of view of inductive disturbance, and 
the liability of the A.C. receiving device being affected by strong 
voice currents. On the other hand, the lowest frequencies are not 
efficiently transmitted by the amplifier stations. From 150"' to 
300"' probably include the most suitable values. In the par
ticular case of the dialling-in line under consideration, two fre
quencies are required within this range (so far as the matter has 
gone at present), one being used for the dial impulses and the other 
for releasing the connection. Both should be of reasonably good 
wave shape to minimise inductive trouble from upper harmonics. 

Receiving Relay. 

A very sensitive, rapid, and clean acting A.C. relay, compar
able as regards cost and size with its battery operating counterpart 
in telephone exchanges, does not seem to be obtainable yet. It is 
true that several highly sensitive relays of the reed or " harmonic" 
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type are on the market, and it was actually found possible to 
correctly control a selector switch with one of these over a long 
length of 20 lbs. cable; but the stability of such a device for this 
purpose is doubtful. The only satisfactory arrangement was a 

telegraph relay (standard B) in combination with a thermionic recti
fier (see Fig. I). The valve, which may be of the ordinary " hard " 
pattern used for telephonic repeaters, is \vorked from the bottom of 
its characteristic curve, a rather large constant negative potential 
of about 30 v. being maintained on the grid. With a sending-end 
P.O. of ro vofts at 200 "-', the simple receiving circuit shown was 
operative up to 60 m. of standard cable; also over about So miles 
of loaded 40 lbs. cable with an intermediate repeater station, and 
40 miles of unloaded 20 lbs. in addition. 
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Practical Circuit Arrangements. 

The next step was to adapt the principles indicated in Fig. 1 to 
commercial circuit conditions. Here a good many difficulties 
cropped up. It was quickly seen that the nature of the receiving 
apparatus excluded it from any direct association with the automatic 
switches, owing to the strong inductive reaction of the latter when 
in operation. Some scheme therefore had to be devised to switch 
over from the dialling to the speaking condition at the conclusion 
of the selective signals; also to restore to normal again at the end 
of the call. Fig. 2* shows a circuit that has been developed for this 

l 
cd 

I 

I 

FIG. 2. 

purpose. It involves the use of a 4-arc rotary line-switch between 
the incoming line and lst selector, and the operation is as follmYs: 

(1) Operator inserts plug at distant manual exchange, throws 
dialling key, etc; A.C. applied to primary side of terminal 
repeating coil; A.C. passes over trunk line to input trans
former of valve relay 8; selector held; A and C operated. 

(2) Four digits then dialled. At each series D is operated once 
and when released at end of series, magnet M steps rotary 
switch on one. 

(3) 5th contacts reached and speaking circuit then completed 
via connector circuit to required subscriber. 

(4) At conclusion, operator withdraws plug. Sleeve relay and 
slow releast> relay G then gives a short impulse of another 

* 1\oTE :-The apparatus enclosed by dotted square is the transformer, valve, 
and relay o.f Fig. 1, 
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frequency-133 "-' was employed on these experiments
actuating harmonic relay F which responds only to that 
frequency ; this releases E for an instant and steps the 
switch lVI on to position I for a new call. Should the plug 
be withdrawn at some intermediate stage of dialling, the 
switch M will step on automatically until it lands on a 
starting position again. 

A filter to tune out the clearing current is inserted in the im. 
pulse relay circuit so that the A.C. relay B may not operate 
again at the conclusion of the call. Arc A3 prevents a step 
being taken when dialling current is cut off at 5th position. 
Relay E is of high resistance as it is normally kept ener. 
gised, and slow release so that single impulses from any 
cause, such as reYersal of battery at the connector line relay, 
shall not giw� a false clear. For this reason the relay G 

must he slmver still, or two slow release relays used in 
tandem. 

The above circuit was found to function quite \Yell, but has one 
obvious objection. ,\lJ calls are limited to a certain number of 
digits, and there is consequently no provision for dialling special 
services. An alternative scheme fn'.e from this particular defect is 

I 
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FIG. 3. 

shown in Fig. 3. This operates in a somev,;hat different manner in 
that alternating current is applied only during the intervals corres
ponding to the interruptions of the sending dial, which can be 
arranged quite easily by means of an impulse repeating relay at the 
calling end, or perhaps by the use of a speciai dial with a conduct
ing cam. Another distinctive feature is that the switch-over is 
entirely controll<:>d by the automatic exchange. 
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The sequence of operations is as follows : -

(1) Operator plugs in jack; sleeve relay operates and condenser 
K discharges through relay R" giving a short calling im

pulse. F operated momentarily and S\vitch S takes a step. 
S may either be a simple form of rotary switch, or a recip
rocating device oscillating between 2 contacts only. Con
tact of the A.C. relay B is normally closed, and the effect 
of the preliminary calling impulse is thus to complete the 
selector circuit over the negative line to earth at relay A. 

(2) Operator dials any number. At end of dialling, it is 
assumed that one of two en'.nts will occur; either (a) the 
connector battery will rewrse, or (b) the busy signal (flash) 
will be applied to the + line; in either event-

(3) Relay C will be operated; switching relays (or relay) S.R. 
then energised and locked by earth on S. 

(4) Operator withdra\\s plug at end of call; relay R, again 
operated for a short time by condenser charge; impulse 
sent over line and switch S returned to a normal position 

C must be of the highest resistann'. possible, consistent with its 
operation by 48 V battery, in order that its effect on the line relay 
movement may be negligible. If frum any cause the switch S 
should get out of step with the operations of the calling exchange, 
it would of course be impossible for the operator to obtain anything, 
but this would probably be quickly found out and rectified. 

This circuit also gave promising results and is less complicated 
than 2. The filter shovm in the latter diagram may be omitted if 

the stepping switch be of the type shifting its wiper on release of 
the magnet. 

Neither 2 or 3 are arranged to take advantage of the switching 
property of the later type of ,\.T.:\I. Co.'s connector. This, how
ever, can be effected in the case of 2 by the modification shown in 
dotted lines in Fig. 2, and may possibly be regarded as an improve
ment. 

Another point that should be mentioned is that the engaged 
signal in this system of signalling is restricted to the ordinary busy 
tone, which is not very effective when the cable equivalent of the 
circuit is over 20 miles. It might be necessary therefore to augment 
the busy tone to some extent for long distance service. 

Future Progress. 

No attempt has yet been made to design special apparatus for 
A.C. working, and it is evident that here there is plenty of room for 
research. It may be found possible to construct a commercial 
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electro-magnetic relay capable of replacing the thermionic valve, 
etc., used on these experiments. It is believed also that the "har
monic" type relay is capable of considerable improvement. Tele
phonic signalling on the lines indicated above appears to offer an 
attractive field for inventors. 

In conclusion, the writer desires to express his thanks to Mr. 
H. \\'. Dipple, of the Automatic Group of the Telephone Section, 
and to Mr. A. L. Long, of the Research Section, for useful sugges
tions and assistance. 

G. M. B. SHEPHERD. 

CALCULATION OF BLOCKING FACTORS OF 

AUTOMATIC EXCHANGES. 

By RAGNAR HOLM. 

I. Introduction. Normal Dispersion. 

THE term bloching factor for a time of observation T will be used 
below to denote the ratio of the number of calls not being effectuated, 
owing to all switches being engaged, to the total number of calls 
occurring during the time T. The loss of calls in question is a 
consequence of the variations of the traffic intensity about its 
average value. These variations can be mathematically defined, 
and therefore the blocking factor can be calculated. 

Consider the calls to a part of a telephone exchange during a 
lung (eventually non-coherent) time T. \:Ve presume that on the 
whole n calls are distributed over the m Time units of observation. 

u = .!! _ is the mean frequency of the calls. We seek the probability 
m 

of the frequency x at a certain time point. It is found in the calculus 
uf probability that, if the calls are distributed by hazard, i.e., if they 
have independent causes not preferring any part of T, most of the 
possible distributions show certain similarities mutually. There
fore we can speak of a normal distribution or dispersion. In the 
case of the normal dispersion the probability of the frequence x is1 

e-"u" 
w(u x)= --' 

xi 

ln practice such instances are mostly realised which occur in 
predominating numbers among the possible ones. The more 
independent the active causes of the calls are mutually and of the 

l S. D. Poisson, Recherches sur la probabilite des jugements, Paris 1837, No. Sr, 
p. 205. 

L. v. Bortkewitsch, Das Ge,etz der kleinen Zahlen, Leipzig, 1898. 
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time, the larger \\ill he the numher of the distributions possible to 
hazard which are also possibh· in reality, and the more exactly the 
real dispersion will probably equal the normal dispersion. 

The number of simultaneous cUiwcrsations in a telephonic ex
change or in a division thereof at a particular moment is, just as the 
calling rate, a mass phenomenon depending on seyeral independent 
causes. Thus, it is to lw l'Xpected that it is also normally dispersed 
if the dispersion of thl� calling rate is normal. It is easily proved 
that this is really the case.' Thus, if y be the average number of 
conversations going on simultaneously, the probability s(y, x) of 
there being x simultaneous conversations at a particular moment is 

s(y, x!=w(y, .x). 
Proposition (w): If the time elements, fur which the call distribu

tion is calculated, are supposed to equal the average length L of a 
conversation, then y = 11 and the probability of there being x calls in 
a time element as well as the probability of there being x simulta
neous conversations is given by 

e-vyx 
w(y, .x) = -_i�,-

For practical purpost:>s it is mostly allowed to calculate with (I a). 2 

2. A Main Problem. The functions B(y, x) and p(y, x). 

Problem (2a): A telephone trarhc having on an average y 
simultaneous conversations (thus the avernge frequency y) is to be 
dealt \vith by nwans of connecting devices numbered 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  

Upon a call the connecting devices are tested automatically in 
numerical order as to \vhether the;· are disengaged. The device 
which is first found to be free takes the call. \Ve seek the pro
bability B(y, x) of the connecting device N"o. x being engaged at a 
certain moment. 

If during the time of observation T the xth connecting device in 
question has been engaged for the total time Tx, we have: 

B(y, x) = f'.:cx.1� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2b) 

Supposing tht' calls have a certain dispersion, then B(y, x) is 
exactly defined. The exact calculation thereof should, however, 
lead to unperspicuous, impractical formula>. I calculate B(y, x) 
only approximately, but on the other hand in a very simple manner. 
The calculation \viii be made by means of a function p(y, x) giving 
the probabilit�· of the connecting device J\,'o. x being tlw highest 

1 See R. Holm, Archiv fiir Elektrotechnik, VoL 8, p. 413, 1920. 

2 Compare measurements accounted for in Sec. 7. 
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numbered one among the engaged connecting devices. lt is to be 
noticed that, at a moment \vhen the device No. x is engaged, one or 
more devices having lO\\er numbers may have been disengaged. 
Certain pauses, calling pauses, may thus exist for some connecting 
devices, while devices having higher numbers are engaged. Thus, 
for sufficiently large x, we have 

p(y, x)>w(y, x). 
\Ve will find, hmn�ver, that the p and w functions are nt>arly 

equal. For not too small y and !.._ values the following holds true: 
x 

p1(y, x)=w(11� x)} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2c) 
w 1ere l'l = y + ·2 

!'lg. 2. 

The funct ions p(y, x) and B(y, are illustrated by the Figures 
land 2. Jn Fig. leach conn'rsation is represented by a rectangle, 
the length of which represents the length of the conversation. For 

the sake uf simplicity all c01wersations arc hen� assumed to be of 
equal length L. The rectangles are piled up above one another, 
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when new calls occur. Each rectangle \\ill thereby reach the 
height x that indicates the number of the engaged device in 
question. The shadowed spaces are calling pauses. Fig. 2 is 

constructed from Fig. l. lt has in every moment an ordinate 
equal to the part of the ordinate of Fig. 1 that falls within the 
rectangles of conversations. Thus, it is seen that, if Figs. 1 and 2 
are supposed to be carried out for a long time, the ratio of the total 
length of the steps corresponding to the heights x in Fig. 1 to the 
whole time just indicates our p(y, x) , the average height in Fig. 2 
being y, as this average height is the average number of simul

taneous conversations during the time of observation. 
The ratio of the total length of the rectangles reaching the 

height x to the ,,·hole time is just our B(y, x) , while the ratio of 
the sum of lengths which are parallel with the time axis and which, 
upon a height immediately below x, fall within the outline of Fig. 1, 
to the whole time is indicated by B(y, + S(y, x) , where S(y, x) 
represents the probability of shadows immediately below the 
height x. It is then understood, that 

00 

B(y, x)+S(y, x)= � p(y, v) . .................. . ................. (2d) 
V=X 

'" 

15 'Z:5 

14 Z2. F;,g. .3. 
10 I� Zl 

--- - - ------� 

� I z. ie zo 
-----

B II 17 I� Z't 
0�+--r-i-�.,,__..i...+�--�.�7:----...._..,_.-!Mt--�,Q�u,.._.,-�,��.�,�,�r-� .• ��.T,�2�.,--......_� 

"!Jmq 

Now consider Fig. 3 for a moment. This figure is obtained 
from Fig. 1 by dividing the time into elements of the length L, and 
by piling within each element a number of rectangles equal to the 
number of calls within the same element according to Fig. 1. Thus, 
the ordinate in Fig. 3 indicates the number of calls in the corres
ponding time element. According to what has been stated in 

Prop. (1a) the probability for the ordinate to reach the height x will 
be the same in the case of Fig. 3 as in that of Fig. 2. \-Ve see 
that Fig. I can be thought to lw fornwcl nearly in the same way as 
Fig. 3, if only each rectangle is lengtlwned by a certain shadmved 
space. Thus, if "·e make the supposition that the mean ll'ngth 
of the adjoined shadowed spaces is independent of x, the probability 
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p(y, x) of the ordinate x of the outline in Fig. 1 would be like 
w(y, x), where, owing to the lengthening of the rectangles by the 
shadows, ri would be somewhat longer than y. Now, this sup
position does not hold strictly, but it can be shown' that for 

y > 2 and Y > about-1- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2e) 
x 3 

we can with practically sufficient accuracy put the mean length, s, 

uf a shadowed space independent of x and equal to the average time 

between the end of a conversation and the following call. r\-s y 
ends and y calls occur on an average during the average length L 

of a conversation, s must be like L . Thns, Fig. 1 can be con-2y 

sidered as built up by rectangles of the mean length L ( 1 + ·ly) 
and we can, if (2e) holds, approximately put: 

p(y, x)=w(ri, x) 
\ ( I \. I . 

where ri=Y I+ 2y )=Y+ 2; 
. .......................... (2/) 

and further, according to (2d): 
.. I ' oo 

B(y, x)+S(y, x)= B(y, x) I I+- ) = 2; w('l'J, v) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2g) 
\ 2J' V="' 

Figs . 4 and 5 illustrate some calculations of B(y, x) according 
to (2g). The B(y, x) values are represented by the ordinates of 
the steps and are also indicated by numerals. It is seen that the 
first connecting devices will be the better utilised, the larger y is. 

3. The blocking factor V(y, x). 
Tlil're may be ::: connecting devices to deal with a traffic of 

frequency y dispersed in the manner defined by the function of 
w(y, x). Then the blocking factor is equal to the ratio of the total 
time of conversations of a normal mean length corresponding to lost 
calls, to the total time of conversations corresponding to all the 
g1wn calls. In Fig. 1 the rectangles belonging to x<::: correspond 
to calls getting through and rectangles belonging to x>.8 corres
pund to lost calls. Thus, the mentioned ratio V(y, z) is equal to 

x=R1 B(y, x) ( I+ ;y J x=�1 B(y, x) x=�1 "�"'w(11, i1) 
..... (3a) 00 

2: B(y, x) B(y, x) 
:ll=l V=X 

1 See R. Holm, loc. cit. 
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IOC 

e,ey, x) 0j Fij.4. 
ao 74 

SB y=3 

4o 4o 

1.lt 

It 

0 
o., o.� x 

0 .5 IO 

.\fter converting the last sums and observing that as a consequence 
of the definition of the mean value: 

00 

=::: x .  w(y, x)=y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (3b; 

IVC find 

V(y, .?.)= +-��1� • w(11, s+�) I 
. . . .

.
. .

.
. .

. .
. .

.
. . . . . . .

.
. .

.
. . .

.
. .

. (y) 

where ri = y + ;\ j 
It may be noticed that (3c) holds good even if w is substituted by 

a function somewhat different from the w-function of (ra), that is, it 
holds for somewhat abnormal dispersions. 
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Hcmark (3d): I have proved, Zoe. cit., that V(y, z) is inde
pendent of in which way disengaged devices are searched for, and 
dependent only on the dispersion, y and z. 

1 have pointed out that the formula (2/) used for the function p 

does not hold good for small y or � values. This, of course, also 
;\'. 

applies to the V function. For very small y or � and vet not to 
;\'. 

. 

large V values, for instance, for y<o-3, it is more correct to 
calculate V in a manner stated by A. K. Erlang. One may then 
argue in the following manner: The probability of all z lines 
being engaged cannot be altered to any considerable extent, 
if-for the purpose of reducing the losses-some lines are added 
to the s ones. It will therefore be given approximately by 
w(y, s) . The incoming calls will, consequently, occur with the 
probability w(y, z) during periods of time when all z lines are 
engaged. This, however, means that the portion w(y, z) of the 
incoming calls will not be effectuated. Hence, for sufficiently 
small values of y, we may put 

V(y, z)=w(y, z) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (3e) 

It should be observed that Mr. Erlang believed that this formula 
had greater applicability, particularly if the function w(y, z) was 
altered to a small extent. His conclusions in this respect are, 
however, wrong, as I have shown Zoe. cit. 

4. Interconnecting.' 

On the basis of the theories stated above I have also worked 
out a theory for calculating the losses of calls in interconnected 
trunking schemes. Some points of this theory may be considered 
in brief. 

In the calculation of graded schemes it is wrong to assume that 
those lines which are common to a plurality of groups of switches 
receive a traffic of normal dispersion. Said lines will receive a 
traffic of a highly over-normal dispersion which, however, may be 
calculated with a satisfactory approximation by means of complex 
probabilities P(y, z, x) of the form: --

1 For defining the terms graded and stagg·ered trunking it may be sufficient to 
refer to Fig. 6. Each vertical row of small circles designate the contacts Ki, K2 . .. 
of a selector switch which, upon a call, are tested successively from the top clown· 
\\'ard. The lines drawn in full are the wires connecting the contacts. The arrows 
indicate outgoing wires leading f.i. to the �witches of the next stage. We call 
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a a square-shaped group of contacts having a clean outgoing bundle; 
b a r;raded connection of two square groups of contacts ; the outgoing bundle 

is divided into first-choice and second-choice (over-flow) lines; 
c and d staggering over a single square group and over two square groups 

of contacts respectively; the outgoing bundle is called a staggered bundle. 
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P(y, z, x) = 2, p(y, z+�,) · p(y, z+�2) • • • • • •  p(y, z+�n) . . . . . . . . . . . . (4a) 
A� v="' 

when P(y, .s, o) is put = 2, p(y, x) and when s is the number 
X=O 

of first-choice, not shared lint's of each of then connecting groups. 
\Yhen P(y, z, x) and tlH� appertaining values B(y, s, x) + 

00 

S(y, z, x) = :::S P(y, .s, <J) have bt>en calculated for a sort of overflow 

lines, the probabilities B(y, 2, x) of the said lines being engaged 
are obtained from 

I oo 

B(y, z, x)= -- 2, P(y, z, x) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (4b) 
I+ q V=Z 

00 

wlwrein q is determint>cl so as to make 2, B(y, z, x) equal to the 

� 
I l 1 I I 11 I 
� 
I� 
I / I I I 11 I 
� 

c 

Z=l 

�� 
I I 1 11 I I 11 I/ I 

�� 
I� 
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. 

�� 

b 

FIG. 6. 

average intensity of the traffic reaching the overflow lines in ques
tion. At last the blocking factor is calculated according to the 
principle used for (3a). 

The staggered connection is suitable for attaining a uniform 
utilization of the bank contacts of the switches. A reduction of the 
losses can only be obtained by extending the staggering over sen�ral 
groups so that connecting groups having different a71erage loads 
are tht>reby joint>d togetht>r. The staggered trunking mav pai:tirn-
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larly have a levelling effect on the distribution to the advantage of 
the subscribers of a heavily loaded IOO-group, thereby improving 
the distribution aimed at in the main distributor. 

5. The probabzllty of a Subscrzba b, ing engaged when called. 

\ \" e suppose that the m·erage rate of calls to and from the sub
scriber in question is y. ".\s y is small, the probability of the 
subscriber being engaged at a certain moment will approximately 
equal y. The calls to him are therefore like! y to find him engaged 
during the fraction y of the time of observation, i.e., the fraction 
y of the calls will rect�ive the ans\\"<�r "busy." The blocking factor 

zu ill be y. 

6. Con;;estions in Switchin;; Systems according to Fig. 7. 
In a Sm"dish artic!Pi I have ralculated blocking factors for some 

special arrangements. The main arrangement in question is shown 

d, 

c, C',_ � 1 

6,, b.z .,,.., 

02 
FIG. 7. 

by Fig. 7. a1, a2 , • • •  aM are incoming, du d2 • • •  din outgoing 
lines. 

,\s far as a connection can be traced in Fig. 7 from an a-line 
over b- and c-lines to a d-linc in such a manner that such connection 
between two crossing lines is effected by a contact marked by a circle, 
this will form a connection that can really be established if none of 
the lines i nclucled is being usl"cl in a not her connection. 

Every a,.-bundle may be loaded with the same average rate u 

(dispersion unimportant). The dv-bundle (dv= r, 2 . . . m) may be 

1 R. Holm, Teknisk hilaga Till K. telegrnfstyrelsens cirkuliir, Aug. 1919. 
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searched for by calls of the frequency Yv with normal dispersion. 
Then 

l\I.u=y1+y2+ .. . .  +yn, .................................... (Ga) 

Congestions may occur partly by the outgoing bundles bein·g 
fully engaged so that they are unable to receive more conYersations, 
partly by what \Ye call internal congestions, i.e., congestions on tht� 
way between the a- and d-bundles. Congestions of the kind last
mentioned may be described as follows : -

Suppose that a call occurs in the bundle a1 wanting the bundle 
d,. Some lines in d1 may be free but those lines in bi which can 
be connected with them, may be engaged by conversations in the 
directions of d2, d3 ••• dm. Then the said call cannot obtain 
connection with d, in spite of d1 as well as b1 haYing free lines. 
The calculation of the internal blocking factor F is worked out in 
the said SwPdish article in the following way. The probabilit\· p, 
of an:· particular one of the n b,-lines being engaged in a dirP(:tion 
d2, ••• dm. a moment when only frw bi-lines are free is approxi
mately (see below): 

u J'2+J'a+ ... +ym 
P1= -

........................................... (6b) 
n y,+y2+ ... +ym 

The corresponding probability of two engaged bi-lines is p, 2 
and so on. The probability of there being x free lines in d, is 
approximately w(yi, n - x), if there are n lines in every dv-bundle. 
Thus the probability of x lines being free in d1 while the correspond
ing b1-lines are engaged in the directions d2, d3 • • •  dm, is 
p,"'. w(yi, n-x). Such quantities, evidently, show which fraction 
of the calls from a1 to di will find the way blocked up, while there 
are x free lines in d1• On the whole the fraction 

Fv= Pv. w(y,., n - I)+ Pv2• w(y,., n - 2) + Pv3• a{y,., n - 3) + ... ) 
u 2,y _ y,. l .. . (6c) 

where p,.= - - -"'- - I n _,y , 

of the calls from an a-bundle to the dv-bundle must find the way 
blocked up in the corresponding b-bundl<>. The internal blocking 
factor F1 for the wholf' line arrangement will be a mean of the 
expressions (6c), i.e., 

F = y,Fi+Y2F2+ ... +J'mFm. 
. .......................... (6d) i 

J'1 + J'2 + · · · + J'm 
:\'ow tlw Pxpression p,. according to (6b) is not ciuitP corrPct. 

In the said S;yedish article I show that, if we are not rnntent with 
the approximations in (6b) and (6d), we can cakubte correctPr with 

F=o.8.F, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (fir' 
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As for losses owing to a d-bundle being fully engaged we must 
rnnsick·r that the traffic reaching the d-bundles has got its crests 
rt>duced. The fraction Pv of the conversations seeking the dv
bundle, \vhile n - r of its lines are engaged, will not reach dv owing 
to i ntcrnal congestion. This means partly that the probability of 
there being n engaged d,. lines will be diminished by the factor 
(r - p,.), partly that the ' numerousness' of new conversations dur
ing the time unit of the condition, when n lines are engaged, will be 
diminished by the same factor. As a consequence, the number of 
conversations seeking to tlw d,-bundle, while its n lines are engaged, 

----- ---- -· �-----------

----- - -- ----·-----+---

----- ------ ----------!�-------- - ----- ---- ---+H<l...------ - - - - - - -- -- -===:::t:t:tt� 
----- --- - - - - - - - - -

--=�====: :: :..: .::: :::· --:..-=.::.::.�:ttt�= 
---+'4-o---- ----- -- ------ ---+H-if++-·-+++<>--- - --- - - - -- ---- ===:::t:ltt:lt= --IH-+-+o--- ------ - ---- --
·--++-+++o------ --- --- -----+if++-++-

a, a� 

FIG. 8. 

will be diminished by the factor (1 - p,;)2• Hence, the blocking 
factor for fully-engaged losses in rlv will be approximately 

Cflv=(I - Pv)2V(yv, n) ... . ............ . . ... . . ........... ... . . . . . . .. . . .  (6/) 

Thus the total bloclr:inJ; faclor according to the system of Fig. 7 

is-

2'.y,q ,. F+ 
-�_;;,-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (fig) 

7. klcasurcments. 

In this paragraph I gin: an extract of the equally designed para
graph of my above-mentioned Swedish article. At first I will slrn\\ 
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an example of dispersion-measurements on a group of 100 sub
scribers of an Amsterdam exchange. Wabs. are values calculated 
from register-curves corresponding to Fig. 2. Wcalc. are values 
resulting from the function w(y, x). 

{ X = 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO I I 12 
(7a) Wobs. = ·013 ·045 ·125 ·I85 ·187 ·186 ·126 ·OJI ·036 ·018 ·005 ·002 ·001 

Wcalc. = ·0!3 ·058 ·I25 ·I79 ·193 ·I66 ·I20 ·074 ·039 · O I9 ·008 ·003 ·OOI 

The dispersion measured has been very nearly normal. 
In the Telegraph Office of Stockholm I have carried out other 

tests. Two telegraph slips I. and II. were divided into 400 elements 
of equal length. On each element there were drawn at irregular 
distances a number, x, of transverse lines. The x-values were 
dt-cided (by drawing lots) so as to provide a nearly normal disper
sion of the 2000 lines. By means of these slips the function V(y, z) 
was proved in the following way : -

The slip in question was moved along on a table past two fixed 
lines. When a line on the slip passed the first fixed line, an 
operator engaged a switch. V\rhen a line passed the second fixed 
line, another operator released some one of the switches thus en
gaged. It was noted how often there was no free switch for a pass
ing line. The line corresponding to a lost call was marked so as 
not to allow it to cause the release of a switch. The distance be
tween the fixed lines was chosen larger than the element of the slip. 
The results are �iven in the table (7b). It is seen that the formula 
(3c) gives a good ag-reement with thP measurements, while Erlang's 
formula giws far too high values. 

Table (7b). 

BLOCKING FACTORS. 

------ -----------

Measured hy means of the slip. 

I. II. 

V(5, 5; IO) .OI2 

V(7; IO) .0425 .053 
V( r o ; 14) .0235 .032 

Calculated 

According to According to 
(3c) Edang. 

.0129 .0285 

.0402 .0710 

.0253 .0521 

Also the formula (6g) was proved by means of particular slips. 
The test was made with a Hetu lander line arrangement accord inµ: 
to Fig. 7. The result (see table (7c)) was a splendid verification of 
the formula (6g). 
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Table (7c). 

BLOCKING FACTORS. 

Internal. Owing to fully eng. 
bundle. 

I. 
2 

Observation 
" 

.044 1 

.0474 
.0032 
.0038 

-:Syvcrv 
Calculated from (6g) F = .048 ,,- = .0037 

..:.,yv 

8. Tables for w(y, x) and V(y, z). 

The table W of the appendix gives ntlues of the function w(y, z) 

according to ( 1 a). 
The table V gi,-es blocking factors \vhich are calculated for 

y>3 according to the formula (3c). For y<o, 6 and .z<3 

calculations han� been made by means of (3e). For JI- and z-values 
in the intermediate rang<� a g<�ometrical interpolation has been used. 

I estimate the accuracy of the table for this intermediate range, 
which is not yet theoretically cowred, to at least 20% of the V
values. \\'ithin the other part of the table the faults will hardly 
exceed 5 to ro% of the V-values by more than one figure in the 
numerator of the decimal fraction, providPd the calls are normally 
dispersed and com-ersations an� of normally varying lengths. 
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·=I 
r= 
18 
1 9  
20 
22 
2' 
26 
28 
30 

·=I 
y= 
36 
40 
46 
bO 
66 
60 
6f> 
10 
70 

•= 

y= 
80 
86 
90 
96 

IOQ 

Table V. 

r-
o.• .060 .007 .0006 
0.6 .0128 .001' 

0.6 .0187 .0027 
0. 7 .0280 .0044 .0006 
0.8 .0861 .OOM .. "'9010 
OJI .04'6 .0100 .0019 
J.O .0138 .0080 
Ll .0180 .00•4 .0008 
UI 0280 .0061 .OO!S .0002 
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10 
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2..8 - .0276 .0098 .0033 0009 0004 

11 

8.0 .0330 .0128 .0046 0014 .0006 ·.0002 
a.6 - o-4sti: 0212 0084 ooa1 .0010 . ooo• 

12 18 

4.0 0343 0160 .0061 .0022 .0008 0003 

14 Hi I 16 / 11 18 !9 2'0 
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o.o ose9 .011e .0019 ooaa 001a .oooo 00021 
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- 043 0300 0206 Ot:rn OOBB 0008 00.Hi 0022 OOll 0004 0001 I I J. 
- - 042 0284 0200 0183 0091 0060 0036 0022 0008 0002 
-- - 055 042 030 020fl 01.UI 0097 0065 0027 0010 0003 
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- .0•6 .022 .0095 .0028 .0-010 .0-0-01 
- - .044 .022 .0090 0031 .00-09 .0002 
- - - .042 .022 .0094 .0031 .0010 .0-002 
- - - - .041 .0214 0097 .0036 .0014 .0004 
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Table w. 

_ _!_:___l�--��-"-._l _"_�_,_h _l��_I ... _____ i __ 
.( 

x = () 606528 .367880 223131 1J5335 082084 0497!<7 030197 OI83Ifi 011109 
I 103264 367880 334696 270670 205211 149Jb2 10Jti\JO 0732(;2 0499�1 

075816 .183940 251022 270670 256514 22404'.l 184957 146524 112480 
.012GJ6 061313 125511 180447 213762 Z'J404; 215783 19536.'i 168720 I 

001579 015328 047067 090223 133601 168032 188810 1%36�) 189810 
00015tl 003066' 014120 036089 066800 10081!:1 132167 156292 170829 

.00001:'1 .000511 .003530 012o:rn 02783.1 050409 077097 .104195 128122 
7 000001 .000073 000756 003437 009940 02JG04 038548 059540 082364 
• �10000 .000009 .000142 000859 .003106 .008101 .016865 029770 046330 
' 000001 .000024 000191 000863 .002700 006559 013231 02.'316:--1 

JO 000000 000004 000038 .000216 000810 .002296 005292 010424 
11 000000 000007 000049 000221 ,000731 001924 004264 
12 000001 .000010 .000055 .000213 000641 .001599 
13 000000 .000002 000013 .000057 .bool97 .000553 
" 000000 000003 .000014 .000056 000178 
15 000001 .000003 .000015 000053 
16 .0000()() .000001 000004 .00001!'! 
17 nooooo .000001 .000004 
18 .000000 000001 
19 .000000 

7.0 I 80 I 
:x = 0 .006738 ,004087 .00247!1 001503 .000912 .0005.'i.1 000336 .000203 .00012«-:: 

1 ,033690 .022477 .014572 009772 tl06383 004148 002684 001729 ()()1111 
2 .084225 .061813 .044617 031760 .022341 0155:>6 .010735 007350 .004998 
3 .140375 113323 .08923f) 068813 .(152130 .038889 .028626 02092{] 014994 
• 175469 155819 .13385:1 111821 .091228 072916 0572�12 044255 .Q33737 
' .175469 .1714-01 .160624 14;'J368 .127719 104:174 091603 075233 06072i 
G .146224 .157118 .160624 157482 14900.J 136718 122137 106580 0!).1090 
7 104446 123450 .137678 .146233 149oor. 146484 13958:) 129419 117116 

I 8 .065279 084872 .103258 118814 130379 137:129 139585 137508 13175b 
, .036266 051866 .068839 085810 .\01406 114441 124076 129869 1.':1756 i 

10 .018133 .028526 .0413ll.a 055776 .070984 085831 099261 110389 118580 
11 008242 014263 .022530 .032959 045172 .053521 .072190 085301 097020 
12 003434 006537 .011265 017853 026350 036576 048127 060422 072767 
l:l .001321 002766 005199 .008926 014188 021102 029617 03%07 0.)0376 
" .000472 001087 .002228 004144 007094 011305 .016924 023986 OJ238:i 
15 000157 000399 .000891 .001796 003310 005652 009026 OJ3392 019431 
16 000049 000137 .000334 000730 001448 002649 004�B 007221 010930 
17 000014 .000044 000118 .000101 .000596 001169 .002124 003610 00578b 
18 000004 000013 000039 000034 000232 .0004117 000944 00170;-, 00289:l 
19 000001 000004 IJ00012 .OOOOll 00008[1 000192 0003!)7 ()01370 
20 000000 000001 000004 000003 000030 .000072 0001;19 0006lfi 
21 ()()()()()( ) (JOOOOl 000001 000010 000026 000061 .OOO I ill 000264 
22 ,000000 000000 000003 000009 .000022 000051 000108 
23 00000 1  .OOOCI03 .000008 000019 000042 
24 .000000 .000001 000002 .000007 OOOOJG 

25 .000000 000001 000002 000006 
26 000000 ()(}0001 000002 
27 000000 .000001 
28 .000000 

. .. 
I ,. I IO�-_J�_, _!lo_ "' 

x =O .000075 000045 000028 000017 .000010 000006 �J0002 ('10001 
I 000711 000454 (100289 000184 000117 000-074 000029 000019 

2 003378 002270 001518 001010 000670 000442 000191 000125 I 
' 010696 '007566 005312 003705 002568 001769 000828 000562 

025403 018916 013944 010189 (}()7382 005308 002690 001897 
048266 03783.1 029283 022415 016979 012740 006994 005123 
076421 0630:,:, 05124(1 041094 032544 025481 015153 011526 
103714 090079 ,07686!1 064577 053465 043682 028142 022229 
123160 112599 100891 088794 076856 065fi23 045730 037512 

9 130002 125110 117707 108526 098205 Ofl.7364 066054 056268 
JO 123502 125110 12360:J 119378 1129.16 10483� 08f>!!70 075962 
ii 106661 113736 117985 119378 11806� 114'.J68 101483 .093226 
12 084440 094780 103237 Hl94:-10 II3149 114.168 109940 104879 
" 061706 072908 083384 0925% 100093 )()5570 109940 108913 
" 041872 052077 062538 0121;,3 082219 090489 102087 105023 
1:. 026519 034718 043777 053352 0630::15 072391 088475 094521 
16 015746 021699 028729 036679 ()45306 054293 071886 079752 
17 008799 012764 017744 023733 030748 038324 054972 063332 
" 00464-l. 007091 010351 014503 'n19581 025549 039702 047499 
19 002322 003732 005720 083965 0118.'12 01613t. 027165 033749 
'° 001103 001866 003003 046181 00681[> 009682 0176;,7 022781 
'I 000499 000889 001501 002419 ()()37,12 00.55.'l:l 010931 014645 
22 000215 000404 000716 001209 001951 003018 006459 008987 
23 000089 000176 000327 000518 00097fi 001575 003651 005275 
24 000035 .000073 O()(Jl4:J 000265 000467 000787 001978 .002967 
25 000013 000029 000060 000117 000215 000378 {)()1029- 001602 
26 001005 000011 000024 000049 (}()009:"1 000174 (){)0514 000832 
27 000002 000004 000009 000020 000040 00007i 000247 000416 
28 000001 000002 000003 000004 OOOOlb 000033 000115 000201 
29 000000 000001 000001 000002 000006 000014 000052 000094 
"lU 000000 "10000 000001 000002 ()(}()()()6 0000�1 000042 

:n 00'100() 000001 000002 000010 000018 
:i2 CX>OOOO 000001 000004 000008 
33 000000 000002 000003 

34 000001 000001 
35 000000 000000 

' "" ,,_,_I_ --�___j__ ___ 
i:=O 000001 000000 000000 000000 

I 000012 000007 000005 000001 
2 000081 000053 000034 .()00006 

000380 000256 000172 .()00034 
001331 000929 000645 .000144 

003727 002694 001935 000490 
008696 006510 004837 001388 1 017391 013486 010364 003310 000(<� 
030435 024443 019432 0071 !i2 000001 
047344 039381 032387 013529 000005 
066281 057102 048580 023000 000015 

II 084358 075271 066245 035545 �042 
12 048418 090052. 082860 0503;,;; 0104 
!.! 105989 101446 09560R 06584� 000239 
14 105989 105069 102437 079960 000513 
15 098923 101567 102437 090621 001027 
1' 086558 092045 096035 09b285 .00192.'> 

17 071283 078509 084737 09628i"> 003398 
IS 055442 06324:� 070614. 090936 005663 
.. .010852 048264 055748 08l.3(i4 00894.l 
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x =- 20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 

28 
29 
30 
31 

32 
33 
:H 

:15 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

4G 
46 
47 
48 
49 

50 
51 
52 

53 
54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

L'ALCULATlO.\T OF BLOCKING FACTORS. 

028596 
019064 
012132 
007385 
004308 
002412 
001299 
000674 
000337 
000163 

.00007b 
000034 

000015 
.000006 
000002 
()00001 
011111100 

Table W--�conti11ucd. 

034991 

.024160 

.015924 

.1110039 

.006065 
.003518 
001962 
001054 

.000546 
000273 

.000132 

.000062 

.000028 

.000012 

.000005 
1100002 
000001 
000000 

041811 
029865 
020362 
013280 
008300 
004980 
002873 
00159b 

000855 
000442 

.000221 

.000107 
000050 
000023 
000010 
000004 

.000002 

.000001 

.000000 

069159 
055980 

.043262 

.03197b 
022650 
015402 
010070 
006341 
003850 
002257 
001279 

.000701 
000373 
000192 
000096 
000047 
000022 
000010 

.000004 

.000002 
000001 
000000 

.088836 080881 
118-1606 .084732 
076915 
116688:1 
05;)73() 
044�)89 
034299 
02:1407 
018148 
0125

.
lG 

11083H 
005383 
00:3364 
002039 
001199 
00068;, 
000381 
00020G 
000108 
000055 

.000028 
000011 
000005 

.000002 
000001 
000000 

.084732 
081048 
074294 
065378 
055320 
fH!107{i 
0354lf) 
026868 
IJl971J:l 
013:rn:1 

00961� 
006409 
004147 
()()2()07 

001:-.9:3 
O(J0947 
000548 
000309 
000170 
000091 
000048 
000024 
000012 
000006 
.000003 
000001 

.000001 

.000000 

05191R 
.061807 
.070235 

076342 
079523 
079523 
076464 
070800 

063214 
o:i44% 
04;,41:1 
O:Hifi2:3 
028612 

021676 
01;,9:J8 
011384 
007906 
005342 
003514 
1102253 

001408 
0008!}9 
000511 
000297 

.000169 
1100094 
000051 

.000027 
000014 
000007 
000004 
000002 

.000001 

.000000 

.1132749 
042106 
05167G 
060662 
068245 
073705 
076540 
076:>411 

073806 
068716 
061844 
O:i3864 
.045448 
o:n185 
02952!1 
022780 
017085 
012467 
008858 
006132 

.004139 
002726 
001752 

.001100 
000675 
000405 
000238 
000137 
000077 

.000042 

.000023 
000012 

.000006 
000003 

.000002 

.000001 

.000000 

013411 
.019159 
.026126 
.034078 
042597 
051116 
058980 
06553:1 

.070214 
072635 
0726% 
070292 
06G899 
059908 
0'>2860 
045309 
037757 
030614 
024169 
018592 

.013944 

.010203 
007288 

.005085 

.003467 

.002311 

.001507 

.000962 
000601 
000368 

.000221 
000130 
000075 
000042 
000024 

.000013 

.000007 

.000004 

.000002 

.000001 

.000000 
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Table W -continued. 

320 I - ----·-3-�_L -5_�_o_L�---�� I 

x= � OOO"� 
9 000001 

10 0')()()()< 0000<� 
JI 000011 .000001 .{)()(�)Ill) 

" 000030 (l{)()(){q .()(fM){)t 

" 0000;;, .lX)OOJ::' 000002 000000 
14 000172 .OOOIJ:l(l 00000;) .000001 
1' 000366 ,000070 .000012 ,()()()(J()-1 000000 

" .000732 ,000153 .('KJ0021:j . 000009 000001 
17 001377 .000315 .000063 .oooo:n OOOOOJ 

" OOW9 ,000612 ,000134 .0000-46 OOOOOb 
19 004124 .001127 000261'\ .0000% 000019 OOIJOO(\ 
:?11 006599 001972 ,000509 .000192 000041 OOO<m 
21 0100'>.� .()03287 .000921 .000366 .000081 .000002 
" 014625 .005229 .001:i91l ,000665 .000163 .UOO\J04 

.0203:18 ,007957 002627 ,001156 000304 .000009 00000\l 

,. 0271'H 011604 _0041;,9 ,()01927 000;>44 .0000\b 000001 

,-, .034728 .0 16 246 OO!h.121 OO:l084 00093ti .000037 ()0()()()3 
26 042742 .021870 ,009231'1 004744 001548 . 000071 OfHl006 ,000000 
27 %0657 .028350 (]1300'2 .007028 0024'06 ,0001� ,(1(11�112 ()(Kl()()j 

"' .057894 .035438 ,01764J 010040 oo;mr; .000236 .0000:.n 000002 
" .1163883 ,042770 .023121 013f!49 .0056I:i ,Oll<J.W7 .000041 OOOIXJ� 

30 068142 .049898 .029286 .018465 008048 .D00678 .00l079 1)00007 
" 070. 14-0 .056336 03;,s99 .0'21826 .tHlH;-t .()01093 .000141 .000014 

32 070�0 06161 7  .042630 .02978J .O<H707 OOOU'l (J()()()'.!b 

;{"I 06B209 065351 JJ49089 (JJ6i 0 l .002.)8f, 0004110, J)()jl\141' ()()()()(){) 

" OM197 067273 .OM8f;4 .(14247'.! .OO:l80.l 0006[,;, .OOIJ(Jh;, 01)(1(101 
35 .O:J8694 .067273 .ri;,9;,1,7 048'.i:l9 1)(J)-1J2 1)(1!029 JX!llJ4fi 1)()()11(>1 

36 (1521 72 065404 ,062ll7b (Jiil ;,-;:; 0(1024.l ()()O(!(IJ 

37 .04'.il22 061869 .06457) ()j)()'.!94 00000:1 

3ll .037997 056985 ()()4;;7;; .OO'Ll:-2 llOOb'.!2 .UOOO\O 

39 .031177 05..1140 062919 Oll4it.9 IHX.l9'ib ()()(/II[!' 

'° .024942 .044747 059i7:; .OIJb:·,;;7 O'l'Jl4.14 .OIJOO:l\ ()(J(j()()(l 

41 .019467 038199 o;;;,:rn�i .0087% ()1)2099 .(J(J(!(j',:l (JOrn!(IJ 

42 014832 0311'!,12 0:1012:i 1n1;,1s 002999 .(>00081' Hfj()(J01 

" .011038 025910 04429;; 0147'!2 0041.'l:-1 ()(){114,; 
.. 00802.'l 020610 (J3)<2;;c, 01R41.i OOJ70i .f){l(>221-> 
45 .003709 ,()16030 <n230-1 022.·,o; 007f>(t!J uoo:i;,·1 
" .003971 .-012197 02f>6tifj .02t.9 10 .011992;, OlJll."AI UIJ(.011 

47 002704 .(l(l90A3 0215ih O l\491 .012670 OOOR06 
" 001803 .00662:J fJ1701'1 .11:1uo�:J 01$837 00111:. 
49 001l77 004i.Jl .Dl324fi .040!'i01 ,019392 ()()1679 

()(HJ7:,3 (Jtl.1312 .010067 .()-t.J,;,;,1 02:J2il 002:::;;1 
" .()00472 00221:1 ,007501 .041W4�" 027:178 003'.!2i 

" ,00029(1 (l(JlJ10 00.'>481 0508Jj 031:,'.fll 0043H \)(J(l()(l.j 

''" 0001;;, 0011110 lllns.w 11:,2n;; 03.:">ili:! orr,1:11 
" f)(J(JlO.t {)(l(l(i ·,�. 0027t:i6 11;,.n12 0:.J97:lb 007-t:li l•()lifll2 

" ()1)()061 000.J.17 001911 UG:J712 04,l34!' 0094G[J ,00110211 ,IJ(J0()(1() 

" 000015 000260 0012n o;,27;ll 046444 0118ll 0009:,0 0011012 .0001!01 
,,7 0110020 000160 !)()(J1:Hi;, o;,090� IJ.J.�l'!l'\9 0.11;,o:i 014G29 ,001 ()()(�1;.1 1 000001 

,,� (1(1{11111 ()(){Jll!o+ti l)()(J;,(}7 04H26!1 o:-1u57:i 03:i:J72 0173% Olllf"l!! ,00()(17� ()()0001 

" 000006 f)f)()()Sj 00036�1 044997 IJ'il4�2 0�8969 020804 002493 ,fJ011llh fll>0002 

w ()(>()()01 00003-S 000231 041247 if..l-132 042217 02.J.2il 0(n124 ,()O(lJ/j 

61 (j()(lf)().! ()()()()JS .()()01.J.f (l.Jil9() o;,o;,H� 0449Ki 027�;,2 00-1.1:,!) ,1100261 (1(10007 

fi2 (1{)()(1(11 1!00011 (J()(J08il 0:12991 04t(�;-,7 047lbt 0.11H6 00:,r.2:, .uoo:rni .000012 

t.:l ()(10000 000006 0000;,,i 028802 04tib26 0486;,g (ll-l!l-10 00i:l4'l .000.Hl 00001!< 

" ()(l(J(JI);� ()()()IJ:lt 024iS2 04'l7l2 049420 O'lH2Hi 008!)2'1 rn101i.1 .000029 

;; (>()(1()()2 '�l()(JJ/\ lf20944 0403;,Q 04942{1 041156 01ogi--:•1 111\l(i·,4 ()()()()fi 

66 000001 OOOOHl Oli+.'i:l o:>tibS2 048671 O··l:l6.">0 OJ.;')211 llllH\i 000068 
"' nwooo 0fl()j}()/; 014:127 u:;2849 047218 o-1;1b04 r)];,�m-1 no19 ;0 .000102 

'" 1)()()003 flll58fl 02�985 045135 04694J OJ8ill .(j(J2'1:'1:, .000150 
h9 ((l()()(�l 009237 02f"J204 042518 047620 JJ'.!lb'l-1 1101:n� ,000217 
70 000001 0072:·,� 021b03 03!H81 047626 Jl24i9.1 0042S6 .(){)()310 

" 000001 ()(1)62:! 0:;614;, 0469;,r, 027'B6 on:,.i::i .000437 

" OOOllOO 1)(1429'' 01;,�14 OJ2631 04:16[01 fl:Jl0-10 .Ofllii'll 000607 

7J oo:it:lfi 012:;u4 029055 043j7;, o;40lfi ,0(\:-,']7•' ()()(\8"\2 

74 ()()�4o;, 11101'19 025521 041409 .0367i4 ,O lOlf!l 001124 

76 00176.l OO!illl 02211!i 03b048 03922fi 012�2(1 ()(l\499 

76 00127ti 006403 018917 03!>597 .0412'll 1114-171 001973 

77 000912 (J04990 O !G96'l 032361 .0429flfl ll 11;!!14 .002'162 
" 000fi4:J i}():J8.1f\ ()\'l307 029042 .044000 .01•1·,16 .001285 

" 000447 002'll5 010949 tl2C,7J3 .OH�;;; 0222·q ,004158 

'° .000022 {)()().10,', 00218h 0088% 022[1!6 1)445:;; 02:,01·1 .00:,1!\S 

SI 000014 000209 001619 007L19 0194.)9 044007 ,027792 006417 

'" 00000!'1 oooao .OOJH;;, 0055:;9 016611 ().129:H 030;,o:i .OOi826 

.. �5 01)()()93 ooos;,, 004432 014009 041382 o:;Wi6 009429 

.. 00000'.J \)()()()61 000612 oo:l42'! 01Hl74 039411 0:1;14:J�l 01122a 

" 000002 000039 000432 002622 0119614 O:l709.1 on:12-1 ,013206 

" 000001 000025 000301 001982 OOiA25 0.14;;0:. (J:J9269 .Ol!",356 

" �I 000016 0002118 ()01481 006296 031729 040b2;) O!iti;>O 
8f' .000000 .000010 000142 001094 005008 .028845 041:i-l6 .0200;,7 

69 000006 (l(){)()gfl 000799 00:3939 02G92A 04201") .022:;3;, 

90 .00000< 000064 000577 003064 023().tj 042011 .025039 

91 .OOIJ002 000042 000412 .Q02357 020261 .041 �,;,I 1127'.JJ;; 
92 .�I 000027 000291 00179:.J Ol i611' 040C4i: .029908 
93 000001 000011< 000203 001350 (I\ �) 1 :'o-. 0393:ii J):J21G9 

,. 000000 ()()j)(}lJ 000141 00100�> 0128!1.� .037663 0142 12 

9� 000007 000096 000741 OJ08til .03;,681 .D3110\3 

% 000004 f)()()()6.) 000i>40 Oll'lO;,\ JJ334:01 Jl3i513 

97 �3 OOOOH 000390 007-l6;, o:no:n 038673 

98 000002 ()()()()29 000278 006094 028'10.1 039462 
" OO(J(m 000ill9 00(1197 IX>l92' 025912 039861 

100 .�I 000012 000138 OO:J939 023321 0398fol 

101 .000000 �8 000093 003120 .ll20781 .039466 
102 00000'.i 000065 00244j .018336 038692 
JO') ()()()()(); 000044 001901 m602'2 037;,6t; 

IM 000002 ()(10010 001462 013fi(j", .016121 

1% 011()11()1 IHlOO:!O .00111-1 .011884 034401 

""' 000001 0(}()(11 � .000841 Tl10090 11���4 

107 .0000(!(1 .00(Jti2'l 008487 {)30:l:ll 
\OS ,()(l(4(jh Ofli07l .02808-l 
1\lO .000142 rn1:,i;40 .fr.?57fi;', 

l!O .001124'1 O(lffi� 02142 : 
llJ JJOOJ79 .00:181� 0212()(1 

112 ,000121'- .OO'JI\: 0188.19 

111 ()(){)(){II ,000090 002479 016672 
.000000 .000061 .0019f>7 014i;r, 

11·. .00004-l ,l)(llfi32 .01271i 

116 ,0000.JO ,00\H\9 .01096'1 

117 .0000�1 £J0091"· 009370 

II' .000014 00069� 0079.JI 
119 11\)(l()\)!) .1100�,2� .006673 
120 .000006 .000.19b .005.�fi\ 

121 ,()\)()\]()4 .()()(}294 .004:,96 

122 001)()()'.l .000217 .OO:l767 

123 .000002 00016� .IJ0:::063 

1:?4 ,O(){X)(l) 00011� .00247n 

L'fl .000001 00008 3 fJ019lb 

l'.!6 OOOOQO .000(.1[19 .001;J61' 

l'.!"1 .00004:! �Qll:'.35 
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EFFECTS OF AURORA. 

EFFECTS OF AURORA 
TELEPHONES AND 

ON TELEGRAPHS, 
WIRELESS. 

MR. ,\. GIBB£, JI.I.E.E., Deputy Chief Telegraph Engineer 
of the Dominion of Ne\\ Zealand, has sent us a pamphlet on the 
above subject, which he contributed to the New Zealand Journal of 
Science and Technology, Vol. IV., No. 4, 192I. 

After discussing the effects produced by auroral phenomenon 
generally, �I r. Gibbs deals with i nterfercnccs experienced during 
an exceptional]_,. brilliant display in lVIay last year, and states that 
those interferences \wre of greater magnitude and more far -
reaching in tlwir effects than any of which the New Zealand Depart
ment has record. lt is the first tinw, also, that the effect of the 
aurora upon \Yircless communications in this, or probably any other 
country, has been so noticeable. 

Land Telegraph LZnes. 

During tbc: au rural period the land telegraph lines throughout 
New Zealand \\ere subject tu abnormal disturbances due tu \Yhat 

are teclrnicall \' kno\\ n as " t'arth currents." The ::\lursc lines all 
over N cw Zealand were affected, but not necessarily at the same 
time nor tu the same� degree. In general the interference manifested 
itself in the form of violent fluctuations of current in the telegraph 
lines and instruments, but in many cases the variations in the 
direction of the foreign currents were slow and gradual, although 
far from uniform in their movements. l n  some cases the foreign 
voltages were found to be of the order of 60 volts, and were of suffi_ 
cient magnitude to render Morse working by the usual means im
possible. At the principal centres it was frequently observed that 
lines running east and \vest wne more seriously affected than those 
running north and south, but the experience cannot be said to haw� 
been either general or uniform. The main effects were first noticed 
at all stations upon opening for business at 8 a.m. on the 14th. 
Practically all ::\lorse lines, and especially the longer ones, were 
badly affected by earth currents, and during the 14th, 15th, and 16th 
the longer-distance lincs had during the greater part of this period 
to be worked upon the metallic-circuit principle, by \vhich means 
all connection with the earth was remm·ecl and a conducting \\·ire 
substituted for the earth-return circuit. 

As an indication that earth currents were not entirely responsible 
for these circumstances, it should he mentioned that on the longer 
lines even the metallic-circuit arrangement did not remove all causes 
of trouble. The atmospheric electrical charges \vhich accompanied 
the aurora continued to induce in the metallic l\Iorse wires electrical 
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potentials which, although not sufficient to interrupt Morse signall
ing, rendered the adjustment of these circuits difficult and sensitive. 

As in the case of the wireless signals, there were brief periods 
during which little interference was experienced, and the whole 
phenomena were erratic in the extreme both as regards intensity, 
duration, and direction of disturbances. 

Telephone Lines. 

A rather unusual interference was experienced at certain tele
phone exchanges, :ouch as Nelson, Palmerston North, Featherston, 
and Pahiatua, where there are a number of long-distance earth. 
working telephone lines. These lines vvere subject to uisturbances 
similar to those described in connection with the Mor::.e telegraph 
lines, but the greatest degree of interference appears to have 
occurred at Pahiatua late on the afternoon of the 15th. At this 
station the call indicators on earthed lines were operated by the 
induced voltages for as long a period as two minutes; and here, as 
at some of the other stations mentioned, lightning-protectors on all 
lines were operated in much the same manner as if the lines had 
been struck by mild lightning�discharges. 

,�!though Morse circuits operated upon the metallic or loop 
principle were not entirely iinmune from interference, the speech 
on metallic telephone circuits was unaffected. This, however, was 
not due to the absence therein of foreign voltages, but to the fact 
that these telephone circuits are balanced and are operated upon 
such a principle that the voltages induced in the two wires of the 
circuit are rendered mutually compensating and produce no effect 
upon the telephones connected therewith. 

Radio Coast Stations. 

The effects of the aurora upon wireless reception were felt by all 
the New Zealand wireless coast stations-viz., Awanui, Auckland, 
\Vellington, Awarua, and Chatham Islands. The Auckland Radio 
Station records that unusual variations in the signal strength were 
noticed, beginning on the 9th May, accompanied by what are known 
as " hissing " statics. At other stations the principal effects were 
noticed on the 14th and 15th May, tapering off on the r6th, and 
returning to practically normal conditions late on the r 7th. 

At I p.m. on the r4th Awarua observed that the long-wave 
signals from the Awanui Station were very much above normal 
strength, and by 4 p.m. a decided variation in the strength of wire
less signals had been observed at all stations. At 5 p.m. Awarua 
(near the Bluff-lat. 46° 36' S.) noticed the first visible evidence of 
the aurora, and this \Y<LS accompanied for a short period by a re
markably quiescent interval during which statics and wireless 
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signals disappeared altogether. Shortly afterwards the signals 
emitted by the \ Vellington and Chatham Island stations became 
\·ery weak and variable in strength, although signals from A.uck

land and the Australian stations were very little affected. Such 
conditions may be said tu have prevailed generally until the even
ing of the IJth, \vhen signals resumed their normal characteristics, 
but atmospheric disturbances continued fur some time tu be heavy 
<tnd numerous. During the 14th, 15th, and 16th signals at all 
radio stations were very erratic, both in intensity and uniformity. 
A. rather interesting phenomenon \\as that, while signals from New 
Zealand and Australian stations were subject to great variation, 
the signals from long-\\ <1 ve European stations did not appear to 
suffer any variatiun either in intensity or uniformity. This is cor
roborated by Rarotonga (Cook Islands), which at times experienced 
variation in ='Jew Zealand signals but no variation in signals from 
nortliv-iards. Apart frum the variations in the I\ew Zealand radio 
signals, the only effect observable at Rarutunga was the prevalence 
of strong atmospherics during thl'. auroral period. "-\t Apia 
(Samoa) the auroral display \V<IS visible at 6-45 p.m. (Samoan time) 
on the 15th, and simultaneously the signals from ,\wanui on 2,coo

metres \\ave-length were considerably augmented in strength, and 
for a short period \\ere the strongest that had ever been received 
from that station. \\'hile stations in the North Island of New 
Zealand were fading and weak to South Island stations, they were 
of usual strength to c\pia. .\part from these circumstances nothing 
unusual was observed by :.\pia . 

. \n interesting experiment \\as performed at Awarua, where 
during the height of the disturbance an insulated counterpoise (or 
network of insulated wires) was substituted for the usual earth con
nection. In effect, the wireless receiving-system was entirely dis
connected form the earth, and therefore not subject to direct inter
ference from electrical charges circulating therein. This removal 
of the earth connection did not in any way affect the prevailing 
variations of the signals, which continued to be as erratic as ever. 
During the period referred to there were br ief intervals at all New 
Zealand stations when signals returned to normal and nothing 
unusual was noticed. 

The effects at New Zealand stations may be summarised as 
follows: (1) Great and sudden variations in signal-strength from 
maximum to minimum; (2) signals from different directions not 
simultaneously affected ; ( 3) dead periods when neither signals nor 
statics were heard; (4) period of abnormal intensity of signals and 
statics; (5) signals from European long-wavr; stations unaffected 
during the whole period . 
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All of thr� New ZPaland stations are connected by land telegraph 
lines with the telegraph centres, and it was noticed at times that 

great variations in radio signals were simultaneously accompanied 
by earth currPnts in the land telegraph lines of sufficient intensity 
to render the l'v1orse circuits inoperative. 

INSULATOR WASHING. 

By T. KENYON. 

CONSIDERABLE attention has been given to methods of Insulator 

\Yashinu in the ,\lanchester District recenth-, and it is thought 
b . 

readers of the Journal may be interested in the results of a number 

of successful experiments which were carried out. 
The first experiment was made in a Suburban Stores Yard, 

vYhere no gas or steam was available for heating purposes. In 
de\'ising suitable nwthods it was necessary to bear in mind the fact 
that the materials should be easily mobile for use either in stores 
or out on line. The kit decided upon and found \'Cry successful was 
made up as follows: -

• 

2 Zinc \\·ashing baths (one \vith cover), capacity 8 gallons. 
r Bucket. 

2 Strung wire baskets (to tit inside baths). 
I Fire Devil (burning coal and coke). 
r \\'ashing tool (as designed), see drawing. 
I \\'ashing glove. 

The washing tool of wood vvas designed to fit inside the sheds 
of a No. 6 Insulator, but the dimensions could be varied to fit any 
other class of insulator. The centre piece and outside cun·ed piece 
were covered with materials such as calico, flannel, moleskin, etc., 
a supply of spare cm·ers being always on hand ready for replace
ments. The insulator being washed was placed on the tool held in 
the right hand, and revolved with left hand covered with the flannel 
glove, which \Yas simultaneously cleaning the outside whilst the tool 
was cleaning the inside sheds, time being thus saved by reducing 
what had previously been three separate operations. 

One of the baths \Yas filled with a solution of soda ash and water 
(approximately five gallons) sufficient to cover 30 insulators No. 6 

or 50 No. 12, placed in a wire basket. The bath, oval in shape, \Vas 
2' 4" long, I' 8" wide, and 9" deep. The \Vire basket of the same 
Sha e meas d ' 311 ' 71" s�" 1'1 · h 1 

· · · • c p . ure 2 x r :; x j . 11s at 1 contammg in-
sulators was placed on the fire devil, and it was found that with a 
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good fire the water would boil in half an hour. After IO minutes 
continuous boiling from this stage, the wire basket in the bath on 
the fire \vas raised, allowed to drain, and transferred with its con
tents to the second bath, which was filled with clean water. Imme
diately this operation was completed a second wire basket contain
ing a similar number of insulators was placed in the first bath of 
boiling solution and the man proceeded with the washing operation. 

Inner Covers ma<k o/ Moleshn /!< 

l'ttte<l over wooden holders. 
Ow'"er Covers made o/ srovr Cahco./!< 
Fn"rec? over lnnerCovers. 

\ /Lea/her 
Was er 

l;.;suLATUll. \\'ASHJ.'\G TouL. 

c 

The insulators in the bath on the fire were allowed to boil, the whole 
of the time that the washer was occupied in disposing of the first 
consignment, the sequence of operations being continued through
out the day. As a result of this method, it was found that one man 
could wash 600 insulators No. 6 during an ordinary working day. 
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The next step was to try the foregoing arrangement under con
ditions obtaining with an insulator washing gang on a trunk line, 
and to ascertain llow many men changing insulators up the poles 
could be kept going by one man washing 600 insulators per day. 
It was found that this one man could keep going three vYiremen each 
taking a pole, constantly changing. The most suitable gang for 
the work was found to consist of fiye men made up of one Foreman, 
three Skilled men and one labourer. 

The follovYing procedure was adopted: -
First of all it \\·as necessary to have sufficient clean insulators 

aYailable to allow the men on the poles to make an immediate start, 
and to provide for replacement of cracked and broken insulators. 
Three men then ascended poles at une time, each being equipped 
with a sash line and tool bass. \\'hilst the men were putting them
selYes in position between the two top arms and adjusting their 
belts, etc., the foreman proceeded to fill the tool bass at the foot of 
each with 8 clean insulators. The next operation of the men up the 
poles was to ease with their pliers all the eight binders on the two 
arms on which they were working. The next step was to haul up 
the tool bass containing clean insulators by means of the sash line, 
undo each binder in turn, unscrew the dirty insulator, replace by 
clean one from bass, and tack in temporarily again with the binder, 
until all the eight insulators comprising the first set were changed. 
The dirty insulators were next let down, and whilst the wireman 
\\as completing the binding in and changing his position to the 
next two arms, the Foreman on the ground was changing the dirty 
insulators for clean ones, this operation being repeated until the 
pole was finished. The whole series of operations were fitted in so 
as to avoid all losses due to dead time. Defective binders and 
cracked and broken insulators were, of course, changed as occasion 
required . 

. An interesting point was noticed at this stage. It was found 
that although fhc three \viremen were of equal ability, and appar -
ently working with the same effort, one was finishing his pole with 
the same number of changes 5 or 6 minutes before the second man, 
and 8 or ro minutes before the third man. After close investigation 
on the lines of a "time and motion" study, it was found this was 
accounted for by the fact that the first man eased all 8 binders in 
succession with his pliers, before returning the pliers to his " frog." 
Ik then untwisted and eased the end of each binder in succession 
\\ith his fingers, changed the insulators, tacking each one in with 
the binder, and tlwn procet>ded \\·ith the rebinding operations in the 
reverse order, finally tightening up the eight bindc>rs in succession 
with his pliers, having recourse to his " frog " only twice for the 
eight insulators, i.e., once for unbinding and once for rebinding in. 
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The second man eased one binder only with his pliers, returned the 
pliers to the frog, and completed the unbinding with his fingers. 
This operation was repeated in the case of eight insulators. He 
then changed tht� \\hole of the insulators, rebound one only \\'ith his 
fingers, and completed with the pliers, repeating this operation 
eight times. The third man eased one binder only and returned 
the pliers to his frog. He then changed the insulator, rebound the 
wire with his fingt'.rs, and completed the operation with his pi iers. 
It \Yill therefore lw St'en that in changing eight insulators, the second 
and third men withdrew their pliers and returned them to their frogs 
sixteen times, as against twice in the case of the first man. 

Travelling time and other "ineffective" time charged to the 
work was found to have reached approximately 25 per cent. 
The cost per insulat<i°r including the cleaning of terminal insulators 
in situ \vhich was found to slight! y slow down the rate of progress 
worked out at .07 man-hours per insulator. The trunk lines follmwd 
routes through smoky manufacturing districts and chemical areas, 
including overl10use sections from the suburbs right through the 
City to the standard on the H.P.O., and the insulators had not 
previously been \\·ashed for at least 8 years. \Yith further practice 
the gang in question ultimately reached an average of .065 man
hours per insulator. 

Subsequently experiments were tried with a solution of que
bracho extract and caustic soda, the use of which was dt>scribed in 
the "Electrical Review," of June, 1917. It \ms claimed for this 
process that after boiling in a solution of quebracho and caustic 
soda, from IO to I 5 minutes, the dirt could general I y be rinsed off 
the insulators in clean water without rubbing or the use of abrasive 
material. 

The same appliances were used as in the previous trials, and 
highly satisfactory results were obtained with a solution of 2 lbs. 
of quebracho and I lb. of caustic soda to 5 gallons of water. In 
only a small proportion of cases was it necessary to use the special 
tool or cleaning cloth, and one man, ·working alone, in the Sub
urban Stores was able to clean I 50 insulators in one hour. From 
this result it is calculated one man could regularlv wash approxi
mately I ,ooo insulators in a day of 8 hours. 

Quebracho is a boiler composition obtained from Argentina. 
The process of insulator washing on a large scale is comparable 

with the principle of " mass production " in the manufacturing 
world. The secret of success lies in the use of proper appliances, 
the adoption of proper methods and the drilling of each member 
of th� gang into the details of his own particular job. 
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� TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
MILEAGES AND TELEPHONE STATIOl\S FOR EACH ENGINEERING DISTRICT 

AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 192i. 

Overhead Wires: Mileages. Underground Wires: Mileages. Teler:hone Engineering Submarine 
Stations. ' -- District. (Land miles). 

______ Telegrap� __::unk
_
. _ Exchange. �are.

____ 

Telegraph. 

__ 

Tru��
-

1 �xchang� _Spare
_
.
_ -- --

--

3i8,o18 565 2,214 51,807 177 London 17,154 17,276 1,174,716 20,321 
48,987 2,762 15,498 41,699 2,579 S.E. 2,191 8,963 148,564 I 15,975 
40,408 4,775 19,728 35,815 1,518 s.w. 12,288 1,782 77,488 I 1,324 
33,595 9,676 26,017 33,439 4,156 E. 15,594 21,908 43,759 

I 
14,657 

55,454 9,684 36,840 39,602 2,535 N. Mid. 7,880 13,538 95,702 64,306 
44,476 5,470 24,667 45,050 4,433 S. Mid. 6,592 8,094 l n,3og 82,892 
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95,626 3,220 16,075 44,074 3,301 S. Lanes. 9,517 32,143 232,152 30,151 
47,373 6,755 24,472 34,714 1,856 N.E. -1,536 12,199 104,529 23,640 
47,661 4,353 26,142 38,877 2,739 N.W. 9·-1.'iS 15,635 100,500 13,982 
31,236 3,009 14,013 21,412 2,151 N. 2,5q2 4,955 51,805 5,692 
32,826 22,889 II,155 26,055 893 Ireland 838 lOO 53,149 489 
41,044 6,010 18,991 28,093 ! 2,057 Scot. E. l ,383 4,984 75'382 3,433 
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POST OFFICE WAR SIGJ'\ALS DESIGNS. 

POST OFFICE WAR SIGNALS DESIGNS. 

THE review, elsewhere in this number, of the book published 
by the Institution of Royal Engineers, describing the \rnrk of the 
Corps of Signals in the Great \Var, suggests that our readers might 
be interested in knowing something of the special military signals 
apparatus devised and supplied by the Post Office. 

Out of about 200 special designs produced during the war, the 
following items are selected: -

P.O. FULLERPHONES. 

FIG. 1. 

The principle of the " Fullerphone," which played so important 
a part in defeating enemy attempts to overhear British messages by 
means of thermionic vake listening sets, can be applied in many 
different ways both mechanically and electrically. In order to 
bridge over the pei;iod required for the manufacture of supplies to 
Major Fuller's design, the Post Office devised and constructed 
several types from apparatus and parts held in stock, and supplied 
about 3,650 sets to the armies abroad. The latest of these types, 
in which the Fullerphone secret telegraph is associated with a com
plete telephone set for independent and non-secret communication, 
1s shown in Diagram E.C. ro89 B . 

..:\:\'"TI-"'HRCRAFT FIRE OBSERVATION SYSTEJ\1. 

Diagram T. L. 623 shows lamp signalling and press button 
apparatus designed to communicate the results of anti-aircraft gun 
fire to the gunners. Two observers \Vere stationed about a mile 
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CASUAWP S!GNAlLINC 

CUN SPOTllHG 

f.1'1 (17,,. 'd C flO "'S -'fl 
DIACRA�' Tl tJ/9 

CASE PRESS BUTTON 

GUI! srom NG 
IOR f:Ol.l�UflONS SU 

DIA CRAN fL 68() 

SKELETO!:!._PIAGRAM OF C.QNNE_CT_!ONS 
PRESS BUTION CASE. 

OBSERVERS ·POSlllO 

LI I 
I 

KCY NO Tfl8 I 
11£0/fNOB I 
"OVER" 

LAMP SIGNALLING CASE. GUN POSITION. 
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LA/tlP 12 V 6C"P 
R£0 GLASS COtfEll 

<§� 
----, l . 
���:7: 6 �? �/'I 
'1 �:g,J 
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T.L. 623. 

.. .,, 

from the guns in such position · that one or both could always secure 
flank observation and report whether shells were bur sting be_vond, 
or short of, the hostile target. Each observer wore a headband 
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n·n•I\ er in "h ich he cou kl hear the discharge of the gun. I I is set 
i1icludt·d th1Te press buttons; ?\o. 1-gn�en lamp-indicated to the 
g11111wr that the shot was short; l\o. 2- n�d lamp- that the shut 
had passt,d over tlw target; and �o. 3 reel and green lamps tu
gethn-that thl� range was correct. woo compkte sets of this 
equipment \H'r<� prm·ided ;rnd were in general use until the system of 
aiming and correcting indi,·idual shots \\'ilS superseded by group 
and barrage firing. 

TREl\CTI TELEPllONES. 

(hn 42,000 trench telephones, designed and manufactured lw 
the Pust Of1ice, wnc supplied to tlH'. arm ies. Thl�Y are self-co�
tained magneto-ringing inst rnnwnts of protected type, capable of 
withstanding exposu re ;rnd J"()ug!t usage, ;111d transportable without 
packing cases. The lntest t_qw, known as ''Telephone No. l 10," 
is nm' thtc \\'ar Offin� standa rd . In aprwarance it is identical \Yith 
"Tt·leplwnr· I JOB," slW\\11 on pa�·e 50. Its connections are 
similar to those of ""j',.J,·1Jl1<llW l ll' .\," slHJ\\·n on Diagram E.C. 
I 166, wit!t the excepti1i11 1h;1t tlw l:i!kr, 11 hich 1\;1s USl'd in the anti-

CONNECTIONS OF TELEPHONE N� llOA(MARK234) DIAGRAM Nf'EC.1166 
Filr,_f'w.,<1101/17(2 )" 

l'ltt�ciwith Jack tr.•8 so that Headgear set with Plug N°"f06 mqy be connected 
when desired inp!aoe of ltand-"klephone 

CONDENSER 
M.C.HP 3 I 2 M.F.) 

BHL MAGNETO, H�IA 
f1ooo"'Ju1Y,.,,r_o 

r---!cc::i T v-�!;.U.!_ - -
-

- - ' 
I r----1= I'! - £R.£1r.!f. - - - - .L_ -

,...--1<=1? ·- .££..!! __ --!...� j 
T Y.!f!I.f, : : : 

: I : : 
JACl<N!-' PLUGN�'l-06 � + : • 

E Wit! HANOTELEN'?ll2 N D � T£ (INCLUDES CORD N.• +JI) 
COIL. INDUCTION N�I 

(p/WS.2.5"') 

FIG. 3. 

aircraft service, is provided with a jack and plug lw which the hand 
micro telephone can, wlwn desired, be replaced by a breastplate and 
headgear set. It will lw seen that the instrument does not include 
;1 receiver switchhook; the bell and the generator (normallv short
circuited) are connected directly across the line, in shunt ;Yith thrc 
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talking circuit, which comprises a condenser in series with the re
ceiver and the secondary winding of the induction coil. 

TRE CH S\tVlTCHBOARDS. 

The first types of trench switchboards made by the Post Office, 
to replace many diverse patterns improvised by the armies in the 
field, were known as " Switch Units, buzzer 4 + 3," and " Switch 
Units, magneto, 5-line." In these the watch receivers used to 
detect buzzer calls, and the drop indicators for magnetic signals, 
were connected permanently to the line jacks. There were no 
switching keys and all connections were made by loose pairs of 
plugs and cords. In some cases sets of triple plugs were used in 
order to provide for listening in by the operator, but special plugs 
having the rear end adapted to serve as a listening in jack were 

also supplied. At a later stage in the war these switch-units were 
superseded by JO-line types of the same size and external construc
tion, but with proYision for rapid operating with full supervision, 
for bunched connections, and for coupling adjacent s"·itch-t111its 
under tlw control of one orwrator. Tlw photo shows the appear-

91.JZZER OR NIAG.. UNtT. 

�,.. ... _ 

F .. �Mot..ror 
r....t Flop 

CLOSED foR TRANSPORT: 
FRONT 

FrG. 4. 

ance of these portable switchboards, which lww· no\\' been adopted 
as standard by the V,'ar Office, and indicates how they can be lined 
up in groups for the equipnwnt of exchanges in dugouts and ad
vanced positions. Diagrams E.C. 1161 and 1165 shmY their elec
trical connections, and Diagram E. C. r 167. \ sho\\'s the connections 
of the operator's telephone (No. 1 rol�), which is adapted for use 
on either buzzer or magnetic circuits. The stations connected to 
buzzer switch-t111its were usualJ�, equipped "·ith the v\Tar Office 
"D 3" buzzer telephone, or with Fullerphones, and those con
nected to magneto switch-units had trench telephones (No. roo or 
No. I 10). About 36,000 buzzer units and 5,000 magneto units were 
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CoNNECTIONS OF 
SWITCH· UNIT, BUZZER. 7 + 3,(MARK234.) 

(DRAWING N� 79.52. ) • 

tolv301 
'• 1\ :1 11 

4PAlltS 
PwooN'. 201&-'0I 

wlt!IC-lr.242(.l6 a 
(5eellote.) 

A 0 • 
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(750°) 

CALL .. d 
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KEYN? .. 69 FN. 
( 1Hccuo's 10 Kevs N'. 69 F.) 

+ + + 

CotJpu,., Kt.Y 
,,.------, --re:-·, I 

o:� I I (l\f'fN'.eeF.) ..__:t.! ... ;i.. 12rumio. 

�: � @W9. 

+ 

11 COUPIL . 
I ' Tee to "O••llATOti 
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1 I 5"1-unll oo Rlqht. 
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supplied to the armies. Other forms of buzzer switch-units fitted 
with visual indicators responsive to buzzer signals were also devised 
and about I 300 were supplied, but these have not been adopted as 
post-war standards. 

CORDLESS TRENCH S\VITCHBOARDS. 

The 10..Jine portable cordless magneto switchboards shown in 
Diagram T.L. 592, were introduced at an earlv stage in the war, 
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CoNNECTIONS OF TELEPHONE N� 110 B (MARK234). 
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and were extensiYPl_\· usPcl at mtillen· and brigade ht>adciuarters. 
They are of robust construction, self-ccmtained and sPlf-packing. 
About 5,000 were issued. 
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l.JOl\T.\ULE M \G.NETO S\VITCHBOARDS--20-LlNI�. 

ln the earlier stages of tlw ,,·ar, great numbers of wall switch
boards, 20-line and 30-line, of ordinary Post Office type, were 
mounted in combined stands and packing cases, for use by the 
larger formations-divisional and corps headquarters. \\'hen 
supplies of these bcca111e exhausted, special portable 20-line switch
boards were designed. Onl' of thl'S(', closvd for transport, is shm\'11 

by Fig. 9. The carcase of the s,,·itchboard revolves on a trunnion 

FIG. 9. 

and can be swung up into thl' \\·orking position slHmn b.1· Fig. 10 . 
. \ cord-box flap hangs behind the curds and pulleys in the \\·orking 
position and forms the lid of the package when collapsed for trans
portation. Fig. 10 also shows ;1 JO-line magneto switch-unit 
secured to the top of the 20-linc s\\·itchboarcl, increasing its capacity 
to 30 lines when required, and providing for the make-up of ex
changes of 20, 30, 40, 50 or 60 lines. :\lodifications of capacity can 
thus lie readih· Sl·cured to suit the rl'quirements of different for111;1-
tiuns which may ha ,.e to occu P.1· a position n successi ,·el y when 
armies are advancing or retiring. The line terminals of the 20-line 
switchboard are so arranged that the cablE's carrying the external 
lines can be permanently wired to IO-pair connectors, which can be 
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passed through holes in the roof of the switchboard and secured 1 n 
position under the terminals in a few minutes. 

On nqht Oper<>tor• covpl.,q Key 
.. 1.rt . - ;.,� 

} IO·Lnc i..d:coto,.. 

SP.eo�:nq ond L;t.te.n1nq Key.,, 
Ml line Jock• 

Oi�connect.nq 5c:,.<w• on Joc:ks 
C1rcu:t Label strip . 

Front door of l.Jn,t (�d.d -- c.11 Troy wol� Niqhl:S.11 ond �;leh. 

bockwo,.ds below Unit ond ·--llllllll!J!��� 
scre..,...ed lo top of 5w- bd 

Operolor• 1'\ephone S.t. 
Breostp\ote Tf'Qrism1Uer 
and t-Wodqeor- Rtc;e1'l•rs 
with co,.d� ond plu� 

FIG. 10. 

} iO line lnd;cators 
-10 Ronq-of " 

/ 20 Lne Jacko 

Bottery thon.i• -""' S..;c.;. 

10 pow> Z ·woy Pluqs ond Key> 
ux-d on conbnuobon Sw-bd. 

5WITCH-UNIT, . 

MACNETO. 

IO-LrNe:. 

SWITCHBOARD, 
MAGNETO, 

PORTABLE, 

20:LINE. 

40-LINE PORTABLE S\VlTCHBOARDS. 

These items-Figs. 11 and 12-are made up on the same collap
sible and self-packing principle as the 20-line switchboards. They 
are fitted with self-restoring bull's-eye indicators, a pedal form of 
generator, and very complete arrangements for rapid installation 
and rapid operating. Two such switchboards side by side provide 
an So-line exchange for a corps headquarters office. 

PORTABLE Ml LT I PLE EXCH \NGES. 

The above 40-line S\\'itchboards are also designed for use as 
sections of a portablP multiple exchange, which can be installed to 
ser\'(' as many as 320 lines at an arnw headquarters. For this pur
pose multip.Ie jack-boxes are provided. These have a 4-point break-
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R.r• H •• JI. 

View 3/4 CLOSED 

i'w. 1 t. 

CLOSED fOR TRANSPORT 

Fir. 12 
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jack multiple and are fully wired and connected to extension cables 

terminating in IO-pair connection strips for ready connection to the 

FIG. 13 
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ans11·ering positions of the switchboards al one end and to tile test 

frames at tl1e other . The sections of the lllultiplc jack box arc so 

h i nged together that the whole can be folded up concertina fashion 
into a rectangular block, and transported, with its extension cables, 
in a special packing case'. Fig. 13 shO\\·s a lllultipll' e x change of 

FRAME ERECTED 
ON ITS PACKING CASE AS BASE. 

(APPARATUS SIDE, WITH TE.STTABLET) 

Jumper rings for vertical 
distribution.� -
(Line side carries rings 
for horizontal distribution) 

FIG. 14. 

- 35� 
- I 

three sections in course of erection. l twill be seen that the multipk 
jack boxes lie un top of thl' 40-lirw sw itc hbo; 1 rds and can be stacked, 
one above the other, to the req uired capacity. A complete multiple 
is provided in front of each operator. Tt may be mentioned that 
40 lines generally represents a maximum load for an operator under 
field conditions. The lines are generaliy very busy, the holding 
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time is long, and the operators Jiaye to do much tracing. 16 pairs 
of plugs and cords are p rovideJ on each 40-line switchboard. By 
the use of these S\\·itchboards and the portable test frames referred 
to later, a complete multiple exchange for 320 lines can be carried 
about, and can be SC't up, or dismantled and placed intact on trans
port, in about an hour. 

TEST f<'R.-\.\lES, PORT.-\HLE, 160 P .-\ lRS (Al D 80 PAIRS). 

The 80-pair test frame was pro\·ided for diYisional headquarter 
offices and the 16o-pair frame for corps and army headquarters . 

FRAME. DIVIDED IN FOUR SECTIONS& PLACED JN CASE. 

FOR TRANSPORTATION, 

WEIGHT ABOUT 2 CWTS. 

FIG. 15. 

do with m!liiblet 

Two or more frames can stand in line and be inter-connected by 
jumper wires. Fig. 14 shows a 160-pair frame erected, and Fig. 15 
in its transport case. It will be noticed that the transport case forms 
the base of the frame \\·hen in use. The sections of the frame can be 
withdr;l\\"n from the c;1se und fixed in situ in a few minutes without 
tile use of an\· tools. Fig. 13 sho\\·s one of the frames erected as part 
of a multiple exchangt•. The strips on the line side carry fuses, 
lightning protectors, and L1 links; those on the e xchange side carry 
duplicate lightning protectors and U links. The terminals are all 
arranged for wiring by m<'<1ns of cables ready connected to the IO

pair co111wction strips shown in Fig . 13. Transformers specially 
mounted in pairs can be stacked to any required extent on top of the 
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frames while in situ anu can be connected, either temporarily by 
plugs and cords or more permanently by jumper wire·, for the pur
pose of making up superposed circuits. One section of each frame 
is fitted with a " Detector l\o. 2" provided with four 3-position 
testing keys by means of ,,·hich an.y required lest may be applied 
automalicall.'· to a li1w plugged through to the lesti1;g terminals . 

Tables sho\\'ing till' rl'sistance and insulation ,·alues corresponding 
to the Yarious readings on the scale of the detector are engra,·ed on 
the metal front of the test tablet. 

TEST P:-\1\ELS. 

These \\'l're introdun·d in 1916 and prm·idt• mobilt' testing and 
protective equipnll'nt for all cbsses of till' s 1 1 1 ; i ller formations; until 
the introduction of Portable Test Frames they had e\·en been used 

Test.Pone/ 
Ga/1-0 

FIG. 16. 

at some corps headquarters. The line test panels provide U links, 
fuses, lightning protectors and cross connecting facilitil's. Other 
t_,·pes of panel prO\·ide a testing gah·anometer and transformers for 
superposing . ..-\II types are hinged a1id self-packing and all can bC' 
assembled en suite on a wall. Fig. 16 sho\\'S a group of test panels 
shut up for transportation, and Diagram E.C. 962 r\ shO\\'S how 
the_v are assembled side by side in a miJitar_\' office. 0\ ·cr I I ,OCO 

of these test panels were supplied. 

CENER.\L. 

Among inll'resting items, which want of space pn·,·ents us from 
describing, are the special thermophone lr:rnsmittcrs used by the 
sound ranging section of the R. E., b.1· means of \\'hich the location 
of enemy guns at distances of se\'cral miles could be determined 
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with a margin of error of only a few yards. These were made and 
supplied by the Post Office, together with the special resonating air 
containers, microphone holders, protective devices, testboards, line 
balancing equipment, graphical ranging instruments, and other 
items usPd for sound ranging purposes. 

Another important sPction of the R.E. dealt with the location of 
enemy guns by obsen-ecl cross-bearings on the flash. Switch
boards and signalling deYiccs of various types were d(�signed and 
supplied for controlling imcl co-rel ating th<' reports of different 
observers. 

Portabll� test ing sets, common battery telegraph sets, silent 
patrol telegraph sets, concentration and intercommunication tele
graph switchboards, cross-connecting cases, etc., \\'<'re made up and 
supplied in large numbers. Large m ultiple� exchanges \Wre pro
vided for installation at th<' main coastal bases and at genPral head
quarters. Thermionic valve telephone repeaters \\'ere supplied 
tn\\'ards the end of the war and gave excellent service . A great 
man_v types of special trench and aerial cables were designed and 
shipped in enormous quantities to the armies in the field, as well as 
line stores of all descriptions. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE SHUNTED CONDENSER. 

The Editor, THE POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL El\GINEERS' JOURNAL. 

DEAR SIR,-. .\. F. has given us some interesting information. 
I hope he \\ill give us more and the deductions drawn from the 
Report . On page 231, it is said that the best results arc given by 
the high resistance and small capacity. This suggests to nw that 
four cun•(·s shm,·ing tlw current shape with 

(1) Iligh resistance and small capacity; 
(2) Low resistance and large capacity; 
(3) Condenser only (\\·ork by condenser impulses); 
(4) High resistance, without condenser, in series with the 

Wheatstone receiver 

might be given. The values used should be those to emphasizP 
the peculiarities of the system employed-not to tr�· to approxim<tte 
results-so that we may see clearly what the main characteristics 
of the different arrangements are. 

QT 
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(1) and (3) could, of course, be made similar by increasing the 
resistance unduly in (1). In (2) the very low resistance would no 
doubt make the condenser almost ineffective. 

(4) The resistance can be made to smother the inductance. 
Yours faithfully, 

E. V. SMART. 

THE INSULATION OF A LINE. 

The Editor, THE POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL. 

DEAR SIR,--\\'ith reff'renn· to ::\lr. J. G. Hill's article on the 
''Insulation of a Line," \vhich appeared in the January issue, the 
writer \Votild like to take thf� opportunity of pointing out that 

f I rs) . z Rl R., 
orrnu a., , i•zs. ,= -- + --. ' 2 l does not contain the inaccuracy 

indirnted if it is put in the form and used in the same sense shown 
in tlH· \\ritl'r's articles on Circuits efficiency and on the Leakage 
Conductance Theory, which appeared in this Journal some years 
ago. For the p urpose of obtaining a limiting distance in miles the 
formula was gin·n in the fnlJo,,·ing form:-

\\-hen'. ]\ i is tlw n'ading obtainl'd by making an insulation resist
ance kst; Ra is tlw conductor resistance of the wire obtained by 
multiplying the conductor resis �an ce pn mile by tlw length in miles 
(L). From the cleriYation of the formula it may be written 

I> _ C x L 
'-1- -c-+ Lxr 

2 

\\·hen� ( ' is deriYecl as follows: -
Let R1 be defined as above; Re be the observed reading ob

tainl'.d by taking a conductivity test whfn the apparent insulation 
resistance is equal to R,. 

Then tlw Circuit condition \\ill be represented as in Fig. (1). 
In mdn to arri,·e at an equivalent Circuit on the basis of the 

readings R1 and R, it is assuml'd that a=b (Fig. 1), and it is required 
to find a value for C which will satisfy the t\vo conditions repre
st·ntecl by the obserw·d readings R 1 and Re. 

This is an ordinary algebraic problem and for the moment we 
may exclude all q uestion s inYoh-ecl in the definition of the Standard 
known as " Insulation resistance per mile," 
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LINE DIAGRAM 
A •I � b 

f le 
FIG. I 

R, a+c 
Re= a+ QI, = Y b+c 

Ra= a+b 

B 

C= ab(y-1)+(�r1)z - �(�0-

l·OO-IL-----+-----+----+---+-0 Ra 2Ra 3R,. 4Ra 
VAW£ OF C IN TEPM5 Of' Ila WJIEN d = b 

FIG-2 
FIG5. 1 AXD 2. 

From Fig. I A is the testing station and 
with a= b and B disconnected : E 1 =a+ c 

be \vith B earthed R =A+ b+c 
a+c �---be- =y call the ratio 

a+ b+c 
\\'orking out the quadratic for C 

gives C= Jab(y-1)+ (Ra(� -y)/ Rn(I -y) 

2 
Values of C for diffrrent valu<'s of y arc shown in Fig. 2, and 

these values are confirmed by applying the relevant formul;r given 
by Kennelly in his '· :\ pplicat ion of hvperhol ic fu net ions to elcc
trica 1 cngi neeri ng problems,'' 11i::::., 

c>quivalent value ofa=b=R1 (1- /i- Re) 
. '\ R,, 

equivalent value of C= R, � 
,y 1 - R-; 
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The use of tlw forrnul;1 R1= ;0 + �"in conn('ction \vith leakage 

cu11ducta11c1· pruhkrns \\ill tlwrdnre giYe t rue values for the mi kag1· 
(L) pro \·id<'d the f;1c!or r,, �1·qual to C x L) is derived from the read

ings representing tlw true " apparent insulation resistance" (R , ) 

and tl11� true " apparent concluctivitv" (Re). 
lr \vill be clear tlwt the use of these ohserHd Yalues in tlw form 

of a ratio has obYiat<'d tiw ncl'd for dragging in the ven· arbitrary 
stanc.brd kno \\11 as the insulation resistance per mile. 

It is of comse r('cognisl'd that one of th1: main points of Mr. 
ITill's article is to indicat1: tlw extent to which the " Sending end 
resistann: Z" ( \\·hich is n derivation from the characteristic 

Rn= / R \) \;1ril's from the tnw insulation resistance, represented 
'\' G 

hy the ohser\"l'd readings (R,), as the length of the line is increased 
and tiw gr;1ph shmrn in Fig·. I of '.\I r. IIill's article will doubtless lw 
of great assistance to thos<' \\ho \\ish to transl<tte the terms of one 
svstl'm of c1 > mputat ion into those of another. 

Yours faithfully, 
J. L. TAYLOR. 

January 18th, 1922. 

[:\JR. I f!LL's REPLY.--T am glad to have had the opportunity 
of seeing ..\1 r. Taylm's let tn. Before d('aling with tlw point raised 
in it, hmYe\·er, may l point out that my article deals with the 
calculation of sending end resistance, etc., from known constants, 
whereas Mr. Tavlor first makes two measurements and then calcu
lates his value, etc. This is not quite the same case as the one I 
dealt with, hut still l think, so for as my casual examination goes , 

that the Yalue now given for C is correct . Mr. Taylor, however, 
then forms a further eq uation 

CxL 
L 

Ra 
+ --

2 

and this is of the same form ;1s used in his previous articles. I will 
no\\' show that this cannot lw en�n approximately correct for ver_,. 
long circuits. 

It is knmn1 that the corn�ct sending end resistance Z11 of a line 
\\·hich is elertricallv ven· long, nncl with th<' distant end open is 

Za JJA 
,,lwre R 1s tlw conduct1>r n·sistanc1· ;1nd C the knkance per mile 
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respectively. In order to test the accuracy of Mr. Taylor's formula 
I will compare the results obtained from the two formulre, based on 
data taken from Mr. Taylor's previous articles. In the P.O.E.E. 

Journal for July, 1917, pages 82-83, we learn that the limiting 
distance for double.current Morse working on a l 50\bs. overhead 
circuit is 414 miles, based on an insulation resistance of 60,000 ohms 
per mile. This circuit is therefore a possible commercial circuit. 
Take the conductor resistance of a lSolbs. circuit as 6 ohms per 
mile and let the circuit length be 400 miles. Comparing the valtws 
of Z0 and R 1 we have 

R = 1 

= 600 ohms. 

C x L 4oox 6 
+ = C + 1200 ohms. 

L 2 

:'\o matter what value is given to C (it cannot be less than zero) the 
error in this case cannot he less than 100%, and there is no need 
to pursue the calculation further in order to show that the formula 
for R 1 is, in such a case, very far from correct. 

l may point out that the correct formula in this case for the 

sending end and resistance is Z= Z,, coth B, as previously defined 
in my article. \.Vhen, however, the line is very long, as in this 
case, the formula rt>duces to Z = Z0, and I havt> used this. 

VQL. XV. 

� 
I 

Yours faithfully, 
J. G. HILL.] 

E 
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EDITORIAL NOTES AND COMMENTS. 

THE Enginl'ering Department of the Post Office waited with 
l'quanimity tlH� publication of tlll' Third and Final Report of the 

Cedclcs Committcf'. If any fear was expressed at all, it was that 
the Committee, in its keen desire to reach the £100,000,000 reduc
tion in expenditure at which it was aiming, might be tempted to 
make a cut in the capital sum scheduled for ne\v construction and 
loquiprnent '"·orfr during the next financial year. Such a policy, no 
doubt, would haw been hailed with acclamation by a certain section 
of the press, but if carried out it would have had serious effects upon 
the development of the telephone service in this country, and would 
have considerably hampered the business community in its struggle 
towards better times. Prices are falling, and with the reduction in 
the Bank Rate the Government ought to be able to obtain money on 
cheaper terms than it has done for the past seven years. We can 
construct now on a sound economic basis-in the last six months of 
the year wages will be lower still-and the present offers an excellent 
nppnrtunity for wiping out arrears and bringing down the waiting 
list to extinction point. In this part of its report at any rate the 
Committee has done the correct thing and has justified completely 
the policy of the Department. 

\Ve think \W� might be pardoned if we congratulated ourselves 
a little on the entire findings of the Committee on Post Offlce 
Engineering. The "five men of good will " examined very care
fully the various methods employed to secure a satisfactory output 
of work from each workman and had no fault to find. 

"The Enginf'Pr-in-Chief keeps in close touch with the cost of main-
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tenance in each of his districts and is able to compare the results 
obtained in the various districts; progress reports enable him to 
ascertain the cost under each item of construction work. The 
results are circulated, so that a laudable spirit of rivalry is encour
aged. In this Department there is a systematic compilation of 
results and circulation of information.'' 

Just as we go to press, the Report of the Select Committee on 
the Telephone Service has been issued. A 10% reduction in rates, 
salaries and overhead charges for construction work and renewals 
to be debited to capital, a reduction in the amount set aside for de
preciation, the extra mileage rate to be reduced to £5 a mile, and 
certain re-arrangements of doubtful efficacy in administration con
stitute the findings. The mountain has been in travail again with 
the traditional result! 

In our Review pages we have pleasure in publishing details 
regarding our French contemporary " Les Annales des Postes, 
Telegraphes et Telephones.'' The magazine is now appearing 
every two months instead of quarterly as formerly. It mav be of 
interest to students of sociology to mark the difference bet\\een th(� 
methods of the two races in even such a small matter as the running 
of a semi-official magazine. In this country the Journal is the 
organ of the l.P.O.E.E. which receives a grant from the Depart
ment, but is conducted by a popularly elected Council free to follow 
its own policy, to appoint its own editing committees and to publish 
what these committees think fit and proper. Across the Channel 
the State appoints the editing committee and thus exercises control 
over the production and its contents. \Ve are afraid our "guid 
conceit o' oorsels " would be impaired seriously if we attempted a 
strict comparison of the relative values of the two journals. The 
editing committeP of "Les Annales" does its work exceedingly 
well, and we strongly recommend the magazine to the notice of our 
readers. 

HEADQUARTERS NOTES. 

THE TELEPHO.\TE TRUNK LINE SYSTEM OF THE 
UNITED KINGDOM. 

CONSIDERABLE progress has been made during the year with the 
Post Office programme for constructing a complete underground 
network of Main Telephone Cables in the United Kingdom. The 
programme was formulated as far back as 1913 and was actually 
commenced in that year.· 

Previous to the adwnt of the thermionic valve amplifier, Tele
phone Engineers had regardPd a dist<1nr,e of ahout 450 miles as the 
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practicable limit for commercial speech through an underground 
cable . The original scheme for the network of the United Kingdom 
\\"as designed on this basis and provided cable communication be
tween all the largest towns. The present day aspect, however, due 
c�ntirl'ly to the Telephone Rt>lay, is that underground communica
tion is practicable over any distance overland, and we are within 
sight of the time when it will be possible to speak from London, 
}fanchester or Glasgo\\ to any large town on the Continent. ft is 
safe to say that there are no insuperable engi neering difficulties. 
The qu<'.stion is one of finance and policy only. 

Although construction work on the main cable system was 
practically at a standstill during the war, progress on the new 
scheme has been su rapid since that r ,880 miles of ducts and I ,055 
miles of main cable, representing a \Yire mileage of 320,000 miles, 
\Wn' laid up to tlw end of 1921. In the course of a few weeks the 
first section of the m"\\ net,,·ork bf't\Wt'.n London and Manchester 
\Yill lw put inL(1 commercial sl·n·ict>, and spur cables to Liverpool, 
Leeds, Birmingham, Sheffield, l\Jottingham and Leicester will be 

connected. Construction of the main cable to Bristol and South 
\\'ales is also well advanced and the South Coast is provided for by 
nl'\\ cables f rom London to Brighton, Southampton and Ports
mouth, \\ hich are now nearing completion. 

The cable scheme includes the provision of a number of Tele
phone R.elay Stations which are spaced at intervals of about fio 
milf's along the cable route. For instance, on the route betwPen 
Lone.Ion and Glasgow, Relav Stations \\·ill be in operation at Fenn:· 

Stratford, Derby, LePds, Darlington, Jedburgh and E dinburgh. 
For communications with the Continent there will bP Reh\\· 

Stritions in the London Trunk Exchange and also at DovFr and 
I pswich. 

B irmingham is virtually the hub of the internal cable network 
and a large Rt>la_v Station is to be provided at that point . Between 
London and the \Vest Coast, Maidenhead, Marlhoro11gh, Bristol, 
Gloucester and Newport will be relaying points . 

. \ TPlephone Relav Station on the main cable route5 involves an 
installation of machinerv, battPries and sperial apparatus on a scale 
equal to the plant in tlw largPst TPlPphonp Exrhang0c: T n most 
casPs special buildings are requirPd, and as somF of them arP nPces
sarih· locaterl outsidF the areas of public electricity powPr supph·, 
indqwndPnt po\\"er plants \\·ill he installed. ThP daih' pown rnn
sumption at a Station rm the main NortJiern route will bf' at thP 
rate of about 3_so kilmYatt hours for Parh rahlP, exclusive of lighting. 
The main pmwr units will bP direct-couplPd oiLengin0 sets. the 
d\'namos having an otitput of 40 kilowatts. 
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High-frequency Carrier Current Telephony is the generally 
accepted nomenclature uf tlw must recent innuvatiun in the art of 
long distance communications. Primarily it is an adaptation of 
thl� principles uf wireless telephony to wire circuits-hence thl� de
scription "\\ired \vireless" by which it has been popularly kno\\'n. 
The system has many attractive features, l'specially in thl� direction 
uf multiplex working, that is, the operation of several channels over 
one p hysical circuit. 

Up to the prl'sent time its practical application is limitl'd lo wire 
circuits \\-hich are entirelv on overhead lirn�s. The diflirnlties uf 
maintaining such lines in this Country on�r an_,. considl'rable 
distance necessarill· rl'strict the usl� of the s\·stcm until it can be . . 
applied to underground or submarine cabll's. This i1wulvt·s many 
difficult prohlPms. Thl' subject is nO\\- rl'Cl'iving spt>cial i1w t 'stiga
tion and consiclc·rah le success has a 1 n�ad�· hL·en ach ie\·ed. A paper 
dealing \Yith " Sonw experimf'nts on Carrirr Current Telephony " 

was read bv l\I r. C. A. Ta \'lor on thl' Sth ul t. before t h<� London . . 
Centre of the T.P.O.E.E. Furtrwr details \\·ill be published in clue 
course. 

EXCHA�GE DEVELOPl\lENTS. 

Orders have been placed for the following new Exchanges :  -

Exchange. 

Buxton 
Dundee 
Ramsgate 
Rossendale 
\Vindsor 

Type. 

i\lanu,LI C.B. 
Automatic 

Manual C.B. 
Manual C.B. 
l\Janual C. B. 

No. of Lines. 

620 
33-fO 

:;oo 
560 
700 

Orders have been placed for extending the equipment at the 
following existing Exchanges· -

Exchange. 

Leeds Tnrnk .. . 
Park znd Extension 

Manual C.H. 
:\lanual C.H. 

117 Additional PositiLins. 
J-t6ll 

�-��������-�-�-�-�-� 

In tlw list furnislwcl last qu:1rkr l-\in11i11gha111-\'ictoria \\LIS 
quoted as a new Exchange; it should haw been giyen as an Extt>n
sion to existing exchange. 
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LONDON DISTRICT NOTES. 

DURING the thirteen weeks ended December 27th, 1922, 5,548 
exchange lines, 4,762 internal extensions and 525 external exten
sions were provided; in the same period 2,275 exchange lines, 2,903 
internal extensions and 3 l 5 external extensions were recovered, 
making nett increases of 3,273 exchange lines, l,859 internal exten
sions and 210 external extensions. 

INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION. 

New Exchanges. 

Bishopsgate Temporary Exchange. -This C.B. No. l switch
l>oard which was in use formerly for Clerkenwell Temporary Ex
change has a capacity of 1500 lines and was opened on March 4th 
with 727 subscribers and 576 junctions. The lines were transferred 
from London vVall, Central and Avenue. A further transfer of 
501 lines will be effected before the end of March. 

Maryland Exchange, formerly known as new Stratford, is 
rapidly approaching completion. It is a C.B. No. l board com
prising 16A, I 113, l Testing and l electrophone positions, and will 
be equipped with 1920 locals and a multiple of 2000 lines. It will 
absorb the old Stratford Magneto Exchange and the temporary 
exchange installed in an Army hut on the same site as the new 
exchange and known as Broadway. 

Kilburn Temporary Exchange is in course of construction. The 
equipment is being installed by the L.E.D. staff in the old Kilburn 
Fire Brigade Station, one of the buildings relinquished by the 
London Fire Brigade as the result of motor vehicles being brought 
into general use by the brigade. 

Electrophone Exchange.-The capacity of the Electrophone Ex
change has been increased by the addition of two new music 
positions, thereby accommodating 294 more subscribers and making 
the total capacity 2,205. 

The repeater equipment at the Electrophone Exchange referred 
to in the London Engineering District notes of the last issue of the 
Journal, was brought into use early in February. The amplifica
tion of transmission on the music circuits has allowed of a substantial 
number of theatre transmitters and lines being scheduled for 
recovery. 

Telephonists' School, D.P.O. South.-A thermionic valve has 
been installed in the Telephonists' School at G.P.O. South. This 
will enable a number of learners to listen simultaneously on working 
positions in the Exchanges without reducing appreciably the trans-
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mission efticienC\' of tlw working position . The accompanying 
diagram shows the arrangc·ment , and it \\ill be seen that the keys 

I /Nl"U£Sk'.' 
CEN7R1'L £.rch·I 

Pos/y 10 
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N.9 -E--+t4'mifi 
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are wired so that the Supervisor is enabled tu conrll.' Ct the class and 
herself or herself alone to a working circuit on the Information 
Desk. An ordinary dictation circuit is also provided 

C01ruersion of Signal fzmctions to Au/011111/ic zc•orking.--,\rrangl> 
ments are being mack to Cl>llYl�rt to automatic signalling the 
signal junctions in tlw London area m·l·r which it is still necessary 
to ring. 

Pn1'ztJJ,a!u Tube .SrruicL·s.--- )t11 experimental ejector has been 
placed on trial at the Billingsgate B.O. to replace the old type of 
receiving box. A forked exhaust near the termination of the 
pressure tube has been provided so that along the bst two yards of 
the tube a carrier tran�ls \Yith a reduced pmYer and forn"s open a 
balanced stopper which automatirally closes \vhen the carriers fall 
into a trav on the table. 

To enable a tube to be diYided into two sections for day \\orking, 
an intermediate switch has bee�n modified so that the "up" and 
"chrnn " sections of the tube at the int(�rn1ediate station can bt� 
extended by means of short additional lengths to 1\\o n;cci\ ing 
boxes. 

A considerable re-arrangement of tlw house tubes on the Second 
Floor of the C.T.O. has just been complr�ted. A 5" sen·ire pipe 
has been run from the principal vacuum main to which has been 
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fitted a connection box with service cocks for l 2 tubes, 10 of which 
have been brought into use in connection with the diversion. The 
entire work was carried through by the Department's officers, and 
during the change-over no tube was stopped for more than half an 
hour. The original installation was provided under contract. 

A modified " Stopper, brass " for pneumatic tube tests, designed 
by a C.T.O. Inspector, has been approved by the Engineer-in
Chief. The difference between the new item and that at present in 
use, as illustrated in Technical Instruction X is the replacement of 
the rubber washer and flat compression plates by a stout rubber ball 
between two cup-shaped pieces. 

EXTERNAL CONSTRUCTION. 

During the three months ended 3 lst January, 1922, the follow
ing changes ban: taken place in the single wire mileages: -

Te!egraplzs.-Nett increases of l mile open wire and 19 miles 
underground. 

Telephones (Exrhange).-Nett decreases of 24 miles open wire, 
517 miles in aerial cable and 1553 miles in underground. 

Telephones (Trunks).-Nett increases of 20 miles open and l 12 

miles underground. 
Pole Line.--Nett increase of 44 miles, the total now being 2982 

miles. 
Pipe Line.--Nett increase of 2 miles, the total now being 3984 

miles. 
There was a nett decrf'aSf' of 34 miles of underground cable, the 

total now being 7903 miles. 
The total single wire mileages, exclusive of wires on Railways 

maintained by Companies, at the end of the period under review 
were:-

Telegraphs 
Telephones (Exchange) 
Telephones (Trunks) 
Spare \Vires 

l ,228,258 

19,491 
20,660 

IMPROVED RESULTS IN LONDON TELEPHONE SERVICE. 

Comparative statistics of efficiency for the first half year of 1920, 

compared with July-November, 1921, show improvement, which is 
still growing, as follO\vs:-

72 

Percentage Cut-Offs. 

Percentage for 1920. -45 = one 111 222 calls. 
July-November, 1921. -41 = one in 244 calls. 

An improvement of about 9 per cent. 
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Percentage Wr011g Numbers. 

Percentage for 1920. 4. l = one in 24 calls. 
July-i\'ovember, 1921. 3.5 =one in 29 calls. 

An improvement of about 7 per cent. 

Percentage Double Connections. 

Percentage for 1920. -47 = one in 2 l 3 calls. 
July-November, 192 I. .35 = one in 286 calls. 

An improvement of about 26 per cent. 

Percentage "No Replies." 

Percentage for 1920. 3. 8 = one in 26 calls. 
July-November, 1921. 3.0 =one in 33 calls. 

"\n improvement of about 21 per cent. 

Percentage Co111pleted Calls. 

The expression " completed calls " means calls which 
are completed satisfactorily on the subscriber's first 
demand. 
Percentage for 1920. 73 
July-November, 1921. 80.2 

An improvement of about 10 per cent. 

A·verage Time of Answer. 

1920. 7.4 seconds. 
July-November, 1921. 5.3 seconds. 

"�\n improvement of approximately 28 per cent. 

Percentage of Calls Answered in IO Seconds or Less. 

Percentage for 1920. 82.8 
July-November, 1921. 89.7 

An improvement of about 8 per cent. 

Average Time to Dis connect. 

1920. S .7 seconds. 
July-November, 1921. 5.3 seconds. 

An improvement of about 7 per cent. 

Percentage "Number Engaged." 

Percentage for 1920. 18.o 
July-November, 1921. 13.7 

An improvement of 23.9 per cent. 

Summary. 

It will be seen from the foregoing particulars that the latest 
available service results for the last months of the present year show 
a substantial improvement on those of the first six months of 1920. 

During the War period some 5 ,coo telephonists-including a 
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high proportion of the most experienced-left th: ."ervice for more 
distinctively \Var work and their places had to be filled by new 
staff. The resulting decrease in the corporate efficiency of the stafl 
as a whole caused marked deterioration of service during the later 
\Var and earlier Reconstruction periods. The proportion of skilled 
telephonists, however, is now normal and the serYice at the present 
time is slightly better than it was before the \Var, although much 
short of the point it \Yould ha,·e reached had it not been for the \Var. 

"LIVERPOOL COURIER" AUTOMATIC PRIVATE 

BRANCH EXCHANGE. 

AN automatic P. B .X. installed in the offices of the Liverpool 
Courier was brought into service on the 16th January, 1921. 

The equipment was supplied by the Relay Automatic Tele
phone Co., of .l\larconi House, Strand, under contract with the 
Department. 

The installation comprises an automatic equipment for 50 ex
tensions with an ultimate capacity for 80 extensions, together with 
a manual switchboard, distributing frame and power plant, with 
the usual tra!fic and engineering facilities, including busy tone, 
dialling tone, interrupted ringing signal and alarm signals. 

The extension lines are multiplied on the manual board and 
the general scheme of operating is as follows : -

Originated exchange calls. A predetermined digit is dialled 
from the extension telephone. The call arrives at the manual 
board on a multiple jack and lamp associated with the line of the 
calling extension and, immediately the call arrives, the automatic 
switching equipment is released for other calls. The telephonist 
answers the call on the multiple jack and completes the connection 
in the usual manner. 

Incoming e.1clzangc calls. The telephonist answers the call on 
the incoming l'XChange line jack and completes the call in the usual 
manner, by inserting the calling plug into the multiple jack asso
ciated with the line of the required extension. 

Local calls, i.e., calls between extensions, are completed auto
matically. 

The provision of a multiple of the extension lines on the manual 
board effects a rnnsiderable economy in automatic switching plant. 

The circuit arrangements are such that the telephonist can plug 
into the multiple jack of an engaged extension without breaking 
dmvn the connection on the automatic equipment for the purpos� 
of offering an exchange call. 
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Facilities for carrying out routine tests of the equipment are 
also provided and arrangements are made for the extension 
of any exchange line to any extension line during night or any 
other desired periods when the telephonist is not in attendance at 

the manual board. 

Sir \Villiam Noble opened the new exchange and took the 
opportunity, both at the opening ceremony and at the luncheon 
which followed, of making a spirited defence of the service agarnst 
unreasonable press attacks. 

The opening ceremony took place in the Board Room in the 
presence of a largl� company, the l\1unicipality and Dock Board, 
banking, shipping and comnwrcial interests, the three Liverpool 
morning newspapers and the two evening papers all being repre
sente:d, with many others. lVIr. A. Burchill, J.P. (managing editor 
of the LiLJerpool Courier and Express), presided. He paid a whole
hearted tribute to the Liverpool P.O. Engineers, who during the 
installation had been most assiduous and unremitting in their atten
tion, and specially mentioned the invaluable co-operation of Mr. 
Cornfoot, the sectional engineer. 

In conclusion, he invited Sir \\'illiam Noble to accept a hand
some silver inkstand, the centre of which consists of an automatic 
dial with which Sir \Villiam made the first call on the new system. 
On the stand is the inscription, "Presented to Sir \Villiam Noble, 
l\I.I.E.E., Engineer-in-Chief to the British Post Office, on the 
opening of the Lh·erpool Courier and Express relay automatic 
branch exchange, Liverpool, January 16, 1922." After the cere
mony the guests were entertained to luncheon at the Midland 
Adelphi Hotel. 

OF THE POST OFFICE 
DEPARTMENT. 

ANNUAL DINNER 
ENGINEERING 

THE Annual Dinner of the Engineering Department was held 
on the lJth February, in the Connaught Rooms. A very large 
gathering assembled under the chairmanship of the Engineer-in
Chief, and the function was a highly successful one. All the super
intending engineers were present, and also many representatives 
from other Departments of the Post Office. Among the guests 
were the following :-Sir \Vestcott Abell, K.B.E.; \Y. Aitken; 
\\'. H. Allen; L. B. Atkinson; Lt.-Col. T. M. Banks, D.S.O., 
�I.C.; J. Y. Bell; Sir Robert Bruce, C.B.; Sir H. Bunbury, 
K.C.B; Sir Tom Calendar, K.B.E.; M. S. Connor; R. A. Dal
zell; F. Gill, O.B.E.; H. P. Gisborne; J. S. Highfield, President 
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I.E.E.; H. llirst; H. R. Kempe; A. R. Kidner; J. E. Kings
bury; P. P. Kipping; \\'. \V. Lackie; J. Lee; W. T. Leech; 
F. 11... B. Lord, C.C.; J. L . .Macquarrie; G. F. J\lansbridge; Lt.
Col. A. i\Iatheson; Sir \\'m. Lane Mitchell, }l.P.; A. Moir, 
O.B.E.; G. l\lorgan, C.B.E.; Sir EYelyn Murray, K.C.B.; G. H. 
Nash, C.B.E.; Sir \\'m. J. :\ohle, Bart.; Col. Sir .\ndrew Ogilvie, 
K.B.E.; C. C. Paterson; Rt. Hon. H. Pike Pease, 1\1.P.; H. M. 
Pease; G. F. Preston, C.B.E.; E. Raven, C.B.; Sir Alex 
Richardson, l\l.P.; Sir c\rthur Roberts, K.B.E.; C. C. Sanderson, 
;\. �l. Sillar; L. G. Sloan, J.P.; Sir John Snell; Sir John Stewart, 
Bart.; A. J. Stubbs; Sir Edward Troup, K.C.B.; H. C. Turner; 
Lt. Col. \V. B. Vince, D.S.O., i\I.C.; Dr. R. Mullineux 
\Valmsley; D. \\\�ston; \\'. \Vill; C. H. \\'ordingham, ·C.B.E. 

ln the unanJidable absence of the Postmaster General, the toast 
of the Engineering Department was proposed by the Rt. Hon. H. 
Pike Pease. In an interesting speech :.\Ir. Pike Pease expressed 
regr<:>t that l\Ir. Kellaway \\as not able to be present as he probably 
\vould have dealt with the question of Post Office charges generally. 
Cheap communications were vital to industry and any move in that 
direction would be of enormous advantage. The Civil Service is 
said to dam initiative, but he thought Sir vVilliam Noble \Vas a 

proof of what can be done by a Civil Servant. During the last 
twelve months great strides have been made and he believed the 
general public realised the efficiency of the work. Mr. Pike Pease 
then summarised the progress made during the year, both in 
telephones and telegraphs. He congratulated the service on the 
work done, and concluded by an appeal to the staff in the following 
terms:-

'' I do not believe there really is any patent device for good 
government and though good laws may perhaps mitigate in certain 
directions, still, as a whole we are dependent upon the nation itself 
and our character, and just as our character brought us through in 
the war-that pertinacity so exemplified in France-so I believe 
that the dav mav come when the same characteristics will be able to 
drive away the clouds that beset us. Everybody who has any 
capacity should sho,,· it and should put forth his best endeavour. 
Many of us think we do our best and I believe we try hard, but at 
the same time concentration is one of the great gifts of God and I 
believe that if the nation as a whole put forth a supreme effort it 
would mean that in the future we should see on the industrial 
horizon a streak of light which meant prospc>rity for our country. 

" Of course there arc a great many critics in regard to the 
Service. Many of them are asking for the impossible. Some of 
those critics have little or no real reason for the views they hold. 
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'' I think this little ditty rather applies to the Engineers: -

Got any rivers you say are uncrossable, 
Got any mountains you can't tunnel through, 
\Ve specialise in tlw wholly impossible, 
Doing the things that no man can do. 

'' I now ask you to drink the health of the Department coupled 
with the name of Sir \\'illiam J'\oble." (Applause.) 

In reply the CHAIRMAN said: �fr. Pike Pease and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the Engineering Department I have to thank you, Sir, 
for filling the breach caused by the absence of l\lr. Kellaway and 
undertaking the duty for which he was to be responsible. I haw 
to thank you, Sir, for proposing the toast in the way in which you 
have done, and you, gentlemen, who are visitors, for the way in 
which you lrnve received it. Perhaps I wont be considered un
gracious or ungrateful to Mr. Pike Pease if I say that we arc sorry 
that Mr. Kellmrny is not here to-night. I am emboldened to do so 
because Mr. Pike Pease has alread\· said it himseff. There are one 
or two reasons \Yli\· we should have liked l\[r. KellmYav here to-. . 

night. One is that lw has nen•r yd been prPsent at an Engineering 
dinner. It is very useful for the political chief of a big Department 
to get to know as many of his staff as possible. Conversely, it is 
useful and interesting for as many of tlw staff as possible to see and 
to hear the chief and to hPar what he thinks of them. 

Last year Mr. Kellmvay was engaged in a political contest and 
therefore was absent from our dinner. Some little time ago we 
feared that that might be a reason for his not being present to-night, 
but that has blown over. 

\\' e are rather disappointed that }fr. \Vhitley, who was the 
Chairman of the \\'hitle_\· Committee \vhich gan· us \Vhitleyism, 
has transgressed one of the tenets of \Vhitlevism 1 You know that 
Government Departments nowadays are pretty largely run by 
\Vhitley Councils and \Vhitley Committees and anything which 
will affect the staff must be put by the Official side before the Staff 
side. Now on this occasion Mr. \Vhitley has arranged for a dinner 
and levee to-night, to which he has im·ited l\Ir. Kellaway, on the 
same evening as our dinner without consulting the Engineering 
Staff. It is just possible that this may result in a protest to the 
National \Vhitlev Council in order that a similar occurrence may 
not again take place. (LaughtPr.) \Ve can only hope that cir
cumstances owr which l\T r. Kellawa\· will ha\'e control will still 
admit of his being present at an annual clinner of the Engineering 
Department. 

It is verv difficult on such an occasion as this to know what to 
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say and perhaps you would prefer that l should say nothing more 
than I have. I would like, however, to mention one or two points 
to which l referred last year. One of the things which I mentioned 
was this: that shortly lwforP our dinner took place in 1921 a 
Parliamentary Committee had been appointed to inquire into th" 
telephone serviet�. Little did I think that.this year I would not be 
able to give you 111_\· opinion of the report of the Committee, but 
Parliamentary Committel'S move slowly as a rule. This particitlar 
Committee must ha \"l� found its task Vl�rv much more difficult ·tlrnn 
a certain other Committf'e which was appointed at a much later date 
and which nwered the whole field of Government Departments, 
took evidencf' from all these Departments, have issued two 
voluminous interim reports, and will furnish a final report by the 
end of this month. There is a rumour that comparing the speed 
with which this extra Parliamentarv Committee of business men 
have conducted the OJX'rations, that the Government have decided 
that where there is a mattt>r which they wish to shelve for a long 
period, they will appoint a Parlianwntary Committee, which com
mittee will consist of a ratio of Scotsmen to other nationalitiPs of 
not more than onl' to four; but when tlwre is any work of an urgent 
character they will appoint an outside committee in which the ratio 
of Scotsmen to g,·ntlernen of otlwr nationalities must not be less 
than four to onP ! (Loud laughter.) 

One otlwr matter that I referred to last vear was the conditions 
in regard to telephone work. I stated that there was a great 
shortagi: of material; that prices were high; and that contractors 
were giving long dates for delivery and even these dates they did 
not keep to. I am glad to say that in these respects things are now 
much better. There is more raw material; prices have fallen; and 
dates for contracts art' very much shorter. Unfortunately, however, 
work has fallen off. \\' e know that good trade and good telephone 
business go hand in hand. There has been a great slump in trade 
and it has had its effect on the telephone work. This is shown in 
our Department by this fact; that last year at this time we had a 
staff of over 26,000: this year it is about 24,000, a falling off of over 
2,000. This is very regrettable at such a time of unemployment. 
vVe are only hopeful that trade will revive and the telephone 
husiness \vill re,·ive along with it. 

One other matter; you know that there is an economy campaign. 
I have referred to a Comrnitte'.' \vh:ch has lwen dealing with the 
subject. They may save the millions from Departments which are 
not revenue earning dep:utments if they will only keep their hands 
off the revenue earning departments. \Ve have never had a chance 
to bring the telephone plant up to date so that we could meet every 
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demand promptly. This is an excellent opportunity when trade is 
not good, and telephone business has, as I have said, fallen off, to 
bring our local and trunk systems right up to date so that when 
trade revives no business man will have to wait for weeks for his 
telephone. l hope, therefore, there will be no cutting down of our 
programme for next year. 

One or two \vords \\ ith regard to the press campaign which has 
been waged against the telephones as managed by the Department. 
Sir Evelyn Murray last year stated that newspapers must have a 
ramp to fill their columns \vhen there is not too much other news. 
Fortunately for us there is some other ramp such as the Ge1wral 
Election rumours and the Geddes Committee; at any rate, they are 
leaving us alone at the present ti1m�. It is encouraging when they 
are reducing their comml'nts to short paragraphs and even being 
humorous! A short paragraph the other day said this: "There is 
not a single letter wrong in \vhat appeared in an en�ning paper the 
other night which said' \\'e should advise l\fr. K("llmrny, before he 
speaks again, to go to--Hull 1' " (Loud laughtt>r.) 

In conclusion I would likl� to say that no matter what tlw pn�ss 
may sa_\· or the public ma.\· say, the Engineering J)("partment will 
continue working quietly but energetically in its endeavour to bring 
its plant up to the highest mark so that \\T shall have one of the 
most efficient serYices in tlw \\·orkl. (" IIear, hear" and loud 
applause.) 

MAJOR PURVES proposed tlw toast of "Thl� Visitors." He 
said . Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,-1\Iy duty is tlw light and 
pleasant one of giving you the toast of our visitors. T n bygone 
days, when a man who had to propose the toast of the King was 
exp�cted to make a speech about it, he very often opened by saying, 
in the tone of a new and original remark, that the toast was one 
which required no words of his to recomnwnd it. I feel that I might 
take a certain amount of cover behind the same idea now. Good 
wine needs no bush; good toast needs no butter; and this is a good 
toast. (Cheers.) 

There are still some things about which the Engineering Depart
ment of the Post Office feels it has a right to be proud-quand meme 
-and one of them is the character and the calibre of the friends \vho 
honour us with their presence on an occasion of this kind. "\Ve like 
to think that they enjoy themseh·es and the best we can hope in tliat 
way is that their pleasure ma_\· correspond in sonw degrer with the 
heartiness and the> sincerit,· of tlwir welcome. 

f am sure we are all ver:' sorrv that the Postmaster General has 
been prevented, by an urgent cabinet call, from being- \Yith us, but 
we greatly appreciate tlw presencP of tlw Assistant Postmaster-
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General, Mr. Pike Pease, \vho has willingly and worthily taken his 
place this evening, as he is so well accustomed to doing on all kinds 
of occasions-pleasant and othenvise ! 

\Ve know that Mr. Kellaway greatly regrets the fact that he has 
not yet been able to attend orn' of our engineering dinner� and that 
he has every desire to help us to establish and consolidate the 
tradition that the Postmaster GenPral is our regular guest of the 
evening. Last year when, in Sir \Villiam Noble's absence in 
America, I wrote and asked l\l r. Kellaway to come I ventured to 
tell him that that tradition was already a fully settled one, but un
fortunately last year also lw \\<ls up against a position which 
brookPd no argument. As Sir \Villiam Noble has told you, his 
contest for re-election to Parliament was due to take place at Bed
ford on the following day. Not even for the sake of attending the 
Engineering dinner could we haw wished him to turn his back 
upon the battle ground at so fateful a moment. 

I am afraid Mr. Kellawav's first twelve months at the Post Office 
has been rather a hectic tim(' irnd so far as I have been able to 
obsern'. he seems to havp enjoyed it thoroughly. I have heard 
him describe himself as tlw lightning conductor of the Department, 
and he has certainly had to stand among the thunder pretty well 
all the time. I think that, if he had been here, we should all have 
likr>d to congratulate him on having shown that he can not only 
conduct sparks harmlessly away but that he is able to emit them 
very effectively himself. 

\Ve are also honoured by tht'. prt>st'nce of the Secretary, Sir 
Evelyn Murray, which, I am happy to say, represents an unbroken 
tradition since the first combined Engineering dinner, nearly 
twenty years ago, when Sir John Gavey was Chief of the Depart
ment. 

Another tradition \Yhich our dinnPr committee seems determined 
to set up in connection \vith Sir Evelyn Murray is apparently that 
year after year he should propose the health of the Engineer-in
Chief. I hope it is not becoming a little embarrassing to the 
EnginPer-in-Chief. I don't suggPst that it is the least little bit in the 
world embarrassing to the Secretary. If I had to epitomise my 
impression of Sir Evelyn 1\Iurray, I think I should put it in four 
\Yords--" Equal to the occasion." Those of you who know the 
kinds of occasion \\'hich the SP�'rPtary to the Post Office has to face, 
from time to time, will rpalise that there are not manv men about 
whom, in such a position, that could be truly said. 

No annual dinner of the Post Office Engineering Department 
would be complete without the presence of the President of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, and \\<'have great pleasure in 
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welcoming l\fr. Hightidd, \vhose distinguished services to electrical 
\'ngineering have this year appropriately brotight him tu that 
prcmi<'.r position. (lkar, hear.) \\-e have also past presich ·nts in 

the p<�rsons of Mr. L. B . •  \tkinsun-who last )'<'.ar spoke so appn'.
ciativcly of the telephone service-of l\lr . \Vordingham, and of Sir 
J ohn Snell, an old friend and associate "ho has helped us on many 
occasions and with whose name I have much pleastire in coupling 
this toast. 

This is the first comprehensive soci al gathering of Pust Office 
Engineers since the Institution obtained the Royal Charter which 
now adorns it, and l should like to take the opportunity of congratu
lating the President, and the othPr gentlem en I have named, upon 
that notable achieveml�nt, and of thanking them for the strenuous 
personal efforts on their part which have thus succeeded in securing 
to electrical engineers the caclwt of professional sU1ttis \\ hid1 has 
long been their due. 

In that matter f am sure I am speaking for _votI all, and I should 
like to remind NI r. I fighfield that thl' Post Oifa·p Engineering 
Department justly regards itst'lf as one of the pi llars of his I nstitu

tion, not only for the historical reason tlwt the I nstittition started 
as the Society of Telegraph Engineers, hllt hecatise \\'C' have in the 
ranks of the Engineering Department, mon· than 70 full members , 

and nearly 300 associate members, of the I. E. E. I am not Stire 
whether any other single engineering organisation in tlw country 
can beat these figures, hut I should think it very unlikely. 
(Cheers.) 

\Ve have also here this eyening many other prnminPnt rPpresen
tatives of the electrical engineering profession, and we have tm
official representatiYes of Parlianw nt, and of <'ngineering, in the 
worthy persons of Sir \Villiam Lane Mitchell and Sir ,\lexander 
Richardson, both of whom hail from North of the Tweed and both 
of whom , for some strange reason, have elected to represent London 
Consf'n·atiw Constituencies. (Laughter.) 

\Ve welconw also Sir John Stewart and Sir \VPstcott AbPll and 
Sir Edward Troup, and I must not forget Sir;\ rthur R oberts, who 
has recently been bringing his keen sense and experience of finance 
to hear upon an examination of the principlPs of tlw Post Office 
system of cost accounting and assessing· charges for s<�n'ice, with 
tlw result, I am happ_\' to Sa\·, that \H� havf' his blessing. 

I think it was at the famntis battle of Bosworth that R icharcl the 
Third thought he saw two R ichmoncls in tlw field-or \Yas it six) 
At any rate, without an_\· suspicion nf departure from strict snhrif't_\', 
we can see two Sir \\Tilli;1m :\'nbles in this room to-nig·ht, nnd w1 · 

are ver:· pleased to h:m· Sir \\Tilliarn J. Nohl1· here. 
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i\ \veek or t\vO ago I dined, in company \\ ith both Sir \\'illiam 
Nobles, at a gathering which was out to celebrate in an appropriate 
manner the birthday of Robert Burns; naturally a very quiet and 
circumspect gatlit:ring (laughter) , as .\lr. Kellaway could han� 
corroborated , for he \\as there too. Our Sir \\'illiam Noble referred 
tu cases of mistaken identity which had arisen, and confessed that 
lw had received quite undeserved cungratulatio w un having written 
many excellent articles on the industrial and international situation , 

while, on the other hand , he had been se\·erely taken to task as a 
civil servant for hm·ing dared to appear prominently on coalition 
platforms. Sir \\'illiam J. ::\oble, when his turn came to speak, 
rather more than got his mvn back by explaining that he, for his 
part, had freq uent]_\· been taken to task for the disgraceful state of 
the telephones. (Laughter.) 

Last year we had \\ itli us Dr. J e \\·ett, one of the leading- enginens 
of the great Rell T<·kplwn<� organisation of the l'nited Statl·s-the 
only telepho1w <'nginet'ring o rgan isation in the \\'Orlcl, I ma_\ · say, 
to \\ h ich the Post 0 nice E ngi neeri n g Department admits that it 
p l 'l\ ' S second fiddle,-and to -night h\· <1 stroke of luck we are able to 
ha,e another of that race of telep limw supnmen, .\Ir . .\IcQuarriP, 
whose name has been for rn<m\· ,·ears a l1011seliold \\ord to nw ;md to 
many others in this morn. \\'e are pleased that these gentlemen 
think it \\'Orth tlwir \Yhile to come over here to visit us and to see 
\\·hat \ Ye have to silo\\' them. I hear that '.\fr. McQua rrie a fe\\ 
clays ago, after having a conversation on one of our high frequency 
carrier wave channels bc>tween London and Bristol , expressed the 
opinion that the transmission of spP<'ch was uncommonly good . I 
don 't know that he actuall:-· said it was much better than anything 
of the kind he had heard in ,\ merica, but it was rather infe rred , 

from the e'>cited <' '>pn'ssion on his facp and tlw trembling of his 
hands, that that \\·as so. (Hear, hear.) 

Our Department has recent!\· lwrn a target for many ill balanced 
attacks on account of thP back\ \·ardness of British tPlPphone develop
ment as compared with that of the Pnitecl States, and \Ve are aware 
that the manner of tlwse attacks has mack our good friends at tlw 
lwad of the American Bell organisation both sorry and indignant. 
\Ye knmv that there is nothing more irritating- to a wPll dispo�·�d 
man than to have his pPrfections and accomplishmPnts used, 
ignorantly and malevolently, as a rod to be laid on the back of his 
friPnds . '.\1 r. '.\IcQuarrie is sailing for home to-morrow and I would 
ask him to assure our friends in the States that in that matter thev 
hm'<' our s incere and affectionate sympathv . 

\YP haw also hPrP to-ni.g-ht man\· friends from outside thP 
Dep;utment who arP associat<'d with us in tlw tPlPgraph and te]P. 
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phone industry. \ \' e have Sir Tom Calendar, \vho does not care a 
button \\hether he recl'.ives any Pust Office Contracts or not; we 
lian· .\Jr. 1 I irst , who doesn't need to care much either, and many 
uthers, some of \\horn perhaps do care a little. 

And we h;we with us also a large and very tine selection of the 
ruling princes and captains of the Post Office, our colleagues in 
other Branches. There is i\Ir. Raven, there is Sir Henry Bunbury, 
there is Mr. Kidner beside me here, who should surely, as the head 
of the administrative side of the telephones, be one of the most 
popular men in the country. (A laugh.) But all their names, and 
all their faces are so well known to us in everyday intercourse that it 
would really be a slight upon them to go into particulars. 

And last but not least \Ve have old Post Office colleagues whose 
term of official activity has run out, and who have left us for, I hope, 
more leisured walks of l ife-Sir .-\ndre\v Ogi!Yie, Sir RobC'rt Bruce, 
l\forgan, K empe, Stubbs, .\loir and others. It warms our hearts 
to have them among us ag;iin and I can assure tlwm that it is only 
the good hope of S<'cing them occasionall.1· at gatherings such as this 
that enables us, when the? depart , to say goodbye with a fair 
amount of equanimit�·· (Hear, hear.) 

Perhaps I might be allmved a specially personal word of welcome 
to Dr. \Valmsley \vho, long ago at the I-Ieriot \Vatt College in 
Edinburgh-well on'r 30 years ago-was the first man who tried 
to hammer into me some of the elements of electrical science. 

Gentlemen of tlw Engineering Department, I ask you to rise 
<.tnd honour right heartily the toast of our visitors, coupled with the 
name of Sir John Snell. (Loud and prolonged applause.) 

Sir JOHN SKELL, on behalf of tlw guests, replied to the toast: 
Major Purves, Sir \\'illiam Noble and Gentlemen,-I am afraid I 
must begin hy apologising for "my voice as I have only just re
covered from the prevalent 'Au and a slight touch of pneumonia, 
and my voice may not he able to carry into the far ends of this big 
room. · 

I certainly cannot emulate the humorous speech of the proposer 
of this toast, I only wish that I could. It is very happy for me to 
be one of your visitors to-night, because that I feel that I am among 
friends. Many years ago-I hardly like to remember how many

J met your old friend l\ifr. Moir, who was then in the North East 
of England, and together we carried out some rather important 
experiments in the effect of falling telephone wires on "live" tram
\Vav w irPs. That was nw first connection with the Post Office-I 
was going to sav actual phvsical connection, because I think I 
touched onP of the "·ires. Since then I have been brought into 
touch \vith ;·our Engineering 0Ppartment in mnn:v wnys. \Vhen I 
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JOok back to 191 l and 1912, to the great fight "·c had then with the 
:\'ational Telephone Company, I am not sure whether the engineer 
of the Post Office will look upon me with friendly or with unfriendly 
eyes, because with so many of the officers of the Engineering 
Department I was part! y responsible for the transfer or, at any rate, 
the terms of the transfer of the telephones to this great Department. 
I was a mere instrument because it is only fair to say trwt the great 
bulk of the work was done by the Engineering Officers themselves. 

I have only to think of my friend, �fr. Delattre; of Mr. Morgan; 
of Mr. Sparkes; of my clear old friend Sir Andrew Ogilvie, to re
member the enormous amount of help I rece in•<l from them during 
those very strenuous tinws. When we had accomplished that work 
the Post Office, apparent]_\·, "·as still not sick of me, because they 
asked me to assist them "·ith tht'ir Post Office Tube. TherPfon�, 
in association with Major Gunton and with other officers of the 
Department, again I had much to do \\ith this Eng·inecring Depart
ment of the Post Office. EYen later, in a very humble \Yay I admit, 
as a member of the Imperial \\'irel0ss Telegraphy Committee I met 
another of your friends-Mr. Brown-\Yho was of so much assist
ance to us on the Committee, so that I say one may feel that one is 
really among friends in coming to this Enginet�ring Department 
dinner. (Hear, hear.) 

I should like to take the opportunity which is afforded me of 
making some reference to the telephone position. I have often 
thought in reading of the complaints in the Press against this 
Department for what is termed inefficient telephone service, how 
little the Public and the Press really know of the true position. 
Without in any way attacking the National Telephone Company 
or my old and trusted friend Mr. Gill, it was the sheer force of 
circumstances prior to r9r2, namely the purchase, the impending 
purchase of the Company's system which not unnaturally causPcl 
those who were directing their affairs to spend as little money as 
possible on the expansion of thP system. And it naturally fell to 
this Department and the Post Offict>, when the telephones were 
transferred, to have to bucklP to and make up the lee-way in order 
to bring the system up to a most Pfficient position. I venture to 
say, without fear of contradiction, that had it not been that some 18 
months later we were met by the circumstances of the Great 'Var, 
this Department would by now and for several years past, have 
overtaken the arrears of work and put the telephone system in as 
high and efficient a position as any Pngineering work of that kind 
could possibly be. 

T frel that, although, I suppose, a semi.Government officPr to
day, T cnn s1wnk with a hold impnrtinlit:' and fairness as to thf' 
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position of the telephone Department in the Post Otli.ce. l say that 
!Jut fur the circumstances ot the war you >vould have overtaken the 
arrears of work and tu-day there would be no complaints such as 
one occasionally hears. 

It seems to me that the knowledge of the Engineer-in-Chief of a 
great Department like this and of the principal engineering oi1icers 
must be almost encyclop�dic because not only have they to deal 
with vast telegraph systems; not only land but marine; with wire
less telegraphy on a big scale, but even with great engineering 
pwblems which, if anyone will only visit such a place as Mount 
Pleasant or some of the other big distribution centres of the Post 
Office Engineering Department, he will see fur himself the 
mechanical devices and time saving devices indicative of engineer
ing skill of the very highest character. The public, I am perfectly 
convinced, do not in the least appreciate the real and immense 
engineering knowledge \Yhich is necessary to the staff conducting 
this great work. Jn the problem with \Yhich we were faced in the 
Post Office Tube, a work which for the time being is not completed 
but "�ill be completed some time or other, the engineering problems 
-electrical and othenvise-\\ ith \\ llich the engineers were con
fronted were really of a most interesting character, but also requir
ing a very high degree of engineering skill. (Cheers.) 

In my work as Electricity Commissioner I believe that my 
colleagues and myself wi ll continue to be brought into touch 
frequently with the work of the Post Oflice. 1t has been said that 
11 is �I ajesty 's Postmaster General thinks that he possesses the 
earth and also the air, but I hope he will give to the purveyors of 
electrical energy a little room under tlw pavements and a little space 
in the air in which to run their overhead transmission lines , because 
I think the H. t. Hon. Gentleman \d10 spoke just now-or it m:ty 
have been the Engint'er-in-Chid-made reference to the reg uire

ments of this Department of supplies of power in rural districts and 
it is to the electrical undertakers of this country that you will have 
to look for the supplies of power which will be auxiliary to man�' of 
your Pngineering developments. 

I do not profess to be a telephone expert, but one does think of 
the developments which are taking place and are yet to take place , 

and personally I am rather inclined to think that instPad of develop
ing automatic telPphones in our big centres you are going to get 
more assistance from them in _,·our rural and outlying districts 
\\·here m' haYP occasional]_,. to complain of some of the operators. 
ft may be a heresy to say what I have said, but I believe that you 
\vill derive mort> benefit and more economy from the use of auto
matics in the isolated and rural districts than vou are likt>ly to get 
from their concentration in denser districts. 
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The P .0. has, however, occasional lapses and l >vill close with 
one little incident which happened tu me and which l hope my \Vik 
will forgive me fur repeating. Just before the war l had a chaufkur 
whose name \Vas Twiner and l received a telegram from my wife on 
une occasion which said-" 12.50 train. Arriving with twins." 
(Laughter.) 

I \vish to thank yuu on behalf of my fellov• visitors for the kind 
hospitality extended tu us; for the felicitous terms in which Major 
Purves has proposed uur health, and I thank the Engineering 
Department most heartily for their kind welcome to-night. 
(Cheers.) 

Sir EVELYN MURRAY, K.C.B., proposed the toast of "The 
Chairman." 

Gentlemen,-It is quite true, as Major Purves has said, that this 
is the third year in which I have had the honour to propose the 
toast of our Chairman. I do not suggest that that period is exces
sive, or even adequate, to exhaust his virtues. Sir \\i'illiam Noble 
has held the responsible position of Engineer-in-Chief to the Post 
Office for close upon three years, I suppose three of the most difficult 
years which the Department has had to pass through. He came, as 
l understand, with the reputation of being a man who got things 
done and he has fully realised that reputation. I can assure him 
that I should not dream of recommending his inclusion in any 
committtee which was intended for shelving an inconvenient 
question. 

The imposing catalogue of your achievements which Mr. Pike 
Pease has giYen us to-night is a record of three years strenuous 
work on the part of the Engineer-in-Chief and his staff, and I think 
it is right that, as the engineers bear the main responsibility for 
providing the plant of the telegraph and telephone services, they 
also should get the credit for the very notable results they have 
achieved in the face of great difficulties. Those of us who are 
identified with other Departments of the Post Office can say, I hope, 
that we have done nothing to obstruct and have done everything 
\\e can to assist the great and difficult work with \vhich the Engineer
ing Department has been charged. 

I personally have the highest respect and admiration and some 
feelings of awe for engineers in general. They provide us "ith 
many services that arc useful and indeed necessary. \Ve do not 
ask how they work or what happens to them. \Ve say a great deal 
when, by some mischancP, they occasionalh· fail to function. I 
have especially a feeling of awe lwcause I know perfect]�, that if 
b,· any chance vou corner them in a discussion, the,· can ahYa\·s 

r�laps� into a t�chnical jargon, which to me is equ.ivalent to ;n 
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unknown tongue. have specially an affection for Sir \\'illiam 

:\oble because, in the many discussions which he and l have from 

day to clay, he has always �efraine<l from using his natural advant

ages in that respect. lf I had any complaint it \Votil<l be this-the 

pertinacity and vigour with which he presses what he considns the 

legitimate claims of his staff, but l appreciate that in this assembly 

that quality is not rl'gard<'d as a defect. (llear, hear, and cheers . ) 
The toast ''as received with musical honours. 
Sir \\'ILLIAM .'\OBLE n'.plied as follows: Sir Evelyn .l\lurray and 

Gentlemen,-! \nts rather sorry for Sir Evelyn that he should 
be asked to propose this toast again, but the Committee said that 
he was certainly the best qualified to propose the toast of tlw 
Chairman. I have no fault to find ,,ith the Committee and I have 
certainly no fl"ason to complain of tlw terms in which Sir En,lyn 
has prupos<'d the toast . 

In regard to one of th<' remarks \\·hich lw mad(" ; that h<'. dLWS nut 
obstruct the Enginn"ring Dt>partment, I should like to endors<' that 
heartily. Ther<' an" som<' pl'uple who say that you cannot gt·t 
successful telegraph and tel<'phone busint'.SS with tlw managemL'.nt 
in tlw hands of the Secretariat . It is ent i rd y \Hong . En·rv 
business must han'. a Gt'neral :\Ianager and there is no businl'SS in 
\Yhich a G<'.neral i\lanagn interferes less with thl' kclrnical \York 

than does the Secretariat . On practically <"\·ery occasion we gd our 
m\ n \vav. And why ? Simply lwcause \\t" do not put fon,·ard any 
mad -cap scheml's. \ V<� think wd l on'r every scheme ,,.<� put 
fon\ ard and gi V<� good reasons for putting them for\\'ard, and 1wnT 

oncl' have we bel'n in the slightt'st degn'l' obstructed by the Sl'CIT
tary or any of his staff. They simply act as administrators of tlw 
Department and, in my opinion, have <lune su successfully. 

I am indebkd tu Sir Fn�lyn for proposing the toast in the \vay 
in \\'11ich he has dmw, but I should like it to be considered as L'll1-

bracing my colleagut>s as \\·ell as m yself. In a big Departm<'nt lik<' 
ours it is impossible for an Engineer-in-Chief, who is to be success
ful in the posit i on , to 1rn�dclle with the details of the \\·ork. He has 
to find the round pegs to ptit in the round holes and the square pegs 
to put in the square holes . That is \vhat I have L�ndeanmred to do 
-to select the most suitable men for particul ar jobs and tlwn to see 
that the work is clone. I han· bl'en most ably supported by thl' 
\\hole of the staff. , \ ny success I ma_v han� as Engineer-in-Chid 
to tlw Post Offin'. will be largt>l_v due to the hard work and the 
loyalty of my staff. 

On behalf of nwself and mv staff I thank Sir Evelvn for the . - . 

toast and you gent lemen for tlH· ,, ·ay in which you have rt>ceivecl it. 

(Applause.) 
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The CHAIRMAI\ proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the Com. 

m ittee who, he thought, had carried out their duties in a very satis

factory manner. 
Lieut.-Col. BOOTH replied on behalf of the Committee. He 

thanked the company for the manner in \\·hich they had respon<kd 

to the request for a vote of thanks. The hard work had been done 

really by a sub-committee and he would like to mention specially the 

names of Mr. H. S. Thompson, secretary, and .Messrs. M. F. G. 

Boddington, musical director, and H.J. Loney, who had arranged 

the seating accommodation. The Committ(�C had bcPn re\\·arded 
by 1he undoubted success of the gathering. 

An enjoyable musical programme was submitted during the 
cyening. 

----------------� 

LOCAL CENTRE NOTES. 

SCOTLAND WEST CENTRE. 

".\n ordinary General Meeting of the Scotland \Vest Centre ''as 
held on 28th November, at which a lecture on "The limits of re
sistance for subscribers' lines in Scotland West District," was gi\'l·n 
by Mr. T. Hetherington. 

The position, he said, in Glasgow differed from that in the 
remaining parts of the District inasmuch as the normal 300 ohm 
loop for exchange lines did not apply to exchange areas in t lw 
centre of the city. Ten exchange areas had limits ranging from 
350 to 450 ohms, and some difficulty had been experienced in deal
ing with extension circuits in these areas. The aim of the lectun· 
\\as to explain the factors which came into the process of calculating 
the resistance of these circuits. 

The lecturer then outlined the manner in \Yhich the Transmission 
Curve (Diagram CV No. 9) was obtained, and the points on the 
curve relating to the limits for all cases in the District were noted. 
Current supply loss was then dealt with, and examples and a curv(� 
were given to emphasise its effect on transmission on long lines; 
and further its combination with the receiving allowance curve to 
form the original curve \\as explai nee!. 

The second portion of the lecture was devoted to examples to 

illustrate the application of Curve CV l\o. 9 to the determination of 
the resistance of circuits in the various exchange areas. 

Interest in the lecture was sustained throughout, and the subse
quent discussion was taken part in h:· Capt. Cameron, '.\lr. 
\Vitherby, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Scott, ?\'Ir. lbrcla,· and Mr. 
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Rubertsun, and the points raised were dealt with by Mr. 
I Ietheringtun. 

.l\ORTll ERN CE�TR E. 

On the 14th December, ,\lr. J. Peel read a paper entitkd .. Cun. 
structiun-Ecunumy Suggestions " \Yhich was well received and 
freely discussed. 

Mr. Peel's suggestions respecting transport organisation, 
lodgings, stores matters, contractors' works, etc., are backed by a 
''id(: and varied experience. The description of the experiments 
made with the Simplex Pole Lifting and Straightening Jack was 
very interesting and }lr. Peel's outline of the proposal to remove 
en bloc laterally 35 H poles carrying over 6o wires a distance varying 
from 6ft. to I 8ft. by the use of two of these jacks, has attracted more 
than local attention. 

On the I Ith January, a paper on '' Clerical Organisation '' was 
read by Mr. Jas. A. Motyer, who was complimented by subsequent 
speakers upon his treatment of the subject with which he has an 
intimate knowledge. The ideals to be aimed at were carefully por
trayed and the paper was illustrated by slides. The discussion on 
the paper was spirited and uf a high standard. 

On the 8th February, J\lr. T. Fewster read a paper on "Unit 
Costing '' which was illustratt'd by slides and was well received. 
The subject was topical and attractive and a well-sustained, well. 
informed and interesting discussion was terminated by the Chair
man applying the closure \Yith regret. Mr. Fewster, whose paper 
has evoked interest throughout the country, is to be complimented 
upon his treatment of the subject. 

On the 2oth February, three Western Electric Co's. Films en
titled " The Audi on," " Telephone lnwntors of To-day," and 
" Electricity in the J lonw," \Wn: shmyn at the Scala Picture 
Theatre, :\ewcastk. The pictures \\ere very clear and were en. 
joyed and applauded by an audience of about 200, including repre
sentati,·es from the Institution of Electrical Engineers, The North 
East Coast Engineers and Shipbuilders, The North of England 
Mining Institute, etc. 

Arrangements have been made for the Centre to visit the 
Lemington Glass \\'orks on the 29th March. 

SOCTII �IlDL\:\D CENTH. E. 

No notes have appeared under this heading for some consider
able time, but wt> learn that, since the resumption of meetings after 
the armistice in January, 1919, twenty meetings have been held, 
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\'ach une being well attended and papers uf a high urdl'r lwing 
presented. lt is evident that R eading is a very linJy centre of the 
l nstitution. 

The progrnmnw for the currl'.nt session \\as: 

Speaker. Subject . 
.\lr. I-I. i\Iacphersun. Balancing J\lain Cables. 
l\Ir. J. E. Ta_dor. \\"ireless. Some notes on Transmitters 

and R eceivers . 
.\lr. B. J. Bl'aSll'). Ferro Concrete, construction . 
.\lr . . \. C. Smith. Co.ordination. 
i\lr. H . . \. ,\fc.Innes. The C.B.S. i\l ultiple System. 
i\lr. B. \\'. Beaumont. Long-distance Cable Testing. 

\\ hich covers a range of inte resting and instruct in'. subjects. 
The Centre is some\\'hat fa nJured in being afforded assistance 

in the matter of accommodation by H. eading L"niversity College, 
the authoritil·s of \\ liicli lia\T placl·d tl wi r Pln·sics Le cture Theatre 
at the Inst1tutiun's disposal when required. This hall is almost 
exactly a half-scale n�plica of the familiar lecture room at the 
"1'\ortlwmptun, ' ' and as it is 1ittl·d \\ ith current and appliances 
is a great asset. 

:\nother s_nn ptom of t lie keen i 11 terest taken is the fact t bat mon· 
offers of paper,., an" receivcd than can be accepted and the corn. 

m ittec lave liad to mah" a sell'.Ction from those put forward. This 
is, of course, as it should lw and it hdps greatly in the smooth 
working of the Centre. 

It is hoped that notes fr()m Reading \\ill he rt'ceiwd more 
frt'quently in future. 

SOUTH L\NC\SHlRE CENTRE. 

The Fourth and Fifth meetings of the Session \\"ere held on the 
4th January and 27th February respectively . 

On the former occasion }lr. G. Batho read a paper on " The 
Payment of \\'ages." The Lecturer dealt with the principles 

involved in a comprehensive manner. He pointed out the import
ant effect \Yhich a satisfactory sy stem of payment bad in the rela
tions between the employer and em ployed , and laid stress on the 
need for accuracy in calculating \nirkmcn's wages in the first 
instance. Practical diFficulties of payment in the case of an organi
sation like the P ost Office Engineering Department, \\here small 
numbers of men \\'('fl" scattered on�r large areas, were touched upon, 
and some suggestions \\l'n'. made for facilitating payment . 

The last pa pl�r to da tc was read by �I r. -�. c \. Hi gnett on 
" Building Construction." The magnitude of the subject required 
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that certain portions should only be considered briefly, but many 
points of interest were brought under notice, especially with regard 
to the Department's lJ nderground Construction methods. Certain 
suggestions for modihcations of the latter were made. 

fhe attendance was good on each occasion. The papers were 
\\ell received, and L\:uked a good discussion. 

:\ORTll WALES CENTRE. 

A. meeting of the Centre was held in the Technical School, 
Shrewsbury, on ruth January, r 922, in order to listen· to a paper 
read by i\lr. F. P. Gresswell, un "Teaching of the Post Office 
\\'orkmen." Mr. T. Plummer occupied the Chair . 

..\Ir. Gress well, who has lectured to P .U. \\' orkrnen at the Hanley 
Technical School for some years, dealt with the type of men gener
ally engaged by the Department, and the \\Ork which he is called 
upon to perform. lle also expn·ssed his Yiews on the qualities 
r,·quisite in the teachL-r. I le refrrred tu the instincts and psycho
logy of the \\urkman, his mode of expression, his attitude tu 
mistakes, and his apprehension of difficulty. The lecturer ex
pressed the opinion that a teacher required aboYe all things patience, 
sympathy, and tact, and that it \\·as necL·ssary that he should show 
real enthusiasm in his \\ork if good results \\ere to ensue. He 
commented upon the character of the work which students \vere 
subsequently called upon to perform-�faulting, testing, construc
tion, etc., and referred to the questions of apprenticeship and train
ing and the desirability of creating pride in craftsmanship. 

The subsequent s!weches indicated that the subject was con
sidered of great importance and that for the creation of a thoroughly 
efficient staff adequate theoretical and practical training \\·as 
essential. 

The Februar-'· meeting was held at l)i rmingham on 8th February, 
1922, under the chairmanship of ..\lr. T. Plumnwr. l\lr. F . . \. 

Coxon read a papn on "Tlw m;1intenance of ..\Iotor Vehicles in 
use by tht� Department.'' 

The subj ect \\·as dealt \Yith from the point of Yil'\\ of an uftict,r 
\\·Ito has to maintain the Yehicles in repair. The lecturer was 
critical of the methods of the ayerage driYPr in c;1rrying out running 
repairs, and in tlw handling of whicles. I le rnnsidered that if 
!'tticient and economical maintenance is to lw arranged it is 1wces

sary that a system of R mrning R<'ports kept h,- clriYc>rs should lw 
instituted for n·cording· the character of ckfects and the dates on 
\ \h ich tlw

_
, �tn· ohsened. He urged strict attention to the organisa

tion of the yarious Sf'n-icf's to prf'Yent OYf'rlapping or loss due to idl!· 
vehicles. 
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Captain l\. F. Cave-Brown-Cave presented statistics shm\ing 
the relative value of the services given by the different types of 

n:hicles. lie favoured the employment of 3ocwt. lorries in place 
of 3-ton lorries. He \\'aS also of opinion that in many cases motor 
cycle combinations could be replaced by light cars adapted to carry 
stores. 

�l r. C. G. !vlcDonald, referring to the R eturns which are pre
pared, drew attention to the excessive cost of putting second-hand 
vehicles on the road. He doubted whether motor cycles were 

, al 1rn_1 s allocated to the officers best qualified to handle them. 
Other members also took part in the discussion. 
The Chairman in \\ inding up the discussion commented on the 

variety of the views expressed and the instructive character of the 
meeting. He expressed his approval of the suggested Running 
Report \vhich would be of utility to the officer effecting repairs. 

l\I r. Coxon repeated the paper before other members, etc., of 
the Centre at Shre\vsbury on Jth �larch, 1922 . 

. \ visit from l\lr. J. G. Hill , of the Engineer-in-Chief's Office, 
is expected in April, when he will read a paper on " Phantom 
Telephone Circuits, and combined Telegraph and Telephone Cir 
cuits, worked at audio frequencies." 

A.J.W.D. 

A RULE FOR WRITING DOWN FROM INSPEC
TION THE SENDING-END RESISTANCE OF A 
SINGLE CONDUCTOR HAVING ANY NUMBER 
OF LEAKS. 

lh HERBERT P. FEW. 

PROBABLY the method most commonly employed for finding the 
sending-end resistance of the leak s!·stem, shown in the figure, is 

P12.11t-1) Q 

that \\ hi ch !l'ads to a continued fraction. Thus, working back
\rnrds from the last mesh , the resistance from the junction Q to 

earth is the joint resistance of r2n-i and r2n, z.c., 

I 

-- + 
rzn-1 Yzn 

and adding the section of line PQ, \I e have 
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The joint resistance from the junction P 1s

I 

I 
-- + 

r2n-3 

and so on until the leading mesh is reached. The continued fraction 
for the whole circuit can be written down in the form-

I I I 
r1+r2+ --_1- + -- + ......... ---

r" r4 r2(n-1) T2n 

This expression is easily evaluated, but the ,,·ork is exceeding!:· 

tiresome. The rule given below for \niting dmyn from inspection 
the sending-end resistance is a particular case of a general rule* given 
b_,. Professor J. A . . Fleming foi· \\Titing dU\vn tlw l'quivalent resist
ance of any net\nirk of resist;111ces (Handbook for tlw Electric;il 
Laboratory and Testing Room, Vol. J., page 204). 

Professor Fleming's rule states :-·Join the tffo points of the net
worl< between which the resistance is nquired /Jy a conductor 
whose resistance is assumed to be zero. calling llze mesh thus 
formed the added mesh; for the numerator of tlze joint resistance 
write down a determinant whose dexter diagonal consists of the sum 
of the resistances bounding each mesh; beginning icitlz tlze added 
mesh; the other constituents common to any roie· and column being 
the resistances separating the two meshes proper to the row and 
column, such constituents being zero for any rou· and column proper 
to any tcc:o meshes tC'liich are non-adjacent. 

In the figure, let R,, R2, R3, ...... Rn be the mesh resistances, 
i.e., R1=r,+r2+r"; R2=r3+r,+r,,. etc., then, in accordance with 
Professor Fleming's rnlP, we writP down the sending-Pnd resistance 
of the leak svstem-

.... 

R, -r, 0 0 0 0 

-r3 R2 -r" 0 0 0 

0 -re R3 -r1 0 0 

0 0 -r, R, 0 0 

- r�u-:i 0 

0 0 0 0 - r:!n-:1 R,,_, -r:!n-1 

0 0 0 0 0 - r'.!11-1 R,, 
Rs = 

D 

* Problems. on the Distribution of Electric Currents in Networks of Conductors 

1reated bv the method of C\faxwell; J. A. Fleming, Philosophical Magazin�. 

September, 1885. 
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where Rs denot<·s the sending .end resistance, and D 1s the 
denominator determinant formed from the numerator determinant 
by delding tlw first rnlumn and lirst nm. This expression is axi
symml'lric, and in its pn·st·nt form is sunH�\\ hat inconvenient t!J 
deal \\ith. DiYiding tlw top row of the numerator by r3 and 
multiplying the first column h�· r"; similarly diYiding the second 
row h_\' r3 and multipl_ving the second column h_\- r5; and so on, \\'<' 

get the following equi \·alent expression-

R, - I 0 0 0 0 

- r� R" - I 0 0 0 

() -r� R" - I 0 0 

() 0 -r� R, 0 0 

- I 0 

0 0 0 0 2 -r 2n-3 Rn-1 - I 

0 0 0 0 0 -r�n-t R" 
Rs = ......... (I) 

D 

:\ determinant of this form is cal l ed a Continuant, and it can be 
evaluated from inspection. Thus tlw numerator of (1) may be 
\\'ritten in the special notation-

N = (R" -r;, R 0, -r;, R3, -r�, .. ... . Rn-" - r�n-u R,.) ............... (2) 

and it can lw cl1·\'el!Jpc·d m »xpandecl from the leading elements as 
follows--

:\' = R,(R2,-r�, R3,. .............. R,,-j)-rL_,, Rn) 
-r�(R3,-r�, R,, .... ....... .... R,,-"-r�"-" R,,). 

This expression can again be expanded to-

N = R,�R2(R3,-r�,. .. . . Rn)-r;(R4,-r�, ..... . Rn)( 
'"1I) (I) " 11 I 2(1) 2 R )1_ -- J 3) '- 3 ' "\. 1 ' -r \) J • • • • • • '-11) - r 7 \ '- 5, -r 1 ] , • • • • • • n ( ' 

and so on. 
If we deye]op (2) backwards from the rear elements we sho11lcl 

get-

N = R,,(R"-r;, R2,-r?,, . .. l\,,_1)-rj,,_, (R,, -r;, R2, ... R11_J 

and so on. 
Similar],· 

developed. 
wards. 

the d<�nominator of the continuant (1) may be 
T n practice it is easier to deYelop continuants back-

As a concrete casf', let us find the Sr'ncling'-encl resistance of tht: 
four.mesh circuit R1 to R ,. Then 

R.= 
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Taking the nunwrator tirst ancl dt�\·eloping it backwards as 
indicated aboYe, we Jrnye 

R,(R1, -r;, IZ2,-r;, Ra) r�(R1,-r;, RJ 

R,R3(R11-r;, R2)-r;R1R1-r�(R1, -r;, R2). 

=R1R)Z3R,-r; R3R1-r� R,R1-r� R1R2+r;r�. 

The value of the denominator is , of course, included in th1· 

expansion of th<' nunierator, but \W slwll sho\\' how to develop it in 
a slightly different \Yay. Thus:-

(R3, -ri, R,)=R3R1-r� 
(R2,-r�, R3,-r7, R.1)=R2(R3R1-rD -r;R, 

=R2R3R1-r� R2-r;R1 

and inserting the yalucs R1=r1+r2+r3; R2=r3+r.+r,, etc., \\T 

have the ful I expression for the sendi ng-cnd resistance. 
Similarly for tlw ti\'e-nwsh circuit R1 to R,, \H' \Hite down-

[I) I' I' I' I' 1·2 I' I' R 1·';' I' I' r2 I' I' I' '-1'2'J 'l'-.-)- \) '1':.?':i- 71'1 ''.! '.1-':; '1 '1 ':. 
,2 I) I' I' ,2 .2 I) 2 ,2 I) 2 2 I' I -; :1 '�� 'i '-:1 + J .-J \) 'i + r:�' �1 ':� + r:�r, ' ·• 

R,= - I) I' I) I) 0-I) --1>�-.,- I) I) .,--1' 1, . . ---., -;;--
' 2 '3 '1 '.1 - r� ''.! '3 - rJ '2 ':, - r� ' 1 ' .-. + r;r� 

and substituting tlw comp(lfwnt n·sistann·s for R1, R:i, R," etc., we 
ha Ye the fu 11 <· xpr< 'ssi1 >n for t lw s 1 ·nd in g·-end resist a nee. The va hw 
of the sending-end rn17tnt can then be \Hitten cl<l\\n, for 

E 18 = -1, - • 

'" 

Thus, in tlw case of the four-nwsh leak c i rcuit, W(' have from 
(3) abovt'--

L= 

\\"e are, accordingly, led to formulate the rule :-TVrite down 
in order, beginning at the sending end, the symbols npresenting the 
meslz resistances and the leah resistance to t/ze desired num lJer of 
meshes; prefix tlze negative sign to, and square, each ol the Zeal; 
resistances; enclose the n'hole expressic,n in lm1chets. Expand this 
expression in lo the algebraic sum of tzrn bracke led expressions, the 
first of the latter expressions consisting o_f the original expression 
with the last tu:o elements omitted, multiplied by the last element; 
the second expression consisting of the original bracl;eted expression 
with the last four elements oniitted, multiplied by lhe last clement 
but one, tahing care to prefix the negative sign. L�xpa11d each o_f t/ze 
two latter expressions into tlze algebraic sum of tH'O other expressions 
in the same way; and so on until the original expression is evaluated 
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This expression represrnls the numerator. The denominator is obtained 
_from Llze derii·ed 11umeralur by nmitlin.i; Llze expansion rela tin,g- ta the 
lead iug mesh. 

The rule for writing down the value of the scndin;;.eud u11-rt1a 

is :-(ii.) Tlze sending-end curreJZI is equal lo Lhe reciprocal of the 
sending-end resistance mulliplied l1y the impressed electromoiive force. 

The rule for \\Tiling down the Yalue of the received current is: -
(iii.) The recei·ved current is equal lo the product of the resistances of 
all the leal:1s of the system multipl ied by the impressed electromotive 
force divided by the numerator of the sending-end resistance. Thus 

Ir � 
craror1······r2n�--------

(R1, -r; , R2 , - r� ........ -r�n-u Rn) 

or in the particular case of four meshes-

I 
_ er3r5r1 

r - RJZ2R3R, - ri R3R4 -r; R1R4 -r; R1R2 + rir� 

The rule for fi nding the sending-end resistance is some\Vhat 
lengthy, but \\ith a little p ractice its Yalue can be writtt>n down 
mechanicalh·. \\"hen tl1e number of meshes exceeds two or three 
much time and fotigue is saYed by its use. The rule can be modifit�d 
or extended to applv to impedances; and to pairs of conductors, 
uniform or non-tmiform. (See Professor Fleming's paper afore-
1rn�ntioned and Malcolm: Theory of the Submarine Tel egraph and 
Telephone Cahle, Chapter 16). 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

" \\Tork of the R. E. in the European War 1914.19. The Signal 
Service (France)." Published by the Secretary, The Institution of 
Royal Engineers, Chatham. Price l2s. 6d.; post free. 

This volume, compiled by Major R. E. Priestley, M.C., B.A., 
of Christ's College, Ca m bridge, is the offi cial history of the work 
of the Signal Service in the Great \Var. lt is a comprehensive 
story extending to mon� than 350 pages and illustrated with 25 
platt�s and photographs. 1\Iajor Priestley has obviously had full 
access to the service narrative prepared at Signals Headquarters in 
France, as well as to many more or less unofficial war diaries. In 
spite of occasional patchiness and some repetition due to the diverse 
sources drawn upon, he has succeeded in producing a volun1P of 
almost epic character, and one which will interest even the gen�ral 
reader as a revelation of a little known but vital factor in the wondt>r

ful military effort of the nation. The cumulative effect of its quietly 
told story illustrates in the most vivid way the determined self
reliance nnd capncity for improvisation, which in nearly every 
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feature of the war made initial faults and blunders serve as stepping 
stones to ultimate success. Among the many thousands of the Post 
Office Engineering Staff who served as Officers and men in the 
Signal Service throughout the war the hook will lw hailed as an 
indispensable mPmento of unforgetahle experiences, and manv will 
find in it the explanation of much that had been ohscure both in 
policy and practice. 

The book represents a sustained endeavour to present, as clearh· 
as possible, an understandable picture of the evolution of signal 
policy, organisation, and practice, during the war period. It deals 
almost entirely with the operations in France, and a companion 
volume is now under consideration which will outline the salient 
features of signals evolution in other theatres of war, where the con
ditions of campaigning were such as to rnll for radically different 
methods and developments. So far as the technique of inter
communication is conrernecl the present volume disn1sses the 
evolution of all the arts of signalling to which the unprecedented 
rnnditions of the war successivelv gave birth. During the five 
fateful years from 1914 onwards the signal service developed, from 
the position of little more than a supernumerarv, until it almost 
assumed the role of a dictator of strategv. Division, Corps, and 
Army Headquarters had to adapt their movements to the signalling 
possibilities of the situation. The Signal Service multiplied itself 
nearly a hundrPd fold, and it moved with the times. Such com
pelling causes as the modern artillery barrage, on the one hand, and 
the development of enemy over-hearing devices, on the other, left 
it only two alternatives,-invent or perish. 

Its story is too big for even the most inclusive volume and the 
present book necessarily omits much detail well worthv of record. 
It does, perhaps, less than justice to the amount of inventive 
ingenuity which was displaved hy signal officers and men in the 
construction of Pxtemporised technical equipment, out of the most 
unpromising materials, in the actual field of war. In the earlv part 
of l9I6, before the resourcPs of home production had got effectivelv 
to work in the dPsign and manufacture of equipment based on war 
experiences, each .;;ignal formation was carrying about with it a 
rnllertion of home-made telephone switchboards, test boards, main
tenance testing sets, and other useful and entirelv practical Plectri
cal "gaagets," which was trulv remarkable. The historv makes 
a generous rPference to the assistance which the Post Office was 
able to render in that connection. " In the Post Office," it statPs, 
" there was a skilled staff, a good reserve supplv of standard parts 
of instruments, and a great eag-erness to help in everv wav possihle. 
All that was required to enahlf' this help to he as wPll clirPcted as it 
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\vas skilled in execution was a knowledge of the active service con
ditions under \vhich the apparatus \Vas destined to be used. This 

\\as achieved by periodical visits tu France by a G.P.O. reprcsenUt

tive, when typirnl Signal Onlces of all d''grees uf magn itude were 

visited, and personal contact was establislir:d with the D.D. Signals 
uf "\ rm ies, the .\.D. Signals of Corps, and O's. C. Divisional Signal 
Compan ies. " As is \\l'll kno\1 n the Post Office continued to pro
vide, up to the end of the war, enormous quantities of telegraph, 
telephone and spec ial apparatus, trench cables, etc., specially 

designed for war purposes, and constructf>d Pither in its own 
factories or by its specialised contractors. 

" The Emission of Electricity from Hot Bodies." By Prof. 
0. \V. Richardson, F.R .S. (2nd Ed ition. Longmans, Green & 
Co. pp. 315. 8 vo. P rice r6s.) 

There have been of recent years many publications dealing with 
the technical applications of thermionics to wireless telegraphy, 
telephony, and tu carrier w�ffe systems. Prof. Richardson's book 
on the otlwr hand deals with the subject from the purel�· sc ient ific 

point of vie\Y. It appears to be written mainly for physicists, but 
should also prove of great value to those engaged in technical 
developments in \\ hich a fundamental knowledge of thermionics is 
required. In the development of the theory of thermionic emission 
somewhat advanced math ematics arc employed. The conclusions 
arrived at are, hmn�ver, clearly stated and experimental confirma
tion is given. No attempt has been made to deal with the technical 
developments of the subject since these have, during the last few 
years, grown beyond the scope of a book of this size. 

The book opens with a short historical summary of early experi
mental work leading up to the foundation of the theory of emission 
of electricity from hot bodies. A description of experimental 
methods is given, including the production of high vacuum. The 
main part of the book is taken tip with the development of the 
theory of emission of electrons and positive ions from hot bodies 
and its experimental verification. The effects of the pressure of 
gasses is also dealt with. Since it is in certain cases diffic�lt to 
differentiate between purelv thermionic effects and those due to 
chemical action a chapter deallng with the latter has been added. 

Full references are given to other publications dealing with the 
sub_iect. Indications are also given of the directions in which 
further research is required. 

In reading the book one is struck with the large share which 
British scientists have had in the devt>lopment of this branch of 
physics which is without doubt one of the most important recent 
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a<l<litiuns to our knowledge both from the scientific an<l commercial 
points of view. 

'' A Catalogue of British Scientific and Technical Books.'' 
Compiled by a Committee of the British Science Guil<l, 6, Juhn 
Street, Adelphi, London, \V.C.2. Agents A. & F. Denny, Strand, 
Lon<lun, \\'.C. 2. Price IOs. net. 376 pages. 

This catalogue gives a list of British books purchaseable at the 
<late of compilation, Summer, r92r ; and also includes editions 
\vhich were in preparation or being printed. It should be in the 
hands of all librarians and others who are purchasing scientific and 
technical books fur institutions, ::.ocieties, research departments, 
and educational authorities, so that they may easily see what books 
are available on any subject. It is also valuablt� to ordinary engi
neers \\·hu \\·ant tu find uut \\hat books they might read on any 
particular scientific subject. 

:'\o attt� rnpt is made to indicate the relative merit uf buuks. The 
catalogue purpurts tu be "a complete recurd of scientific and 
technical books other than those intended for primary schools and 
elementary volurnes uf like nature in the current lists of publishers 
in the United Kingdom and obtainable through booksellers in the 
usual way. ' ' 

"\pproximately G,coo titles are classified into 50 main headings 
and about 500 smaller classes, so that under any une heading or 
sub-division of a subject one has only to read about a column on 
half-a-page to find what books exist. This is incomparably better 
than the list published in r9r 8, where the books on Chemistry were 
all togetlwr un about 6 pages \Yithout sub-division. The classifica
tion is the most difficu It part of the compilatiu11. Sir John Snell ·s 
' ' Power Houst� Design '' comes under '' Mechanical Engineering; 
Power Transmission and Gearing" and not under Electrical 
Engineering Power Plant, where the other books on Central 
Stations arc found. Such cases of classification can easily be 
amended in the next t"dition, if it is found that a ht'tter classification 
exists. 

The tvµc of classification is very good; an alphabetical subject 
and narnc index is provided so that books can readil_v be found if 

only either the author or the subject is knmvn. Resides the 
ordinar_1· engineering subjects, which are all included, books are 
classified under the following headings :-Science and biograph ies, 
Philosophy inclu ding Logic, Physchology , all med ical subjects, 
Chernistry, Geology and its allied sciences, Forestry and Agricul
ture, Textiles, Printing, Photography, Scientific Management, 
Dictionaries. 
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The book should be useful to engineers who are interested in 
learning from books as well as from experience. 

"The Practical Electrician's Pocket Book and Diary, 1922." 

(S. Rentell & Co., Ltd. 3s. net). 
This well-known reference book has been revised, and new 

chapters have been added, without increasing the size of the 
Volume, owing to the use of thinner paper. The book now con
tains 557 pages, in addition to a diary. The Volume comprises a 
condensed mass of useful information at a very modest price. 

'' Annales des Pastes, Telegraphes et Telephones.'' 
The Administration of the French Posts, Telegraphs and Tele

phones has been publishing since 1910 a quarterly technical journal 
entitled the " Annales des Postes, Telegraphes et Telephones," 
which is being received with ever increasing favour by the public. 
l n  addition to profound studies on automatic telephony and wire
less, telephone relays, important telegraph apparatus both French 
and foreign, and radio-telegraphy there will be found also articles 
on the not-less important subjects of anti-induction devices, the 
electrification of railways, the use of aluminium in the construction 
of electric lines and the employment of mechanical apparatus in 
large post offices. 

The review publishes a resume of the work carried out under the 
heading of Service Studies and Research by the Technical Com
mittee of the Posts and Telegraph Administration, and gives an 
analysis of the subject matter of current periodicals in French and 
translations of selected articles in foreign magazines ; it sums up 
also the working practice and the most recent progress achieved 
abroad from the technical point of view. 

The Annales brings regularly to the technicians of the industry 
as \vell as to those of the State generally a complete representation 
of the work in progress in foreign laboratories. 

The publication is carried out by means of a Commission 
appointed by the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, which, pre
sided over by M. Dennery, Inspector General, vice-president of the 
Technical Committee of Posts and Telegraphs, includes also among 
its members such well-known personalities as Messieurs Blonde! 
(Member of the Institute) and .Milon, Director of Telephone 
Den�lopnwnt, Gern�ral FC'rriC' and Profrssors Henri Abraham and 
Gutton. 

" Practical Engineer," Electrical Pocket Book and Diary, 1922. 

(Technical Publishing Company, Ltd. Cloth, 2s. net). 
This is the twenty-third issue of this hardy and popular annual. 

IOO 
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The whole of the subj•�ct matter has been revised and brought up 
to date, but the principal additions have been made to the sections 
dealing with Electric Traction, \\Tireless Telegraphy, and Syn
chronisers and Power Factor Indicators. A few of the blocks have 
become so worn that the lettering is hardly decipherahh', e.g., the 
figures on pages I 77, r 78 and r 84, and we suggest that this be put 
right in the next issue. The pocket book contains over 600 pages 
of useful information, in addition to a diary, and it is a marvel of 
cheap production as prices of books rule at the present time. 

" Motor and Dynamo Control, Theory and Practice." By 
W. S. Ibbetson, B.Sc., A.:;\l.I.E.E. pp. 487, viii. (Messrs. E. & 
F. N. Spon, Ltd., London. 21s. net). 

This work is described as having been specially written for the 
purpose of providing the knowledge requisite for the efficient con
trol, care and operation of all kinds of electrical machinery. It is a 
book suited to the switchboard and machine attendant and is non
mathematical in its treatment of the subject. 

The matter is divided into thirteen chapt1�rs, of which the first 
is devoted to first principles. 

The second chapter deals with D.t'. dynamos, boosters, 
balancers, alternators, converters and static transformers in an 
elementary and descriptive manner. Chapter I II. is concerned 
with direct current motors. 

The two succeeding chapters deal with alternating current 
measurements and alternating current motors. 

The procedure necessary in the erection and testing of D.C. 
dynamos is next described and a chapter on private plants follows. 
Many useful and practical hints are contained in this section. 

Succeeding chapters deal with the paralle.l operation of alter
nators and the operation of converting plant. ln this section 
n1f'thods of synchronising are clearly explained and the various 
methods employPd for starting rotary converters are fully described, 
the actual operations necessary being detailed in each case. In this 
section a number of pages are devoted to the La Cour Converter. 

Thi� localisation of faults is very fully dealt with in the following 
chapters. A description of secondary cells follows. Their manu
facture and first charging is described and particulars are giyen of 
Yarious methods of regulating their charge and discharge. E"
planations are here givPn of the Highfield and Entz automatic 
n'vPrsible boosters. 

A short final chapter contains some useful notes on lubricants 
and a few hints on mechanical devices. 

IOI 
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A goo<l feature of the book is the comprehensive in<lex which 
1s provided. 

There are 178 illustrations an<l diagrams. The diagrams are 
clearly drawn and well repro<luced, but the paper used is not so 
suitable for half tones and several of them are obscure. 

\Vith regar<l to the subject matter of this volume, the author 
has in many places presented his statements in a very loose style. 
In addition to this looseness of style there are many actual errors. 
For example a student would understand from perusal of the second 
page that the action of a secondary cell depended on the deposition 
of copper in a solution of copper sulphate and that this effect is 
known as electro! ysis. On page ten, example (b) contains an 
arithmetical error; tlu� result being giwn as 32.0j K.\\iT. instead 
of 3.9 K. \V. c\gain on pages l 8 and 19 the formul� given for 
reluctance and total flux are incorrect when inch units are used. 
On pages 25, 72, and l 59 single-phase and di-phase waveforms are 
shown as semicircles, while on page 7G the curves on a three-phase 
E.M.F. diagram are of approximately sinusoidal form. From 
these curves a student would reasonably infer that an essential 
difference exists between the \\ave shapes of three-phase and single 
or di-phase currents. 

In dealing with battery booster:, the machine is spoken of as a 
dynamo, and the fact that the booster acts as a motor when opposing 
the flow of current is not mentioned although its use in this manner 
is explained. 

There are numerous other slips in this work, as for example the 
statement that the voltage drop due to ohmic resistance of an alter
nator armature is greatest on non-inductive loads. Also we arc 
informed that a full steam supply \Yould be necessary to <lrive an 
alternator when de! ivering less than full load on a low power factor. 

In descriptions of synchronising gear the author frequently 
insists on the necessity for the indicating lamps used being suitable 
for double the bus bar voltage, overlooking the fact that since lamps 
are shown in each circuit between the incoming machine and the 
bus bars the voltage across each lamp or group of lamps in a 
particular circuit will not exn�ed the voltage of the bus bars. 

In spite of these rather obYious defects the book contains much 
useful practical information and many of the operations necessary 
in alkrnator and rotary converter control are very fully described. 
The section devotcxl to faults is verv comprehensive, and for the 
class of reader whose duti<'s involn� the control and maintenance of 
small and medium sized electrical machines the work mav be 
wgarded as useful and instructive. 

A. J. GILL. 
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"Electrical Installation Rules and Tables." By \V. S. 
Ibbetson, B.Sc., "\.lVI.I.E.E. (Messrs. E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd., 
London! . pp. (io. Is. 6d. net. 

This little booklet is of handy size suitable for the \\aistcoat 
pocket and contains a large number of useful tables required in 
estimating and laying out wiring installations for lighting or power. 
All values are given in the new standard sizes of wire and cable, 
while the nearest old standard size is quoted for reference in all 
cases. Extracts are given from the more important \\'iring Rules 
of the l.E.E. Tlw tables gin�n include dimensions of cables, sizes 
requred for gi,·en numbers of lamps at all voltages, working and 
fusing currents of fuses, power rating of cables, sizes and capacity 
of casing and con du it insulation tests and man:· other particulars. 
A complete index is included. This little volunw should prow a 
convenient time saver to engineers, wirenwn <incl contractors. 

A.]. GILL. 
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THE HUGHES AND BAUDOT TELEGRAPHS. lly "\1<.Tlll'R Cl<.OTl'll. 
I rn·aI11al1il' 1 o �tud(·l\1 �.a!:' a !-ito\\ ledge of i)(>Lh �.\ �1 Pin� i� 11ow 11\'rnarnl( <l 1)\ 1 he f'xarni1wr�. 

2s. 9ct. ue1. post freC'. 
NOTES ON TELEGRAPHY. lh !'!<..\TT ancl �loL;c;, 13ristol. "\ sim ple 

l':\l\()�itiun ot t 111· n1din1(·11 i-. ol' 'I\_'c!rnir«.li 'l'elq.!;·1 apl1.\ :ind 'J dqihrny. �Hi pp. 1�() diagratn�. 
25. 9d. llP1, 11o�t lree. 

QUESTIONS AND SOLUTIONS IN MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. Bv 
\V. J, "HITE, .:\LI.KE. l1(\11Lain::.�ol11tio11:--.t(1ctll rn::\l.an11E.((�rad<'L).�dl>ytt�e 

.Boal'd of J•.dtw. and tltc l'. and c;. Inst., i'or Fully illlt�tratl'd. ::'\pw a\Jd Plllal'µ;ed 
cditio11. LI. �\-o. 2s, 9d. 11et, i,11::-;t, lrre. 

THE TELEGRAPHISTS' GUIDE. lh Bl·:LJ. ,\' \\"ILSO'\. The new (8th) 
('cliti011 ()f thi� �t.::i11danl IL·:-.:t-11001\: has lwcn .re\i-..cd <111cl lmn1ght up to date Uy a Wl·ll-know11 
C.T.O. teadwr (it liiµ:h -.,tc1ndi1q.�·, and i:--. i·e<•ommernl<'d b.\- all the <'lL'ctrical .iourn<ll-.,. :?Oth 
tl1n11�ornd. CL'. �\o., p1·ot"11-_.(•ly illt1:;trn1(·1I. 4 - I!l't. po::.t frPC. 

TELEPHONE ERECTION AND MAINTENANCE. .\ hamlb"ol< for the con-
trae:or aw! \\·in'11ia11. B.\ 1Ic·rl1pr1 (i. \\'llITE. (lflwiall.\ J"('('OlllllHJH11d by tiiP C. and c;. 

('XalliitH·r:-:. Clot 11, ,..,\ '" 
· 

lteprinting. 
QUESTIONS AND SOLUTIONS IN TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. By 

II. P. FE'\V. liw\11d( :-. 1nodtl "-Olu1ion:-; In th(' (�nulp I.(_'.. �t t:. P:\alll�. 18!J--l--1!1lrl, a" wPll as io 
trpica I '11Le:-:t ions sl't at t )l(\ I' (). Pxa11 •s. J ur <In'! scer�liip---. Fi 1 t Ji <di t ion 6/- net, pn�t fl'e<-'. 

i\ B C OF THE TELEPHONE. .\ pract;caJ trcati,e for al\ who are inter-e,ted 
iu the subject or tdeplio11e�. CnY<'r� tlH' t hern·;\-. prncti('E', ennc.,trnct i01i. <·an: and rnanagr111c11t, 
(If tl'lt'pl1111l('s a1u1 their <1l!Jilia111·c·::.;. ;�.-)�,pp . . ·�!i--1- illu-.trat!(1JL::-;. 65. 6d. post free" 

TELEGRAPHIC SYSTEMS. By Al<.Ti!LR ('l<.OTC:lf. "\ concise description 
of 1lw 1n:1i11 :-._yst(·tll� in 11-.(· i11ii1\111i(':\\1f'1(·s:rapliy. ( 'l. .�YO. '!.liS pp .. '!.'!.'!. illnstrations. 

6s. 6d. 11Pt, pc �t l"r<'<'. 

COMMON BATTERY TELEPHONY SIMPLIFIED. lh \\ .\l.TER ..'\TKI'\S . 
. \ l1ook toi· pt"rt('t(·al 1l'lP]dH111t' nwn and st111ll·1t1'-. -Ith 1·1litio11. ('l.-::-.\(1., J:\H11p., i:)I Jigs 

9.S. lll T, J,O�t l.l'l'('. 

HOW TO READ TELEPHONE CIRCUIT D11\CRAMS. lh D \\"TD S. 
11 l "LFI:--: II. _\ hnok 01· i111 t'l'('.-..t 1 u L•\'lT.\ t(•]('l>l1<J1\f' --rwlt'll\. Cr. :--:\ ·o .. '!.:1

-
I 1 p. :rnd .J/!l illns-

1 ration:--. 9s. 6d. llPt. po"'t fret._ 
TELEGRAPHY. ll1 l'l<.Fl'<'l·: l.ak,t re1·isen ecliti () 11 , t'l't'(lJ11111ended Ii\' the 

('_ & U. (•:\arni1H'r�. (
.
'I. ,"J\·n. I�):? 1 1p., ::;-o ill11...,trntion.". 13s. 1wt. u<)-.:t t'n·P. 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE PRACTICE. ih ll.\l<.l<.Y I·:. 1n:1<.SJIEY. t;i\"cs 
l 11ll d(�t n i Is n1· t IH· latp..,t dt•\ (']( 111ll tf'll t � nl' 1 li1• ;-:; I 1 O\\ g1�; . . \ 11l0111;\t ic· Tt'l\'J .lin11e �ysh'lll Cl. �\"o. 

15s. 6d. tlP1, pn�t frPe. 

THE TELEPHONE A.ND TELEPHONE EXCHANGES, THEIR INVENTION 
ANO DEVELOPrtENT By.l. K 1\1:'\t;,"HI J:Y . .'\l.1.E.E., Latr•...,1 Edi1imi \\ill1 170ill11:--.tl'atiuni.;, 
,....:,·o. 15s. 6d. 11�t.. po-,t frPf'. 

THE PR:\CTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO THE TELE
PHONIC EXCHAN<iE. ll\ .JO�El'll l'll()LI·.·, .\.-:\1.1.i�.I-:: (\\'li,Sl' ), .:\'<·w hditi(111, tlio1011gldy 
1·e\·i-..(•(l. !�('('(1111111( 111kil 1.y tlll' l'. :1l!d U. \\"11 t1 ;,�!1 ill11--t1·ati(•I\�. 15s. 6d. w·t, post frPP. 

TELEGRAPHY. 1;, T I·: 111·:1<.Hl:l<.'J'. 1:"111t!t Lditi""· <Jfticialh rcrnrn-
11H·1111c(11,y \lit· { ,\: ti. l',:1111in1 , _  l'l'. �1(1. l.(J1:11111 .. (<;11 ill11-.tra1inn--. 1.Ss. 6d. 111�l., po:-;t tl'i'l'. 

TELEPHONE Al'PARATlfS. 1;, (,\-:o. IJ. >d!L l'_\l�!J:-;(J'\. T!ti, i, a hantl-
linok <I! dat:1 h1r ir1\1'1il�1r�. �k:-is:111·1-, a11d 1r1:111111a!'11111·1·.., ol· t(·]1,pli1111i1· <lJ111ii;Ltus a., 
\\(•II :l'- ll>t ('ll'..',·i11(·(·1-.. P'\l'i1a11!..',I' 111:rn:l!..',Pt'.., :it1ol �II! 1·ri1it('1Jd(•tl1'"-. Cl. :--,\o. ;;;;-; 1 111., :tt:d 
11!ill11--tr11 i11n:-;. 18s. 6d. 1H·1. I f'--1 lrt't'. 

ST,\NDAIW TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION METHODS. lh FI<..\:\ K B. 
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XVll. 

INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE 

PROFESSIONAL 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 

PAPERS. 

Copies of the following P"l'ns cu11tnli11ted tll the l'roccedings oi the Injtitution, 
and printed by ,\11tho1-ity uf the Com1<·il, arc now 011 sale, and may be obtained a1 
the prices shown lwlow, ['Ills p<ht<tgc. Applic;rti()th slioulcl be acldre"ed to 

"The LIBRARIAN, 
Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers, 

G.P.O. WEST, LONDON, E.c.·-
In every case Members and Associates have the privilege of purchasing copies 

at half the stated price. 

"THE TELEGl{APII ACTS."- R. Mciuwy · - ·  9d. 

'·THE CONSTRUCTJO:\ 01' TEf.El'JlO:\'E LlNES."-A. Mom 9d. 

''IMPROVEMENTS Ii\ TELEPllONIC Tl\ ANS:\IISSIO'.'-i OVER UNDER-
GROUND CIRCUITS BY TllE INSERTION OF INDUCTANCE 
COILS."-'l'. l'1x,rornR 1s. 

*"THE ORGAJ'\ISATION OF AN Ei\�:TNEER'S SECTION . "- Il. BROWN ... 9d-

t" ELE CTRIC WAVE PH.OPAGATION.''-J. E. TAYLOR 9d. 

"QUADRUl'LEX REPEATJ·:J{S."-J. l\. i\lcCCRDY 6d. 

t'" UI\DERGl{OlJ:\'D CO�STRUCTI0:'-1 (PROVIJ'\CES)."-A. O_ c;rnno:--... 9d. 

*"THE POST�IASTJ·:1u;ENERAL'S l'O\\'ERS OF CO:\'STRL'CT!Ol\ 
UNDER T HI·: TE LEGRAl'll ACTS."-A. S. l\E:>S!L\W ___ 6d. 

"A DESCRil'TIO'J OF SO'.\!E TYl'lCAL PROCESSES I'J THE MA:\"L'-
FACTUEE OF DRY ( ,JJ{l·: C.\BLE."-R. W. CA1.u:xm-:R 9d 

"THE CALCUL:\TTON ()[· cnrn.J::\r YAL\:l·:s IN KET-WORKS."-
]- LOCKHART --- 9d 

''THE CONSTRUCTJO'.'; OF AEIHAL LI:\ES.''-J. H. M_ WAKEFIHD IS-

,, A REPLY TO ClUTICIS:\I OF :\IURRAY PIUNTJJ'\(; TELEGl{APH 
SYSTE:\L"-Do:--ALD :\lt:RRAY 6d 

"TIIE EDUCATIO'J A!\'D TR:\J\:lN(; OF /,:\' ENGII\EER."-Sir JoH:--: 
CAVEY, C.B. · - ·  6d. 

"TIIE INSPECTION OF \\"ROUGHT TB!B ER."-F_ L HE....-LEY --- 9d. 

t" PROTECTIOK FROl\I PO\VER cmcu JTS.''-s. c. BARTH0Lo:-1Ew Is. 

"WIRELl·:ss TELEPIIONY."--R. LAWSOX --- gd. 

"UNDEJ{(;]{OTJND TELEGJ{APITS.''-(;, II. Cm!FORT --- 6d. 

*" TE LEPHO�J -: DEVJ·:LOPJ\!El\T STUDIES."-K WARING 9d. 

"TIIE EDOCATIOK OF Tl!E !'OST OFFICE ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEER."-A. \V. HEAVISIIJE, l.S.0. ___ 6d. 

t" THE THEORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF CENTRAL BATTERY 
TELEGRAPH SYSTE:\IS.''-J- FRASER 9d. 

"AERIAL WIRE CONSTRUCTION.''-G. M. CARR 6d. 

"DEPRECIATIO:\."-MAJOR \V. A. J- O'MEARA, C.J\LG_ IS. 

t" ALTERKATIKG CUirnENT :\IEASUlrnMEKTS."-A. G. LEE 9d 

"THE EJ {ECTION AND MAIKTENANCE OF POST OFFICE 
SECONDARY CELLS."-W_ J. MEm.YK 6d. 

t" THE LOADING OF T ELEPHON E CABLE CIRCUITS.''-A. W. MARTIN Is. 

"LAW OF CONTRACTS.-'-D_ AIKE:>IIEAD STROUD, LL.B. 6d. 
"PNEUMATIC DISPATCII."-R_ KE1!PE 6d 

"FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF :\IODERN INTERNAL COM-
BUSTI0:--1 E:\'GI:\'ES."--P. Dvc-;sHEATH 9d 

ABSTRACTS OF PAPEl{S.-" Post Office Pneumatic Installations" (H. 0. 
Fleetwood, A.LE. E.); "The Design of Paper-Insulated Telegraph and 
Telephone C ables " (G. H. Vernon); "The Theory of Central Battery 
Telegr<!phs" (R_ Bradfield); "Some "Joles on Aerial Construction" 
(T. B. Johns-on, A.I.E.E.) - - ·  9d. 

"G.P.O. NEW ELECTRI C  POWER SCIIE:IIE."-I-I. C. GuNTON, M.I.E.E. 1�. 

"THE l\IETHODS OF STATISTICS. '-A_ S. REKSHAW 9d 

"NOTES ON MECHANICAL CONVEYORS AND THEIR ADAPTABILITY 
FOR USE IN POSTAL SORTING OFFICES.''-E. W. PETTIT 6d. 
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Tl•:LL \1.'1 \\·hi1 \1 "lll>icl"l 1nc11tio1wd Lcl(J\\ i111\'rc.-,1..., :'-!J\1, \\t: ,,jj] 
thc11 imnwdiate\y p1J . ..,t )1lll (ltl a \'l:l;, i11t(·rt·-.,ti11'-.'. l'/\l·.E );()()f.-:. 
p1li1llin.:..: 111ll your 1 1lf :--111ycc.:-. ;u1d c'\)Jl.ti11i11:.; )1()\\ \\ct:Lll 

.!.!:I\T ju:-,t that knm\ l1l qualify y11u f·ir a l:J.:TTEH. [01: 
\\'e help ltl plan' >·1iu in a c.:,1Jor1 po:-,itio11 '' itli lii:..:h \1-;t:..:.c.., 

\\'E Tl•:.\CH n\' PO�T in yl)llr :--p:tt-c tinH". 
Tlic Director:::. 1if the Jn:-.tiuttc lti:..:.hly rt'1'1llll!l1c:ntl l';wl1 1if thc-..e 
Postal Courses not only tu the OLIH·:I\ :\IE?\. lnit t 11 
.\PPH.E:'\'J'ICE;-;. ;rnd tcl P.\Rl·>'.\TS nr l:td.-, k:L\i11:..: 
Electrical 

Engineering. 
Wireless 

Telegraphy. 
Electrical 

Installations. 
Electrical Control 

Gear. 
Alternating 

Current. 

l\Iathematics. Telephony. 
Commercial Telegraphy. 

Eng-ineering. Plun1bi11g-. 
l\lotor Eng'ing. Ship Design. 
:\Iacliine Toob. APco Jnternal Combus-
Electric \\-elding, Engine-;. tion Engines. 
Ae'roplanP Design. l\Iarine Eng'ing. 
Civil �ngineering. Building l\Iechanical 
Boiler Inspecting. Con- Engineering. 
Reinforced slru,'tion. Na\'al Architec-

Lighting (Electl'ic, 
Gas, etc.) 

Heatin<Y and 
\·e� tilatinQ·. 

Concrete. Roik·r tu re. 
8anitan· Science. :\Taking. Stntclural WRITE FOR 

Draughtsman�hip. 
Workshop 

Practices. 
EXY\11 :\'.\TIO:\�. 

C. E. : .\.\I. I..\. E. · 

Elcct1'ic :\lotorCar Engineering. 
Ig-nition, Start- Power- l\IunicipalEnR·ing. FREE BOOK 
ing- & Lighting- ]louse f-;u1Teying- and 
S\'stems. Operation. Le\'elling. TO·DAY. 

Engineers· Quantitie� atJd E�timating. 
:-.\ .. \!. L\lcch. E.· .\. _\I. I. F. E. : 

bt ('h<.,.c,, l' .. '\tra bt ('b:---..; ('it\ 
Telephon�, e!t'. 

.:\I. ln-..t. 
Luild.-., 

Do not forget to mention the subject that interests you. 
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN, Ltd., 

101, Thanet House, 231, Strand, W.C.2. 

II THE v OICE OF THE INDUSTRY. 
II 

The expert ;rncl progrcssi1·e electrical engineers of His 
\Ia jesty's Post OClicc find it es�cnt i <i l to Leep thcrnseh·es fully 
informed in reg;ircl to t!ie constant cieYeloprnent of the electrical 
industr\' . 

Apart from the articles and notes of di rect ancl imrnedirite 
interest to Post Oflice Electrica l Engineers, tlie "Electricril 
I<.n·ie\\'," ris the represent;1tin· orgnn of tl1P industry. 1Yill nroYicle 
that infor111atio11 in tlie fullest po��ilile degree. 

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW." 
PRICE 6d. weekly. 

Or by fJosl £1 qs. 8d. per a1111um. 

THE ELECTRICAL REVIEW, LIMITED, 

\ _ 
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PEEL-CONNER 

TELEPHONE WORKS. 
Proprietors : The General Electric Co., Ltd. 

FINEST ·GRADE 

Telephone Apparatus 
OF EVERY TYPE. 

Nos. 1 and ta. 

Magneto Call Telephones 

Nos. 2 and 2a. 

Central Battery Telephones 

No. 3. 

Central Battery Multiple Switchboards 

No. 4. 

Magneto Call Switchboards 

No. 5. 

Central Battery Non-Multiple Switchboards 

\\TRITE FOR OUR BULLETINS. 

Works: 

STOKE, COVENTRY, 
'l'elephones, 1310 OOYENTRY. 

Telegrams, SP!tlNGJAOK, COVENTltY. 

London Office: 

MACNET HOUSE, KINCSWAY, W.C. 2. 
'felephone: REG ENT 7050, 

Telegrams: 

PEllLOONTEL WESTOENT LONDON. 
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Our Experience and-

Our Products 
Nearly fifty years of Cable l\laking has �iven "" the fir>t in ample measure 
and the second "our products "-are standing evi<lencf' of the value of such 
experience in the manufactu1 e of Cables of all Types and for all ser\'ices. 

Many of our largest contracts have been for Telephone Cables for Home 
and Dominion Go,·ernmenl� and we ha\'e conMantly employer! a large and 
continually growing staff tll undertake laying and jointing-. Enquiry will 
bring full<'>! details. 

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd. 
CHARLTON, LONDON, S.E. 7. 

City Office and 
U C Id d S E C Stores: 12, nion ourt, 0 Broa t., . . 2. 

Printed hy J:1�n1 l( \\'1111r1.,1;n1:--•, l·.p:-.nm, and 
Pohli-.h<'tl h� 1"111· f.:t.FCTRtl \1 l{H 110:\\ l.1\11TFP ;1t ·i l.udllatc llill l.•1111ln11 Jo .. (. 
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